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THE COURIER-GAZETTE IS SOLD MONDAY IS ELECTION DAY

John M. Richardson, new publisher
of The Courier-Gazette

ciation and an attendant at Massa
chusetts and New Hampshire Pro;
Asociatlon meetings.

between 3.30 and 3.45 p. m., Tues
A Strange Accident day.
Eye 'witnesses state that the in
Clifford Allen Has a Broken jured man was standing on the
Leg As the Result Of It "dge of the Union street sidewalk
nearly across from i.he library, di
Clifford C. Allin
5G. Central rect pg Llo> rats r.g cf i line which
Mabie Power Company head Une- was being pulled into place bymap, 4s confined to Knox Hospital truck.
with la broken right leg re ulting
One instant he was taiulin. on
from an accident on Union street the sidewalk and the next wuyanked 10 Io 15 feet alt ft and
dropped back to the pavement
Those who saw the accident prein that he was caught in some
rr.aiuier in the risijiig wire and
pulled up. losing whatever hold he
baa cn the lne as it became taut.
Crew members readied him as
VETERINARIAN
he tried to rise, before he was
aware of the scriousnes of his in
juries. Others called Dr. Freeman
P Brown Sr., who ordered him
Tel. 1047-22
removed to Kncx Hospital where
he Ls under the care of Dr Howard
Apollonio.

DR. R. N. ABBOTT

ASH POINT. ME.

76*104

The municipal ele- tion sched
uled f,.r Monday ha; brought forth
little activity, as far a;; cainpahping Is concerned cn the part of the
candidates even though there are
contest; * or both City Council and
Schoo! Beard seats The Board cf
Registration of voters reports that
only two persons applied d uring
their sessions fcr registration.
An even lighter vote than the ap
proximately 1056 ballots cast nne
year ago may be shown when the
polls clasp Monday night.
Seeking th» two Coun il y lcancies are Councilman Charles E.
Bicknell. 2d. who is up for re-elec
tion for a thrre-year term after
serving a one year term to which
he was elected last December to
fill ithe unexpired term of Edward
C. Moran; Carl M Ptllphen, under
taker, owner of Russell Funeral
Home and James Pease, manager
of RacklttT & Witham Wholesale
lobster dealers. All seek three
vear terms
School Board aspirants are [>r.
Donald 'E Haskell, chlrwractcr:
DCtnenie
Cuccineiio
attorney;
Blaine P Merrill, accountant; and
Maxwell Aines, bank teller Haskell
has previously been cn Hie t ket
for School -Board while the others
ire newcomers in municipal affairs.
Two vacapcie* exist cn both the
Council and School Board, giving
the voter the fright to vote for two
-andidates in each case
I I awfen Bray, secretary-treasirer of the Rockland Loan &
Building Association, is -unopposed
< ■• membership on the Board of
Tiu tees cf the Rockland School
Di trict for a three year ''rm
Ttie polls will cuen at 7 a in.

Washington Youth Held for Murder of Father the
black cat
Bv The Roving Reporter
Wednesday the calendar read
Dec. 1. but as if to prove that
something was amiss in came Lanscom Miller with a couple ; prigs of
full blown Mayflowers, They were
picked that morning at the Bird
camp, Mirror Lake, and didn’t
smell a bit like the month of De
cember

and remain open until 7 n m
Electirm return" mav be obtained
troni Hie office of The CourierGazette by telephoning either 770
:r 77' during the evening.
The in'ermaken cn each candihas h's-n ohta'ned from them

ind is published below.
CAR I M STTLPHEN
Candidate for City Council
Carl M. Stllphrtl, 33. is owner of
Russell Funeral Heme, licensed embalmer and funeral director and
•hairman of the Board of Embalm'ng Examiners of the State of
Cutting the Gordian knot means Maine.
to solve a problen in a bold, deci
He was leducated at Bridge Acadsive manner.
my in Dresden and the McAllister
School of Embalming in New
York Active in community affairs.

BASKETBALL

OWL’S HEAD
BAPTIST CHURCH

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Sale and Supper

vs.

LAWRENCE HIGH SCHOOL

AT LIBRARY
WEDNESDAY. DEC. 8

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 7

Aprons and Fancy Work
SALE AT 2.00 I’. M.

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
ADULTS, 60c; < HII.DREN, 40c

97-98

lie is a Imcmber of tine Rockland
Lodge cf Elks, is a 32d degree Ma
son. belongs to the Commandery
and Kora Temple. Mystic ISiirine.
He is past master of D. esden
Ixxtge FAM. and past patron of
Cornerstone Chapter. OE.S., of
Portland, Imcmber of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce and the to
wards Club.
He is married 'o the former
Alice Bird of Gardiner and they
have two children, making their
home at 9 Claremont street
JAMES M. PEASE
Candidate for City Council
James M Pease, 39. is manager cf
ttie wholesale lobster llrm of Rackltff & Witham, with which lie has
been associated the past 20 years.
He is married to tile former Ath
letic MoConchie of Rockland and
makes his home at 351 Broadway.
The couple have four children
Mr Pease Is a graduate ol Cam
den High School and Rockland
Commercial College; Deputy Grand
Master of ttie Masonic Bodies of
Maine in the Rockland District, and
member of the Rockland Chamber
of Commerce and tile McLain PTA

WASTE PAPER
DRIVE
Saturday, Dec. 4
I,save it at your street line

—we'll pick it up, sure!

Baked Bean and
Covered Dish Supper

Benefit Universalist Repair Fund

5.30 TO 7.00 I’. M.
Adults, 50c;
Children, 25c.

Large lots or questions—
Tel. 170 or 1 245.

97-98

HOTEL ROCKLAND
Rockland, Maine

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5. 1948

ft. H. S. SENIOR CLASS

Minted Fruit Cup Supreme

•RESENTS

Bisque of Clams
Concord Grape Juice

Hot Consomme. Princess
('hilled Tomato Juice

RELISHES
Spicul Seckle Pears
Crisp Pascal Celery

Sweet Mixed Pickles
Stuffed Manzanita Olives

( 4

DEAR RUTH

rt

A COMEDY IN TWO ACTS. BY NORMAN KRASNA.

Permission Dramatist Association New York

ENTREES
Select Sirloin Steak a la Minute, Sliced lied Ripe Tomatoes
Hot Boiled Live Maine Lobster, Drawn Butter
ftoast Sirloin nt Beet, an jus. Chef Salad in Pepper Rings
Ocean Clear Lobster a la Newburg, en casserole
Southern Fried Chicken, Corn Fritters

Snowflake Potato
Candied Sweet Potato
French Fried Potato

Thursday-Friday, December 9-10
RESERVED SEATS, 60c;

partment for which he works.
Harding Repeats Delyea’s Story

County Attorney Prank Harding
aid that yean Belyea staled that
he and his father had an argument
in the farm kitchm in the after
noon over the chores and that he
ot awful mad with his father.
Tlie boy then told Harding that he
got his brother's shotgun from be
hind the kitchen stove, loaded it
nd went in o the garage. He
said hts father was splitting wood
, i ihe - tied wh n he hollered:
"Lookout!" Tlie father turned and
ne let him have the charge. The
father fell, the boy said, and he
left.
The incident picks up again with
his encountering neighbors in the
woods a quarter mile away and his
departure to hitchhike to Rockland.
I prer lei t. ( harles It; lyea, charged with the shotgun murder of his faliier, observes court officials and
others through half-closed eyes in the preliminary hearing held in Rockland Municipal Court Thursday
morning.
Upper right, LeRoy Young, neighbor of the Belveas, points to the spot on the woodshed floor, where
Harry Belvca fell after the blast which caused his death. The rough plankin'; of the shed floor was soaked
wilii blood. The irail of blood beyond where Young stands is where Mrs. Young dragged Belvea into the
kitchen after he had complained of being cold.
Lower picture shows the Belyea farmstead about one mile out of Washington village. The spot where
Belvca was shot was just inside of the single windaw in the shed near the main house. The door by which
the son left the house with the loaded shotgun shows on the left end of the main bouse. He dt scribed that
he wtml from the door along the side of the woodshed Io the garage door which just shows over the pile
of lumber in the foreground and fired back toward the house, the length of the combination garage and
woodshed at his father, splitting wood close to where the woodshed joined the house. The kitchen is in
the near corner of Hie house. Belyea being dragged to a point just about opposite the window showing be
tween the door and corner of the iiouse, where he laid until the arrival of the doctor.

Charles R. Belyea. 17-year-old
farm boy and sixth grade student iloscd eyes, not mciing for minutes.
Courtroom Parked
in
Washington, pleaded
"not
The courtroom was packed a half
'•uilty to charges of murdering Har
ry Belyea. 69. ait their Washington hour before court time at 10 a. m.
farm Wednesday aiternoon, before Many comments were made on
Judge Ze.ma M Dwlnal of Ro:k- j Belveas youthfulness as,he entered
land Municipal Court Thursday tie room and took hLs seat. There
was pi.y in some whis;iered conver
morning.
Represented by Attorney Harry sations and harihne's in others
Wilbur cf Rockland, the bey arose The atmosphere was tense as a boy
upon the calling of his name by from a family of eight, father and
the judge—listened to ;he charges, mother divorced, and six of the
on which if he is found guilty, children in foster homes, faced tlie
could sent him to State Prison for court.
The tragedy of the killing in the
the remainder of his life—and re
sponded with a clear, firm, "not lonely Washington farmhouse made
itself
felt among the spectators—an
guilty.”
Wilbur waived hearing and the average group cf citizens, officials
court ordered the lad held in the of the court, police and members
County Jail for appearance before of the working press.
Body at State Police Barracks
the Knox Countv Grand Jury in
the February term of Superior
The affair first became known
Court.
Wednesday afterncon about 6
o'clock, when Dr. Meldon Collins of
Prisoner Calm In Court
The boy appeared nerveless as Liberty brought the body of Harry
lie entered the courtroom in com | Belyea, 60, into the State Police
pany with Sheriff-elect Willard
Pease, followed by present-Slieriff
C. Farle Luawick who had signed
the warrant. He sealed himself on
the long prisoners’ bench, gazed
about the court, searching, perhaps,
for a familiar face in Ills moment
of peril, and then bent over, placed
Ins head in his hands and
rested his elbows on tiis knees, ob
serving the court officials and re
porters present through partly-

Dr. North's Verdict

Dr. Charles D. North, Knox Coun
ty Medical Exam.ner, rendered a
verdict of death due to homicide,
isting the severing of the large ar
tery in the right leg which caused
a hemorrhage bringing on death.
He also stated that the bone in the
left leg about two inches above the
knee joint was shattered by the
shotgun blast.
Deputy Finley’s Description

Wednesday night. The CourierGazette called tlie home of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Young of Washington
and talked with Mis Young who
plaeed Deputy Sheriff George Pinley on tin- line to relate the hapenijigs of the afternoon which led
to Harry Belyea’s death.
Finley reported the story which
had been told him by the Youngs.
Die couple were down in the woods
(Continued on Page Six)

Barracks at Thomaston, in the back

1 seat of his car, where he had died
enroute to the hospital.
Somewhere about the same time,
Ben Nichols cf Union phoned from
an East Union store to DeputySheriff Philip Morine of Union that
| he had a boy hitch-hiker in his
' car, who identified himself as
, Charles Bdlyea.
Morine, together with Deputy
I Edgar Barker, w ent tc the East
Items of Interest from
Union location and took the boy
into custody, bringing him to Knox the Towns Listed Below
County Jail. Information as to the Appear in This Issue.
[ shooting had been previously passed
WEST WALDOBORO
I to officials by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
SPRUCE HEAD
; Young of Washington, whose home
MATINICCS
is about an eighth of a mile from
PORT CLYDE
I Belyea fa mi. Deputy Sheriff George
VINAI.H AVEN
i Finley, Washington, had been
OWL'S HEAD
! to the home and had dispatched
FRIENDSHIP
the elder Belyea to the hospital
WALDOBORO
with the doctor and notified the deSOUTH THOMASTON

TOWN NEWS

fUiI-Oome

EAST FRIENDSHIP
TENANT’S HARBOR
UNION
NORTH HAVEN

Where's Cfmer?/

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Assorted Hot Rolls
Fresh Asparagus Spears
Harvard Beets
Fresh Frosted Peas

—o-

When Albert T. Thurston took
the contract fcr erecting the city’s
Christmas street lights It ls doubt
ful if even that far-sighted elec
trician knew the extensive job he
had let himself in for. But those
who have watched Mr. Thurston
and his 12 assistants on the job the
past two days can fully appreciate
it. It will interest many persons to
know that he had $19.C90 invested
in materials for the work.
--4^
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping laments
the passing of the pretty posies be
neath her window, but noteswith
surprise an aster still In bloom.
—-O They don't fool Josh Southard,
head ot the city's welfare depart
ment The other doy a big negro
entered his office on School .street
and applied for Winter quarters at
the almshouse
Southard sized
him up at a glan t
"Knew what
you would have to do up there?”
he asked “I dur.no,” replied the
negro "Well 1 do," said Josh, "we
have 56 cords ol wood to be sawed
and split, and plenty of saws and
axes." Last he saw of the negro
was a trail of rapidly rising dust.

CHARLES E.. BrCKNPJJ., 2d

Candidate for City Council
Charles E. Bicknell, 2d. 34. is a
present member cf the Rockland
City Council and seeking re-elec
tion for a three-year term.
He is a graduate of Rockland
High School and the University of
Maine president of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce and dire -ter
of the Rockland Chamber d Com
merce. He is married to the former
Alice McLaughlin and makes his
home at 1C8 Beech street
The
couple have two children.
He served during tlie war as a
Navy Lieutenant: opening the
hardware store carrying his name
after return from the service.
ELAINE P. MERRILL
Candidate for School Board
Blaine P. Merrill. 39. accountant
for Superior Gas Oil Co. Inc., with
residence at 86 Mechanic street. He
is married to the former Anna
Eaton of Rockland. The couple
have three children.
He has served as treasurer of the
South End Parent-Teacher's Asso
ciation and is at present a member
of the executive board of the PTA
Council.
He is a graduate of Camden High
School and Rockland Commercial
(Continued on Page Two)
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But Ownership Remains In Rockland—John Interest Slight, As Shown By Registration
M. Richardson New Proprietor
Figures.—Sketches Of Candidates
The interests in The Courier-Ga
zette, owned by the late W. O. Pul
ler, long editor-publisher of this
newspaper and held in trusi by the
First National Bank since his
death in 1941, were bought y.stprday by John M. Richardson, pres
ent general manager of the busi
ness, and through an interesting
coincidence, grandson of Lewis
Richardson, one cf the co-iounders
of the paper 162 years ago.
The policies long cherished by Mr.
Puller will be largely maintained
and there will be no changes of any
kind in the present 22-nr .nbcr staff.
The new proorietor is a native
of Rockland, and following gradua
tion from Colby College was princi
pal of Rockport High School and
sub-principal at Rockland, serving
as president cf tin; Rockland Teach
ers' Club and president of the Knox
County Teachers’ Association His
Summer coursi s al Harvard, leading
to a Masters degree, were aban
doned in 1929 upon entrance into
the newspaper field.
He has been long ac tive in the
Maine Press Association and twice
cnasen its President. He Is a mem
ber of the National Editorial Asso-

FRIDAY

RUSH SEATS, 4«e; TAX INCI..

97-99

S0C9NYVACUUM

BOTTLED

BEANO

FULL LINE OF
APPROVED APPLIANCES

Union Masonic
Temple

SEE VS

MONDAY, DEC. 6

COMPTON’S

DESSERTS
Green Apple Pie, Cheese
Lemon Meringue Pie
Old Fashioned Strawberry Shortcake

GAMES START 7.00 P. M.

TEL. 1135-W

GENEROUS PRIZES

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
81-F-tf

Announcing Opening Today of the

For the Convenience of Market Operators and People
of This Area

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE FRUIT &
PRODUCE INC.

Auspices American Legion

I EARNESTLY SOLICIT

M RAINBOW ROOM
Safe under the spell of PAUL
MARTIN’S MAGIC. You, too,
will be breathless as he eats
Kazor Blades and Needles—Howdocs he do it? Come and see.

BABE
SUTHERLAND with
her Saxophone and SAUL HAR
RIS at the Piano for your
dancing
pleasure—Of
course,
NIGHTLY!!
ELMER started the evening
right by having a Delicious
Dinner in the Famous THORN
DIKE Dining Room. He Eats
Weill!

YOUR VOTE AND YOUR CONFIDENCE
IN

MONDAY’S CITY ELECTION
AM A CANDIDATE FOR

THE CITY COUNCIL
I hope to serve my city for the next three years in

,

this important capacity

Your Vote Monday Will Be Appreciated

CARL M. STILPHEN

9 CLAREMONT STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR TRANSPORTATION TO THE POLLS, TEL. 701
96-97

Tuesday-Friday
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tice (in Maine this year. Graduate
of Syracuse Uliiiversity Law School
and Rockland High School. At
tended the University of Maine
following war service and trans
ferred Ito Syracuse, to complete his
legal studies.
He enlisted for service in 1941
and wa6 assigned to the Judge Ad
vocate General’s Department agid
served In ‘Africa and Italy.
Single, he recently opened an of
fice for the practice of law an his
home city and is associated with
Judge Elisha Pike.
He Is the son of Mrs. Nancy Cucoinello and the late Domenic
Cuccinello and makes his home at
22 Front street.
Prior to the war, he was office
manager fcr the Algrin Corporation
of America and served as Personal
Secretary to President Newell of
the Bath Iron Works, i

A NEW MANAGER COMES

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]
ANNOUNCING NEW PUBLISHER
The sale of The Courier-Gazette is announced in this
issue, and the fact that the ownership is to remain in Rock
land will coincide with the wishes of its friends. The news
paper was establisiied 102 years ago. by Rockland men. and
during its long career has been under the control and man
agement of local officials who have striven to the utmost to
develop it Into the kind of a publication which suits the
community’s desires and needs. It has attempted to publish
the news without undue sensationalism, and to inflict harm
upon nobody where it could be avoided in reason. Transfer
of the ownership to John M. Richardson brings to the fore a
man who has been connected with the staff for 25 years, first
in the capacity of advertising manager, and for the last 10
years, as business manager. In the latter function particu
larly he has greatly stimulated the newspaper's progress and
prosperity. John M Richardson might well be termed a
newspaper man by inheritance for he is a grandson of one of
The Courier-Gazette’s founders, and will carry on.

THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE
Revision of the Electoral College setup is the aim of Sen
ator Lodge of Massachusetts, who is joined in that movement
by Senator Fulbright, Democrat, of Arkansas. The Lodge
proposal is to divide a State's electoral vote in proportion to
the popular vote cast in that State for Presidential candi
dates. At present the candidate getting the most votes in a
State wins all of its electoral votes. The Electoral College
has long been under fire, but has withstood objections down
through the long years. The Lodge proposal has the earmarks
of fairness, and it will be interesting to see what Congress
does about it.
Manager Robert H. Blake of the
State off Maine Blueberry Growers,
Inc., 6tore at West Rcckport. stands
in the remodeled store which will
have its official opening Saturday
morning. Many changes have been
made in the West Rockport estab
lishment, new lines have been
added and the store revised in gen
eral to offer the best service and
values possible to the public.
Mr. Blake is a past president of
the Newport, N. H.. Chamber of

NEED OF RESERVE OFFICERS
The Department of the Army announces that In view of
the current requirements of National Defense there is need of
Reserve Officers, particularly in company grades, to go on an
acti/e duty status. Opportunities exist for service in prac
tically all branches. This applies not only to officers now in
the active reserve but also to former Reserve Officers and
officers who served in the Army of the United States during
World War II. These latter two classes may apply for reserve
commissions in their wartime grades Inquiries may be made
at the Reserve Office in the Maine Post Office Building, Port
land, Maine, at 77 Central street, Bangor, Maine, or at Reserve
Headquarters, Fort Preble, Maine.

Tailored Slips, white and tearose, i City street crews have complet$3.95. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop ed the rebuilding of the wall Of
Copper Kettle.
96-99 the brook off Union street at Grove
_________________ _____________ 1 which had threatened to cave in
due to pressure oehind it. About
100 feet of the wall was straight
ened and the proper fill placed in
! back of it.
Farm of 100 acres or
more on black road; large
poultry barn; with or
without tools. Priced at
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
$6,000-$8,500. In Knox
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
or Lincoln. Call
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00
F H. WOOD
COURT HOUSE, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
97-98
DECEMBER 3-4
Double Feature:
Johnny Weismuller
Brenda Joyce in

EXPLOITS MAINE ATTRACTIONS
A valuable aid to the hunter, the fisherman and the
canoeist, is found in the latest edition of the Maine Develop
ment Commission’s booklet. It, is printed principally for mail
ing to inquirers about the State's sporting attractions and
for distribution at travel bureaus throughout the country. Back
and front covers of the booklet are printed from colored
photographs with 21 black and white photographs illustrating
the text. In the back of the publication are threee detach
able maps showing the States organized territory, its fish
ing waters and its principal canoe trips.

BUYER WANTS

WALDO theatre

NO EXCITEMENT, BUT VOTE
Next Monday is Municipal Election day in Rockland, and
while it lacks the excitement and fanfare attending the oldtime city election it is nevertheless important that the citi
zens exercise their franchise. There are three candidates for
the two vacancies in the City Council and four candidates for
two vacancies on the School Board. Some excellent material
is being offered, and it is up to the electorate to name its
preference. Vote early; vote anyhow.

“TRAZAN AND
THE MERMAID” '
—Also on the Program—

SHOP BEFORE THE RUSH

“MADONNA OF
THE DESERT”

We have omitted our traditional appeal to “shop early"
because it would seem by this time that purchasers could see
the advantage of selecting from fresh stocks while the last
minute rush is not in progress. If you have money to spend,
and are possessed to do it, take the comfortable moment for it.

u>

Readers Digest, I year, S2.75; Additional Gifts, $2.25.
Parent’s Magazine, 1 year, $2.50; Two 1 year gifts, $3,75.
Gift Cards Ma'led for All Magazines. Send Me Your List of
Magazines, I Will Quote Lowest Possible Prices; 40-Page Price
List Mailed on Request. Service on 3,000 Magazines, 30 Years
of Reliable Magazine Service.

FRED E. HARDEN
THE MAGAZINE MAN
ROCKLAND. MAINE

t$$$$$$$

TUM-SHU-rOAM-Mii
l~th«-POOT K5
l&amoola gives immadute
oomfort. Raliove* painful
preosuiao on corns and
callouaM Stope tho agony
metatarsal and heal
bruises Light as a feather
No bulk. Send shoe size
Men and Women Cna
Dollar Sorry, no C O D

d

A

1

C I

A

t

PO.Box 27C

Theodore Overlock was installed
Tuesday as worthy master of
Warren Grange . Other officers in
ducted were: Frank Overlook,
overseer; Mrs. Doris Jenkins, lec
turer; Charles Stimpson, Sr., stew
ard; Raymond Jenkins, assistant
steward; Percy IR. Bowley. treas
urer; Mrs. Ina Overlook secretary;
Clifford Overlcck, gatekeeper; Mi’s.
j Lucy Stimpscgi, Ceres; Mrs. Mary
j Pease. Pomcna; Mrs. Emma Nor
I wood, Flora; Miss Carolyn Lufkin,
lady assistant steward; Fred Starrett, member of the executive ccmmitte for three years. Paul Melj lin. chaplain-elect, will be installed
j later. The new officers were in
stalled by Charles Stimpson, Jr.,
past master, and his aides, includ
ing Harvell Crockett, as marshal;
Miss Ethola Stimpson and Mrs.
Marie Stimpsqn, as emblem and
-4

1

—In Technicolor—

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 7-8
Barbara Stanwyck, David Niven

-*■—

.
Oranges
Pears
1
it
Spinach
Salad Bowl
i

BaAksL
You're
rou re jure
ture to please
rour family and friends"-;^®

•it* an gift

.

*

ALL-WOOL FLANNELS
$7.95
ALSO MANY OTHER McGREGOR
SUGGESTIONS—CORDUROY SPORT
COATS,
SWEATERS,
DRIZZLER
JACKETS.

Ice
Cream
* SNOW ■■ noz
AQc
,WW
_
- - H3
PKGS
2
CROP
Z
Breen Peas fBOX

Chuck
lb49c
STEER
aqc

Smoked Picnics
TENDER FLAVORFUL HEAVY

305 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Across from Newbcrt’s Restaurant
TEL. 1260-W

porterhouse

He’H Really Appreciate a Robe

lb65‘

Cooked Hams
Chickens

Lean Hamburg
IONA BRAND

Tomatoes

ANN PAGE PREPARED

2

Pendleton Robes, $18.50

.niEPHOhfc*
14,3

1 p.
vk?

2

CANS

Marvel Bread
White A 18 OZ A7.

I 22 OZ I
, CANS I

Spaghetti

ANN PAGE

Pork & Beans

Sliced

tl

tI

1 VS.

Jelly
12
Streussel CAKE

Margarine

Vklgb 29‘

Spaghetti

2^117'

Cigarettes

5

Ginger Ale

3

ANN PAGE MACARONI o<

L

Coffee Cake
0ZAA
e
Zw
Applesauce
Cake each 29*

n. ,

16 OL
CANS

NUTLEY

PKGS

LUNCHEON MEATS

29 OZ 1
BOTS ,
12 Oz

Treet, Prem

ca:

Oats

2eVc215e4?K°oz33‘

3lBCAN

16 SCHOOL ST.,

Ched-0 Bit
85*

For Every 2 LB
Cheese Use LOAF

51*

Eight O'clock Coffee
1 LB BIG 40*
Peanut Crunch HOLSUM'S IMP. PEANUT BUT1ER ,6 0Z 41*
4 0Z CAN IO0
A-Penn Lighter Fluid
LB AM 39*Blue Bonnet Margarine
M 0Z KG 32*
Nabisco Ritz Crackers
KG 17C
Nabisco Shredded Wheat
FKG Of 50 171
Diamond Book Matches
123 FT. HOLE 22*
Cut-Rite Wax Paper
LB WC 13C
Staley's Cream Corn Starch
2«cS25c
Staley's Cube Starch
12 oz size
.
c
Grandma's Molasses 010 fashioned 12 OZ JAB 21
Whitehouse Evaporated Milk
3 TALL CANS 43^

Crisco
LB CAN

Ms

41
1.17

uper MaiVds

Makes Rich Suds Without Effort

Washes White Without Bleach

10c

Oxydol

Duz Does Everything

Rubless

Duz

34c

Tick Wax

Ivory Soap

AA.
•111*

Bleu Cheese
69*

STRAINED

1

PKG

LB

Cuts To Suit
Your Needs

44X,?39C

GREEN’S

CHEESE
SLICED

FLAVOR-TESTED-ORANGE PEKOE

IT’S
DIGESTIBLE

Shorts—In Colors and
White Broadcloth.

American

1

SUNNYFIELD QUICK o, REGULAR

2^29c

$3.95 to $5.95
UNDERWEAR

98‘

YUKON PALE, GOLDEN-CONTENTS

CHOPPED

'MK

MEDIUM CAKE

LARGE PKC

34e

ROCKLAND

t

i

35c to $1.00

MEN^ AND
BOYS ' CLOTHING
purMishings shoes and uniforms
389 WAIN ST
ROCKLAND ME

59'

3

fiudq&L -Sjcw&aa. J

:r

$

OFF/NS

HEAVY CORN FED
STEER BEEF
EXCELLENT FOR
POT ROASTING

. 49c

POUNDS2

FRESHLY GROUND

j" UNIVERSAL

AND HOTPOINT

LARGE PKG

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

$9.95 to $17.95

BLOCK
EQc
STYLE IEUU

TENDER YOUNG-BROILING <x FRYING

Our Stocks of Lovely Furs are complete, our selec
tion wide—Choose the best. Choose from Rock
land’s Own Furrier.

A colorful assortment in cottons
and rayons.

All Wool Flannels in Solid Colors and Plaids. Fully Lined
Rayon Brocades in Rich Patterns.

Roast

O162KS
orSlRLOIN
LB 03
SUNNYEIELD-WHOLE Of EITHER HALF

SHIRTS

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN TO EASE
YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.

19,

2 lbs.

LEAN WELL TRIMMED

The finest in styling and Tailoring.
In Colors and Whites.

Colors—White—Initialed.

O kChS.

Bananas
Sweet Potatoes

ARMY-NAVY STORE

ARROW

$1.25 to $1.50
HANDKERCHIEFS .

CALIF

Carrots fresh

KILROYS

Here Are the Items Men Select for Themselves... and Enjoy Wearing.

That can’t be beat for comfort. In 1
wide range of Colors and Plaids.

ST

95c

TENDER

■

BEECH-NUT

$6.95 to $8.95

25

2 p°A35c
19

»PH’Ua
Pascal Celen

something for good eat--.::;:

GIVE FURS

“THE OTHER LOVE”

$3.65 to $4.50
SPORT SHIRTS

O

A—•aloe

.-X

vapen *high
gh with
»,th fes
fet-qSW

tive foods. Let
live
Lei your
r.nritfmac greet
nrno, ng
n,. be:.:K
K. 4
Christmas

Baby Foods

For His Leisure Moments. Ka.von
Gabardines in light and dark shades.
Washable

49“

8

D'ANJCU-R'Pt

Nectar Tea

SPORT SHIRTS

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Commercial Printing Department
TEL. 770. ROCKLAND
Please ask for Mr. Andersen

POPULAR BRANDS-PRICED FOR MAINE

A

McGregor

1024 MARCH '47
A completely equipped modern
plant that serves you with Fine
Quality Printing at Economical
Prices.

rA

You are
in love
with
luxury
but are
sensible
about
spending

“luxury" liner”

9MUTY-£C0M0IW

Packed with flavor!

IF

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
DECEMBER 5-6
Jane Powell,
George Brent
Lauritz Melehoir
Frances Gifford
Xavier Uugat and his Orchestra

JRINTING

■ n . i hi'

’ '

flam*!

CHRISTMAS IS COMING
Buy More For Your Money

South Hope Grange will hold Its
annual election of officers, next
Wednesday night.
Refreshments
will be served. A large attendance
is desired.

trous ef Hanbandry are eulumed
here.

“S'g'sx’S’S’tPS’eMKwe’C’.MtMtcsevgieitiMt
j

Saturday Afternoon Children’s
Show: "Tarzan” Feature—Serial
—Shorts.

MAGAZINES AT REDUCED RATES FOR XMAS

TEL. 35-W,

—Photo by Cullen

Commerce, and has been a dairy
man and hardware stcie cwner ter
several years past. He is a charter
member cf the New London. N. H..
Lions Club; Mason and Shriner.
and was active igi Boy Scout work
in the areas where he has made
his home.
Mr. Elake comes to the store and
association with a wealth of ex
perience gained in years in the
hardware business and in the op
eration of a large dairy form.

((Continued
f'nntinii*v4 >WMm
Paai. One)
Chipt
from Page
College, and is Junior Warden of
Rockland Lodge of Masc-is.
C.. MAXWELL AMES
Candidate for School Board
C. Maxwell Ames. 32, is employed
by First Naticnal Bank of Rockland
as a teller. He Is married to the
former Ruth Marston of Rockland
and has one child. The couple
make their home at 17 Masonic
street.
He is a graduate of Rockland
High School in the class of 1937 and
served in the Armored Forces of the
Army during the war as a First
Lieutenant. He Is active in affairs
of the Junior Chamber of Com
merce, a member of the Rockland
Lodge of Elks and Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, American Le
gion.
Closing out our Slacks at reduced
prices—wool flannel, gabardine and
DONALD E. HASKELL
corduroy, sizes 10 to 16. Alfreda
Candidate fcr School Board
Perry, 7 Limerock street.
96-97
Dr. Donald E. Haskell. 38. is a
chiropractor, who has practiced in
Rockland the past 11 yeors, follow
ing graduation from the O’Neil
College of Chiropractic in Fort
Wayne. Indiana.
He is married to the former Mar
guerite Leighton of Bangor and the
couple have three children and
make their home at 15 Beech street.
He is a member of the Methodist
Church, Rockland Ledge of Masons
and is a 32d degree Mason.
I. LAWTON BRAY
Candidate for Trustee of Rockland
School District
I. Lawton Bray, 47. unopposed
candidate for membership on the
board of trustees of the Rockland
School District, is secretary-treas
urer of the Rockland Loan & Build
ing Association, a pest which he
has held for the past 10 years.
Married to the former Helen Libby
of Presque Isle, the couple have
two children and make their home
at 15 Mechanic street.
He is a graduate of Rockland
Commercial College, attended Bos
ton University and the American
Savings & Loan Institute in Chi
cago. He is president cf the Maine
League of Loan & Building Asso
ciations and a director cf the Maine
Bankers’ Association. He is a mem
Masfcrd*''zt
ber of Rockland Lodge of Mascns.
I
MAYONNA
1’1
treasurer of the Rotary Club and
member of the Baptist Men's
League.
IDOMENIC P. CUCCINELLO
Candidate for the School Board
“cZlft'SM 1
Domenic P. Cuccinello, 28, is an
attorney at law admitted to prac

regalia bearers; and Mrs. Inah
Overlock, pianist.

GRANGE CORNER
ft ft ft ft
Hewn Itema from *O W the Pe

Activated Seismotite

The Soap of Beautiful Women
Camay Soap

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN STREET,

<£,45c

.2r

Old Dutch

CLEANSER

H0Z«i
L Ic

2 CANS

G E. Mazda—25-40-60 W ea. 13c
Elec Light Bulbs z^,oo» u 17c

ROCKLAND,

ME.

73-P-tt

<4%
All price* subject to market changes and

A&P Self-SiArvi*"*. Sturui* In

effective ai aU
wt'«U4

—

H
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Dec. 4—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with White Oak Orange. North War
ren
Dec 7—Thomaston: Annual Christmas
fair at the Federated Church.
Dec. 9—At St. John’s Episcopal Church
annual Christmas Fair.
Dec
9-10—'Rockland
High
School,
Senior Class Play "Dear Ruth."
Dec. 10—Wa.Ten: One-act play con
test by the High School, at Town
Hall
Dec 11—Tonlan Circle Fair at Univer
salist Church
Dec. 12—Gardiner Choral Society pre
sents Handel's Messiah In Congrega
tional Church at 3 p. m sponsored
by Rubinstein Club.
Dec. IS—Colby College Glee Club, will
present the "Messiah” at the Univer
salist Church
Dec. 16—"The General Store” auspices
of the Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peter's In the Undercroft.

A Well Baby clinic will be held
Monday afternoon at Community
Building from 2 to 5 p. m.. Dr.
Prank Kibbee will be in attendance
for immunization of diphtheria,
whooping cough and tetanus.
Paul A. MacDonald, deputy Sec
retary of State, will be guest speak
er at the Kiwanis meeting next
Monday night.

The Baptist Menis League,
through the efforts of Stuart C. Bur
gess, is fortunate in securing one
of the State’s best speakers for its
meeting Dec. 16. He is Donald H
Stevens, Commissioner of Health
and Welfare, The meeting calks for
a full attendance.
Kenneth Dow and Herman Gross
cf the A. C. McLocn Co. staff are
spending two days at the Philgas
School in Portland.

One year ago: Dr. Blake B. AnnL
was appointed to the State Board
of Chiropractic Examination and
Registration—WiLbur Senter was
elected second vice president of
Pine Tree Council of Boy Scouts—
William Koster was elected com
mander of Claremont Commandery,
K. T.—Raymond H. Fogarty bought
the R. E. Nutt shoe store—Deaths:
Thomaston, Etoen O. Peyler, 90;
Rockland, Lawrence I. Esancy,
25; Martinsville, George F. Nichols,
75; Thomaston. Mrs. Chester Over
look, 85.

Tailored Slips, white and tearose,
$3 95. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop.
Capper Kettle.
96-99
Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons,
•econa noor. 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and doth Coats at moderate
Price*
10tf

Roy Lowe, proprietor of the
Peerless Engineering Company, was
taken to the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland, Tuesday night,
by the Ru sell ambulance where
he is now a patient.

FOR SALE

Christmas Wreaths
and Trees
DECORATED WITH CONES
REASONABLY PRICED
Special Sized W'reaths Made
To Order. Contact

DANCE
Every Saturday Night
APPLETON
COMMUNITY HALL

______________________ 91-F-95tf

DANCE

Closes Tonight
When Evangelist Graham
Will Give Second Musical
Sermon

The annual Memorial service of
Rockland Lodge cf Elks, 1038. will
The Graham Evangelistic Cru
take place Sf|nday at 7 p. m.. in
the Elks Ledge rooms. Rev. Fr
sade now being conducted at the
Charles F Bennett will deliver the
First Baptist Church comes to an
eulogy. Instrumental music will
end tonight at 7.30. Fine congre
be by Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and Miss
gations, challenging sermons and.
Bertha Luce cf Rockland, with voinspiring singing have marked this
caks by Robert Laite of Camden.
crusade. People will long remember
A buffet lunch will be served in
the dining room following the
Military funeral services were Mr Graham's musical sermon on
service All Elks, friends and the held Tuesday afterncon at the "The Life of Christ.” given Tuesday
His
public are invited to attend.
Russell Funeral Parlors for Walter night to a large audience.
E. Weeks. There was a large at beautiful tenor voice lent itself to
Patricia Bisbee and Carl Gray tendance agid an impressive dis the portrayal of the prophecies,
will sing Saturday at 12.30 over play of floral emblems Rev. John birth, life, death, resurrection and
station WRDO — Mrs Adelaide Smith Lowe, DU., officiated and glorious return of Jesus Christ as
Kaler will broadcast a solo over the ritual service of the United found in the great oratorios and
station WGA.N., Saturday on the Spanish War Veterans was con : hymns of the Christian Church.
10 b’clock program.
ducted under the direction of Harry Wednesday night Mr. Graham
Smith and Herbert W. Thorndike. spoke on the theme: ‘More Than
Alan F. McAlary agid John M. The active bearers were, William Foxhole Religion,” and sang the
Richardson, members of the Rock Freeman George Phillips. George beautiful Scotch hymn. "My Ain
land School Board, who 'conclude Bracktt and Ralph Brackett. The Countrie.”
Thursday night was
their three year terms this month, honoray bearers were members of Young People’s night and he ad
were honored Tuesday night 'with Ralph Ulmer Camp. Spanish War dressed the meeting on the subject:
a super lobster dinner at the Sum Veterans
Intermept was in Sea "And How—Young!" He sang Van
mer home of Charles H. McIntosh. View cemetery.
| de Water’s "Penitent," while the
Lermond's Pond. Hosts were the
j Church-Craft series of pictures on
present members of the (Board Mr
The Rockland Lions Club enjoyed | the Penitent was shown on the
McIntosh. Dr, Gilmore W Soule a rare treat Wednesday when it j screen.
and Harold Whitehill. together listened to a timely address by Rev. I Tonight at 7 30 o’clock. Rev. Don
with Supt. of Schools J. Weldon Donald Graham of Whitefield, N ald Graham, the Singing Chaplain,
Russell.
J., former Army chaplain, who is 1 will hold the last of his series of
conducting a successful series of meetings. Almost the entire evening
The McLain School P.T.A. mem evangelistic services at the First will be devoted to his second musibers are urged to attend the candi Baptist Church. Bible truths were j cal sermon, “The Life of Man—Cre
dates Meeting Friday night at the impressively discussed in the talk ation to Eternity.." Tuesday night
home of Mrs. William Talbot, Tal Wednesday, and the members were a large and appreciative audience
bot avenue.
delighted with Mr Graham’s serv Istened to his first such message,
ices as song leader
j "The Life of Christ.”
J, Y Lovell Wardqn of the
The message tonight will include
Maine State Prison, talked on Ju
The National Church School At
venile Delinquency at Monday tendance Crusade being conducted tenor solo6 from the following oranight's , meeting of the Kiwanis at the First Baptist Church is
Club. He outlined plans that his proving very successful.
Every
home town of Harrison had worked Sunday during the (crusade, except
out to keep childre|n happily en the first far surpassed the atten
gaged, he lalso complimented Rock dance of the same Sundays a year
land on its Recreational program. last Sunday This Sunday is the
Mr. Lovell also gave a very excel ago. Over 300 were 'in attendance
lent description of the operations last in the contest and the largest
at the State Prison, and the means attendance of the whole crusade is
used to keep men in a constructive expected.
frame of mind His purpose is to
rehalibitate men. in order that they
Mr. and Mrs Calvin Sherman
may become useful members of the Jr., recently had a 50-minute con
community In talking with young versation over the short wave ra
men involved in car thefts, he dio with Mrs, Sherman's brother,
found that far too many people Sgt. Julius McCaslin. who aho has
leave keys in their cars, an invi a short wave radio in Weisboden,
tation to Isteal. The members of Germany.
WE
Kiwanis found Mr Lcvell a very
Lovers of Fine Furs at moderate
nteresting speaker.
FAITHFULLY
prices will make a pleasing discov
The Waste Paper Drive of the ery if they turn to page 11, this issue.
PLEDGE . . .
VgUversalist Repair Fund Commit
—adv. 79*
tee will be held tomorrow Dec 4.
To maintain the high level of
Did You Order Your English efficiency of our prescription
I.eave your waste paper at the
street line They will pick it up.
Plum Pudding Yet? Better Hurrv service.
Up.
Tel. 663-W or 863-M
97'98
’
97-lt

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main
St.—adv.
57-F-tf

Music, Dean’s Orchestra

The Elks headquarters has issued
the following notice relative to the
memorial services which are to be
held at the Home Sunday night
at 7 o'clock: "The Order cf Elks
dedicates the first Sunday in each
December to Miemory— the memory
of our Absent Brothers who
will come no more But Me
morial Day l is not a day of
sadness, rathei a day of tender
recollection, of gentle thoughts, cf
communion with the departed.
Make it a point to remember Dec.
5 and be preesgit with your family.
Public invited. ’

STILES FARM
ROI’TE 1,

TEL 256-14

97-98

FOR QUICK DELIVERY
ON

Christmas Signs
and Posters
CALL

L. G. EMERY
TEL. 363-W
616 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
97-98

To hold as a sacred trust the
scientifically
accurate
com
pounding of prescriptions.
And to hold inviolate all con
fidences relating to the ailments
of those we serve.
At this the start of another
year we renew our pledge of
professional fidelity to the people
of our community.

GOODNOWS
n

If

PHARMACY

Hl#

I 6000NOW ,«0»

torios: "The Creation” by Haydn,
"Moses in Egypt” by Handel,
“Abraham” by Molique. "Redemp
tion” by Gounod. Two outstanding
numbers by Molotte, composer of
the well-known "Lord’s Prayer,"
will also be included, "The TwentyThird Psalm" and "David and Go
liath.” The latter is a fascinating
description of the actual combat
between David and the famous
giant, the words having been adapt
ed by Mr. Graham from the origi
nal score. Quite a number of fa
vorite hymns and Gospel songs are
also included as well as the negro
spiritual, “Go Down, Moses.” Other
sacred classics are by Oley Speaks
and John Prindle Scott in the more
than 25 numbers to be heard.
The musical sermon is essentially
a story, though because it is a Bible
story It teaches profound truths
concerning God and man. As in
dicated by its title, 'The Life of
Man—Creation to Eternity." begins
with the account of the creation of
Adam and Eve. Haydn's descrip
tion of the latter in the solo Mr
Graham uses might almost be clas
sified as a sacred love ballad. Spok
en parts by the minister weave all
the solos into a unity throughout
tile sermon.
A highlight of the sermon is the
description of Abraham, using musi
cal nubmers very seldom heard in
the churches today. The terrible
experience of Abraham being called
upon to sacrifice his son, Isaac, is
made to live again in the imagina
tion of the audience. The same
might be said for the section on
Moses, setting him forth as the de
liverer of the children of Israel
from Egyptian bondage The story
sees Israel again in captivity in
Babylon but brightens into the descripton of the coming of Christ.
Eternal destinies are the final note
with the last verse of the much
loved "Holy City” as one of the
concluding numbers.
Since there will be no song serv
ice or other preliminaries tonight,
early arrival is suggested. Every
one in the community is invited tc
attend. Not only music lovers but
everyone will find this program
fascinating and inspiring. Mr.
Graham’s unique ministry has been
heard In more than a score of Pro
testant denominations from coast
to coast and in foreign countries.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

DANCE
WATTS HALL
THOMASTON. ME
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Welch Gets Job

Watch For Santa

Former State Prison Warden
John H. Welch of Bangor is Gov elect Frederick G. Payne’s execu
tive secretary. Paype announced
the appointment yesterday.
He
"aid he would name his admini
strative assistant soon. Payne takes
office in January.
Welch, 62. was Aroostook County
Sheriff from 1929 to 11X56 when he
retired to private business. In 1937
he became prison warden, a post he
held nine years.

Santa will come out of the skies
tomorrow, riding a plane of the
Knox County Flying School with
Bill Wincapaw, Jr., at the control'.
The jolly old fellow will land at
the Ash Point Airport et approxi
mately 10 a m„ after which he will
be conducted to Rockland and pa
rade through the busipess section,
stopping off at Bitler's Car &
Home Supply for a visit until
Christmas.
Clayt Bitler, who arranged the
special visit for the youngsters of
Rockland, states that all are wel
come to meet Santa at the airport
join the parade and then visit him
at all times where a special corner
of (the store has been set up for
interviews with children of all ages
throughout the Christinas season.

Outboard Gear Shift
Main St. Hardware Proud
Of New Johnston Motor
A new outboard motor featuring
Neutral. Forward, Reverse accom
plished by gear shilt control, was
disclosed today by Johns: n Motors,
one of the older and larger out
board manufacturers, to their local
dealer Main Street Hardware Co.
Tlie new motor, known as the
Johnson Model QD. develops 10.0OBC certified brake horsepower at
4000 revolutions per minute and
weights cply 56 pounds < without
the separate fuel tank). The QD
is said to be not only a brand new
motor hut a new kind of motor in
that it gives the owner control and
lierformance net previously avail
able in this field.
ft nas been customary to carry
fuel in agi integral tank holding
about an hours supply. This has
added 10 to 12 or more pounds to
the motor weight. An auxiliary
supply in a separate can has been
essential for a satisfactory cruis
ing range. Now in the new QD
motor, the 5 gallon Mile-Master
tank is separate frem the motor,
making possible the Two-Hand
Carry, tmotor ip one hand, fuel
supply in the other. A 12-foot
flexible fuel Lne is equipped with
a Self-Seal connect or which plugs
in to the hictor like connecting a
toaster. Thus, what has been an
extra fuel supply now becomes the
regular supply, ample for hours cf
full throttle operation
With the new QD. absolute and
complete boat control 4s provided.
Start in Neutral at the dock:
shift ipto Reverse and back out
under full control; shift again and
the boat is cn its way with “holdvour-hat" acceleration

Lewis L. Stockford. 15 Camden
street, will be one of 47 young men
to receive a diploma at the first
commencement exercises of the
Maine Vocational-Technical Insti
tute at Augusta. Dec. 14. Gov. Hil
dreth will greet the graduates
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Odell F Bowes,
who passed away Dec 6. 1939
T me may heal the broken hearted
Years may make the wound less sore,
But it cannot ail the longing.
For our loved one gone before
Who shall say the grief is lessened
Though the smile may hide the tears?
Memories keep the wound still open
Despite the passing of the yea’.s.
Always In our thoughts.
His Wife and Son.

BORN
Bisbee—At Knox Hospital Dec. 2 to
Mr and Mrs George Bisbee, a son .

DIED

Bracey—tn Portland. Nov 29. Frank
E Bracey, native erf Amherst, aged 66
years. 9 months. 22 days. Funeral in
Warren.
Belyea—At
Washington. Dec.
1.
Harry J. Belyea, age 60 years. 20 days
Funeral
Saturday
at
2
o'clock
from
CARD OF THANKS
Russell Funeral Home. Rockland. In
We wish to express our sincere terment In Achorn Cemetery
thanks to our friends and neighbors
Maddocks—At Appleton. Nov. 24 Ray
and reiatlves for the floral tribu*es mond J Maddocks. aged 59 years. 8
and also for their kindness and sym months. 26 days
pathy in the loss cf our baby.
larrahee—At Camden Dec. 2. June
Mr and Mrs Clarence Goulding.
Ellen, daughter of Sybil Larrabee, and
Gilford Larrabee, age 41b years. Fu
CARD OF THANKS
neral Sunday at 2 o'clock from the
We wish to thank our many friends Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home. Rev
who were so kind in remembering us \ C W. Smail officiating Interment In
with such nice gifts on our 50th wed Youngstown Cemetery. Lincolnville
ding anniversary, and for making our
af’ernoon and evening so enjoyable by
Tailored, lace-trimmed Slips, in
calling; also for the lovely cards. We
tea rose, blue and white, $5.95.
do appreciate it all very much.
Sarah Linnell, Copper Kettle. 96-99
97 It Mr and Mrs E. A Matthews.

S MALL’S-MEATS

In Municipal Court
Donald W Estes of Rockland,
charged With a stop sign violation
in Thomastqn. paid a fine of $10
plus costs of $3, in court Tuesday.
Complainant was Chief of Police
Charles "Wooster.

.............. lb...49
............ lb. .49
............ lb. .49
............ lb. .42
............ lb. .59
............ lb. .47
............ lb. .59
............ lb. .69
............ lb. .75
............ lb. .55
............ lb. .69

VEAL CHOPS ....................
VSAL CROPS .....................
CORNED BEEF. lean, boneless
CHUCK ROAST ..................
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST ..
PORK LOINS, either end......
PORK CHOPS, best center cuts
TOP ROUND STEAK...........
RUMP STEAK ..................
SIRLOIN STEAK .............
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK

Nearly one billion metal cans are
used annually to pack seafood in
the United States.

At 20. Boggy Layne of the Chi
cago Bears is the youngest quarter
back ever to direct a team in the
National Football League
Anniversary Sale! A few of the
many savings: Percales 19c a yard:
100". wool. 60 inches wide. SI .29
yard. Remnant Shoppe 200 (Main
St.—adv.
97-lt

ROCKLAND. ME.

UPPER PARK STREET.

97-lt

-

Every Sat. Night
JOE AVERY
AND HIS BAND
Williams-Brazier Post,
No. 37. A. L.

Zf

Dancing 9 to 12
A dm. 58c, plus tax

DANCE

FJ

PteiCK/rnoN ifumsrs
AIN AT PARK
ROCKLAND I

95-F-tf

pSrPOWN THE LINE

’•etMtetgig'.cgiC’Sisiktsb

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

South Cushing Grange Hall

A GIFT TO BE REMEMBERED

8.30 P. M.
Admission 35c and 50c, tax lncl.
____________________________ 3-F-tf

DANCES

Go Through These Values—Item by Item. Compare the Quality. Check the Prices!

LAST DANCE OF THE SEASON
AT SPRUCE HEAD
COMMUNITY HALL
Featuring OLIVER NIEMI
AND HIS ACCORDION
___________________________ 97-lt

'! t

M

ROCKLAND
Geo. R. Perry & Sons, Prop.

2» LINDSEY ST.,

96-tf

DAVIS

LASTING, ECONOMICAL, BEAUTIFUL

FUNERAL HOMES

Luggage By American Luggage Co.

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192

22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

^Nothing is more satisfactory
than to know that you have
picked the right gift for a man.

j STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Farnsworth Memorial Building

! 352 MAIN STREET,

§

ROCKLAND, ME.

Remember Your Loved Ones With ‘A Fitting Tribute’
In An Everlasting
MEMORIAL
All Memorials and Work
Guaranteed
32 Years' Practical Experience

PHONE 701

CHESTER E. BROOKS

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

TELEPHONE 8-5
WARREN. MAINEp

1883

\ -

An Easy Way
To Shop For Those
Who Are Busy

TEL. 600

Licensed Lady Embalmer

lb. 59c
tb. 59c
tb. 39c

SCALLOPS,
PENOBSCOT BAY
FULL SLICES
BACON,
SUGAR CURED
SKINLESS
Evap. Milk, 3 tall tins 43c FRANKFORTS,
ALL MEAT

A

MONUMENTS OF
DISTINCTION
Marble & Granite Works

FRESH

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

(65 years of service)

1948

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

tgSo to be sure, check over his
clothes closet. Maybe you’ll be
surprised to find that he can
use a number of things that
you newer even thought about.
So don’t worry your head about
what to give Him.
LjJHow about such things as:
Flannel Shirts
Sport Shirts
Wool Shirts
Sweaters
Leather, Gabardine Jackets
All-Wool Mackinaw Jackets

Walnut Tobacco in Pouch
and Half Pound Packages
Also in Variety Pack to Mix
to Suit Your Taste.
Pipes, Cigarette Cases,
Bill Folds, Key Tainers,
Folding Umbrellas,
Auto Robes.
STORE OPEN EVERY WEDNESDAY
P. M. UNTIL JAN. 1.
WE WILL CLOSE CHRISTMAS
EVE 6 P. M.

BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE
WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
ROCKLAND

Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tei. 175
77-F-tf

Jello,
2 pkgs. 15c
Cream of Wheat, pkg. 29c
Fruit Cocktail, 17 oz tin 27c
Cranberry Sauce, 2 tins 19c
Ritz Crackers,
pkg. 32c
Apple Sauce,
2 tins 27c
Baby Foods,
4 jars 39c
String Beans, 3 tins 35c
Quaker Oats. lb. pkg. 35c
Baker’s Cocoa, y2 lb. 21c
Maine Corn.
2 tins 37c
Faultless Flour. bag 1.73
Ketchup.
14 oz. bot. 19c
Peanut Butter. 16 oz jar 34c
tins 29c
Pie Crust,
tins 29c
Tomatoes,
tin 20c
Baxter’s Peas,

A-l QUALITY—CUT FROM MEATY YEARLING LAMB!

LAMB LEGS
lb. 49c

With

qtz

LAMB FORES
lb. 29c

Shop Early—You may leave your purchase until needed.

59c
55c

Roasting Pork, lb. 49c Hamburg,
Sirloin Steak, lb. 65c Chuck Roast,

NEW CROP—DELICIOUS—VERY JUICY!

PINEAPPLE ORANGES,
TANGERINES,

doz. 37c
doz. 37c

15c LETTUCE, 2 hds. 23c

BANANAS,

CARROTS,

SAVE
5*
coupon on package

—

2 bchs. 18c

FRESH
CALIFORNIA

B. & M. MACARONI and CHEESE,
AND ANOTHER FOR ONLY

BLUEBONNET

tin

SALE PRICE, 2 TINS 21c

KLUMQV/K

MARGARINE

A POUND

Grape Jelly,
jar 10c
Dog Food,
3 tins 25c
Friends Pea Beans, tin 17c

RED CAP
Refresher,
Bleach Water,
Ammonia,

bot. 25c
bot. 19c
bot. 19c

CORNED BEEF HASH,
LUX FLAKES
lb. pkg. 34c

tin 32c

LUX TOILET SOAP
3 cakes 27c

WOODBURY’S FACIAL SOAP,

3 cakes 28c

IT’S PEA SOUP TIME—

Smith Green or Yellow Split Peas, 16 oz. pkg. 16c
Betty Crocker Ginger Cake, deal pack, 2 pkgs 34c

Don’t Forget—Park As Long As You Like At Our Park Street Market.
Our Prices Are Low Every Day.
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of tills town, and Alien Poster of
WARREN
Milford, N. H.
Walter Lane has bought the
Drewett's Oarage have been
Henry Watts property.
Carl Perry, Jr., son of Mr. and made dealers for Kalzer-Prazer,
Mrs. Carl Perry who observed his sales and service Their fine ga
first birthday anniversary Wednes rage is Sccated on Route 1, Warren.
79* It
day, was given a family party that
night. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Newell McLain, Sr„ Newell Mc
UNION
Lain, Jr., and Miss Helen McLain
The basketball season is on;
of Thomaston, Miss Arelen Pickett Union played Thomaston at Thom
of ^teckla^id, and Mr. and Mrs. Ar aston Tuesday night. The Thom
thur L. Perry’, Walter Perry, and aston boys won by one point score.
Miss Jeannette Perry.
27-36. The Union girls won the
Mr. and Mrs. John Fogg of first game 27-19 Union will play
Hartford, Conn., were recent guests Rockport tonight here.
of his grandmother, Mrs. Annie
Miss Susie Hahn leaves Saturday
I Spear
to spend the Winter with Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Harry Beane and
Harold L. Morrell in Poland.
Mrs Eudora Miller. Friendship 'son- ,Eld“
the rect^it
A stated meeting of Orient
wm guest Monday of Mrs. Dora H. Hambert-Beane wedding and re- Chapter, O.E,S. will be held tonight.
" “
i eept-on m Wiscasset, the bride,
Refreshment committee will be Mr.
yorke.
___ Mias Valeria Beane, their niece.
and Mrs. Nathan Pease, Mr, and
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Chapman
Mrs.
Gregory
and
her
daughter,
are visiting relatives in Connecti- | Mrs. Monira Blodgett, also cl Mrs, Earl Sprowl program, Mrs,
Frances Robbins and Mrs. Lilli
»cut.
UD„.
vn-e n«irc-„ R Price Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Greg- Johnson.
»nd daughter returned Wednesday or>.’s “n “ld daughter-in-law
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns have
, from a visit over the holiday with and. ^Irs,
—•
been appointed delegates from
^relatives in New Hampshire and caster Mass., attended the s - &
Tree Grange to the State
They,retTt ±
Grange to be held Dec. 6 in Augusta.
* M^Hwold Perry is a patient at being guests of Mr. apd Mrs.
Miles Memorial Hosp.tal, Damans- , Charles Foster,
TENANT’S HARBOR
cctta
I The Georges Valley Boys 4-H
Corp. Calvin Smith of Aberdeen
The Bridge Club held its first Club will conduct a scrap paper
meetin? cf the season Wednesday drive arcund the village, Saturday Proving Grounds, Md.. is at his
Anyone having paper to contribute home for a month. He has recent
with Mrs. Elizabeth Hiltcn.
Mrs Wendell Blanchard, Mrs to this drive will call Earl_ Gain- ly re-enlisted for three years In the
Farold Flanders, Mrs. Earl Ben- tr.on, telephone 85 or Kenneth Infantry division, and will be staner, accompanied by Mrs. Mamie Starrett, telephone 14-12, and it i tioned at Fort Dix, N. J.
j Thirty-three deer have been
Wallace and Mrs Lester Burns, will be picked up on that date,
| tagged at the local game inspec
were visitors Monday In West NewSamuel E. Tarr
bury, Mass. They wee guests cf
Rev. Lee A. Perry conducted fu- tion station.
F L. S. Morse cf Thomaston is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody. The neral sendees Sunday afternoon for
Sip was planned to givei Mrs. WalTa^?75J M~*thTstal ^ubsthutlng at the High School
lace the opportunity to see
I moos Funeral Kome. Mr. Tarr had durin« the aosen.e of Mrs. Ena
sister. Mrs. Moody, whom she had died suddenly last Friday in Rock Hawkins, who is ill with pneu
monia.
not seen for 26 years
land.
Camden Lodge I O OF. will work
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Gere of
Bearers were Willis Moody, Sr.,
Kittery passed this week with George Ingraham, (Donald Kennls- the first degree Friday at St..
Mrs. Nellie Cloutier and Cliarles ton and William Davies.
Inter- George Lodge, LOOT All Add
Fellows are Invited.
Howard.
i ment was in Starrett cemetery.
Mr. Tarr had made his home the i
SOUTH THOMASTON
past tour years with his step- I
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Rev C. D. .Wentworth of Au- brother, Charles Fester, and it was
Mr apd Mrs. Austin lOnit- oelegusta wili have charge of thp eve- a happy four years for him, al- ta-ated their 33d wedding annlvern'ng sendee Sunday at the People’sthough ihis health was failing. Mrs. sarv Wednesday, by entertaining
Church.
Tar the former Fannie Payson, friends
Present were Mrs. Carl
Rev Edward L. Manning will died
several years ago. Ffclee. Mr. and Mrs. R. A Doe, Mr
have as sermon topic Sunday mom.Mr. Tarr was a farmer but he
an<j Mrs. Alir.cn Packard, Mr. and
ing at the Congregational Churrh, wasineepicus Un many ether fields. Mrs. Stanley Simmons of South
"The Coming of a Shepherd;” anFora time he bred cocker spaniels, Waldoboro. Mrs. Ruth Benner and
them by the junior choir. A union setters, and pointers at the farm Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson,
service will be held at the Con- on the Middle road, where he opMiss Nora Seaver is liaving an
gregational Church at 7 o’clock, erated a kennel. He was a gTeat artesian well drilled by HatchRev. Lee Perry, pasri-r of the Rap- lover of the out-of-doers. and his Genthner of Waldoboro
tlst Churrh to give the message cp greatest pleasure was hunting His Ernest Young tol Warren was in
“God’s Unspeakable Gift.”
was the ab'llty of making and town Saturday
The Dorcas Circle of Kines keeping friends, and they kpew Mr and Mrs. Frank Mailer were
Daughters will meet Monday aft- well, his dry humor.
supper guests for the holiday of
emoon at the home of Mrs. Lula
He was bem in Rockland, son of (heir daughter, Mrs Roy Vose in
Cunningham.
Franklin and Angelina Foster Pleasant Pcint.
Re- Lcp Pcrrv will deliver a ser- Tarr He was afflliated with White
Fred Nerd and brother, Erpest
men on Romans. S’indav morning Oak Granre of North Warren, and Nord of Rockland, passed the
at the Baptist Church. Young was a member of Knox Pomona week-end In Washington
People will meet at 6 o’clock. Rev. > Grapge.
C. L. Fairs had tagged 54 deer
Mr. Pern' to be the leader, the, He leaves one sister, Mrs Alice up to last Friday.
subject, “Ye Are the Light of the Gregory of Scmerville. (Mass., and
Mr and Mrs Fred Nord called
World.”
I two step-brothers, Charles Fester Thursday on Mrs. Roy Prior in

WALDOBORO

Miss Esther Uptqn cf the State
Department of Education, Augusta,
was the speaker Tuesday at the
Woman's Club.
Her subject was
"Handicapped Children.’ Lunch.
is served and the hostesses
weti
?.Irs. Isador Stahl, Mrs.
i
i Chute tnd Mrs. Ethelyn
Monte.
Mks S.uda Goodw n Is a patient
at the ifegcy Hospital. Portland.
Mrs. Douglas Ross and daughter
returned Saturday from Miles Me
morial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Cole of
North Reading, Mass., have been
guests of Mr and Mrs. Clarence

g
A THOUGHTFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT

Belfast. The latter is in ill health.
Tailored Nylon Satin Slips, $8.95.
Ralph Starrett returned tome Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Weuiit.-day lrcin Togus.
Kettle.
96-99
Robert Starrett has been tome
from U. of M.
Probate Notices
Mr and Mts. Alfred Stanley, Mr.
STATE OF MAINE
and Mrs. Dwight Stanley of Monhegap were supper guests last To all persons Interested In either of
the
estates
hereinafter named:
Friday at Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mil
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
ler’s. Mr Stanley and Mr Miller In and for the County of Knox, on the
attended a party in the evening at sixteenth day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hun
Walter Yeung’s, Pleasant Point.

Notices Of Appointment
I. Willis R Vina’, Register of Pro
bate for th“ County cf Knox, in the
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
tlie follow.ng estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors,
Guardians and Conservator and on
the dates hereinafter named.
ELMER B CROCKETT, late of Rock
land, deceased October 19. 1948 Eve
lyn B Crockett was appointed execu
trix, and qualified by filing bond on
October 21, 1948.
FRANCES E RYDER of Rockland
October 11. 1948 Ralph L W:ggln cf
Rockland was appointed guardian and
qualified by filing bond on October 28,
1948
MARGARET GLLCHREST. late of
South Thomaston, deceased. October
23 1943 Christopher S. Roberts of
Rockland was appointed admin St: a tor.
and qualified by filing bond on No
vember 10, 1948
GEORGE A TARR, late of Rockland
deceased
November 16. 1348 Howard
E. Tarr ol Owl s Head was appointed
administrator, without bond.
JOSEPH ADAMS, late of Rockland,
deceased November 16, 1948 Rose M
Adams of Rockland was appointed
executrix, without bond.
FRED P WATTS, late of Warren, de
ceased
November 16 1948 Alena L
Starrett of War en was appointed
executrix, without bond.
GBRXLD BOYNTON MAHAR. Ute

£ « Getrgr
“
16 was
1948 appointed
B Miner
broke
administratrix,
and qualified by filing bond on same
date
ROBERT WALKER, late of Warren
deceased November 16. 1948 Jessie M.
Walker of War.en was appointed execu
trix. without bond.
JOHN F. McGUIRE. Ute of Rockland,
deceased
November 16, 1S48 Mary J
Smith of Rockland was appointed
executrix without bond
KATHLEEN 8. PULLER, late of
Rockland, deceased
November 16
1948 Elizabeth F. Phil brook of Shel
burne New Hampshire was appointed
executrix, without bond.
Jerome C
Burrows cf Rockland was appointed
Agent in Maine.
GRACE A FULLER, Ute of Rock
land, deceased. November 16. 1948 R.
Wyman Foste. of Portland was appoint
ed executor, withou. bond.
PHILIP C FRENCH, late of Rock
land
deceased
November 16. 1948
Crosby F French of Rockland was ap
pointed administrator, without bona.
THOMAS S GROSS. Ute of Rock
and. de; oased.
November 16, 1948
Sterling C Gross of Rockland was ap
pointed Administrator, and qu&lifiec
by filing bond on November 18, 1948
HATTIE E VAUGHAN. Ute cl Rockand dc c td. November 16 1948 Le
roy F. Hunter, othe.wise known as F.
Leroy Hun er, of Rockport, was ap
pointed execuvor, and qualified by fil
ing oond on November 22. 1348.
CHARLES H. KALLOCH. late of
Thomastcn, deceased.
November 16,
1948 Harris E KaJloch of Rockland was
appointed administrator, and qualifier,
by filing bond on November 20. 1948
SAMUEL E TARR, late of Warren,
decea.sed November 30. 1948 Willis A
Moody of Warren was appointed ad
ministrator, and qualified bv filing
bond on same date.

Attest:
97 F 101

WILLIS R VINAL.
Register.

INSULATION

A subscription to The Courier-Gazette for one year will bring
pleasure o your friends or family not for one day, but for 104 days—a
twice-weekly reminder of your kind remembrance.

WEATHER STRIPPING
DOORS and WINDOWS

Combination
ALUMINUM STORM and
SCREEN WINDOWS

Merry Christmas!

94-102

Central insulation Co
1
£

MEREDITH
FURNITURE
CO.

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE CAMDEN 525

JOSEPH L. BREWSTER

Sales Manager Eastern Division

95-tf

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S WHAT IS COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.

KITCHEN P^nge with oil burner for
sale, also Refrigerator. Must go be
fore Monday; 51 WrLLOW ST
97 1»
15,000 SHINGLES at $12 per square.
Inquire at HERBERT BARTER RESI
DENCE. 10 Fulton St. Tel. 1017 J.
____________________ 96 97

CHEVROLET

(1940,

t^-ton

panel

Truck for sale, excellent running con
dition.
brakes relined and valves
ground last month; $350 cash. MILdred and forty-eight, and by adjourn
TON WOOSTER, 37 Gleason St., Thom
ment from day to day from the six
aston.
96*97
teenth day of said November,
MAKE ENDICOTT JOHNSON
The foUowlng matters having been
your Rubber Footwear headquarters.
presented for the action thereupon
We have the lowest prices ln the city.
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby
For first quality rubbers, compare.
ORDERED:
Children’s over the shoe Rubber Boots.
That notice thereof be given to all
$2 69.
Youths’ 3-buckle Overshoes
persons interested, by causing a copy
$3 49.
Youths' leather-tbp Rubbers.
of this order to be published three
$5.95 Boys' all-rubber Larrigans, $4.98.
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
Many more real values that save you
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
CALI, money
NASH Sedan for sale. 1940.
GIRL for general olfi ?e work want
ENDICOTT JOHNSON, opp
land, in said County that they may up
96
97
ed.
shorthand
required
Five
day
week
2225
Camden
after
6
p
m..
,
Strand Theatre, Rockland. Me.
96 97
pear at a Probate Court to be held at
said Rockland on the twenty-first day from 9 a. m. to 5 p m. Tel. Camden
BOY has outgrown Shoe Skates, size
NEW Bendlx Deluxe Washer. Never
2802
or
see
MR.
NILES
at
Industrial
of December, A. D. 1948 at nine o’clock
Substantial discount for , 10’4f and Ski Books, good as new. MRS.
97-98 been used.
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon Models, Rockport, Me
, quick sale; 50 Holmes St. TEL. 592-M, THEODORE STRONG, phone 1515-M
If they see cause.
97 98 ________________________ 2______ 96-97
WANTED: You to know tiiat the
ANNETTE WOODBURY COMER, oth Mend-It Shop will still do your alter
OIL Bu-ner for furnace for sale. Com
ENGLISH
Shepherd
Puppes,
6
weeks
ing,
also
solve
ycur
Christmas
piob
erwise known as Annette W Comer
plete with transformer and thermostat.
late of Salem. Massachusetts, deceased lents We Lave u line of Cards, Books. old, pure blood but not registered Used only few months. Good condi
$20; females $10
MILL RIVER
Exemplified copy of Will and Probate Bibles, Plaques and Chair Set- Come Mules
Priced right TBL. 763 R. City.
FARM Vinalhaven________________ 97 99 tion
thereof, together with a Petition lor and see; 102 Union St. Grove St. en
___________________________________ 96*97
97 98
Probate of Foreign Will, asking that trance. 7 EL. 94 W
ONE 5-drawer Chiffonier. 6 feather
CLRCUIATNG Heater, large, coal or
the copy of said Will may be allowed,
CHEVROLET wanted, good condition, Pillows, Table Model Radio, 3-drawer wood; hand Cream Separator, Econo
filed and recorded in the Probate
from private owner. TEL. CAMDEN Chest. Model A Ford Manifold and a my large size, used but little. FRED
Cour: of Knox County, and that Let
few Chairs. Contact ELLEN DAVIS, A STARRETT, Warren Tel. 14-12
te s Testamentary Issue to Ernest A. 2354 between 5 p in. and 6 p. m
97*lt
97-101 153 New County Road.
96*98
Comer of Salem, Massachusetts, with
FORD
V
8
for
sale
Price
$309
TEL.
out bond
BOY'S Suit and finger-tip Coat, size
ELDERLY Housekeeper wanted by
175 W or call at 18 HALL ST
97*99 14. almost new, for sale; also Girl’s
JUIAA CATHERINE STIMSON late one man to share permanent eo^d
USED Washing Machine for sale Brewster Snow Sullt, size 10. Prices
of Brlarcllffe Manor, New York, de home, rather than high wages. White
97*98
P.
O
BOX
55.
Appleton
9/
100
Good
running
condition.
Will
guar
 reasonable TEL. 232 J.
ceased. Exemplified copy of Will and
antee. $40 CALI, 1174 J.
97 98
Probate thereof, together with Peti
TWIN Carriage for sale; like new;
HOUSEWIVES
do
you
find
r
dim,
tion for Probate of Foreign Will, ask
1941 FORD Super Deluxe Beach used only six times TEL. 56 W. 96-97
making ends meet today? We
ing that the copy of said Will may be cult
have a part time Income plan to help Wagon, radio and heater. CAJ,L 1539 R.
KALa.M-AZOO Coal or Wood burning
allowed, filed and recorded in the Pro j you.
97-lt black circulating Heater with side door
Avon Products needs Represen
bate Court of Knox County, and that
foot
Warmer; also high nose two-horse
tatlves
In
Rockland.
Rockport.
Thom
ROYAL
portable
quiet
deluxe
Type

Letters Testamentary Issue to Philip
with practically new shoes. Prices
M. Stimson of New York. New York, aston, Warren, Northport Washing writer for sale. Excellent condition, Sled
right
vaWHL E HILIH, Warren Tel
ton,
Appleton.
Brocks.
Bristol.
New
practically new
TEL CAMDEN 2656.
without bond..
Harbor. Gushing, E.-oud hip
W:.’_
_ _
___
96
97 M 13
ELLA P. GRIMES, late of Rockland, MRS RUSSELL JOHNSON Augusta
FOR Sale: At Spruce Head Island,
EMERSON upright Piano for sale.
97*98
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro Rd.. Waterville
3
room
furnished
Cottage
and
flush,
TEL THOMASTON 188 22
97 98
bate thereof asking that the same may ' MODERN
$2000; white Kitchen Cabinet $20 Con
five room
unfurnished
be proved and allowed and that Let- j Apartment wanted
EVENING Gown for sale, size 14 tact MRS ARNOLD SALMINEN
Tel
References Write
ters Testamentary Issue to Arthur P. P O BOX 162 Thomaston, Me
96 97 Card Tables. Washing Machine. Floor 9 W___
96*97
Haines and Albert C. McLoon. both of J
Pi a ticaily new CA1 1. 1158 J
97-98
preferably
farm
DAIRY Farm, stock, and tools, for
Rockland, they being the executors J WORK wanted.
SHOT Guns, 16 ga d b hammerless; sale, on Route 1. at South Warren
work What have you to offer and
named therein, without bond.
what wages? Write M B . care The and Table Lamps, Breakfast Sets, (one i OLIVER B LIBBY
Tel 3 5. War
FORES HUPPER, late of Rockland, i ptu ler < lasel ■ •
maple,, Table and Chairs, Clocks, ■
________________ ________ 9S.fi7
D..hes
Baby Carriage. Sleds, Parlor;
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro ,
SMALL Kittens wanted. Must have Stove High Chair, and many other j DENTAL
X-Ray Machine
Good
bate thereof asking that the same
J EL items; 15 HYLER ST., Thomaston condition.
’I fill, 2408 or write P. O.
may be proved and allowed and that ' nice long hair; 111 Pleasant St
BOX
7
Me.
95 97
124
R
96
VI
Open 12 to 9 p ni
97*It
Letters Testamentary Issue to Frank
W. Hunter of St. George, he being the , WTLL do Carpenter Work, also Lino
FOR that boy or girt musically In
GRAY Squirrel Coat, size 36. Price
executor named therein, without bond. leum Laying. WILLIAM KEEFE 040 $195 Call THOMASTON 349 4 between clined. a fine Christmas gift would be
90 98
Available at sacrifice
1 and 7
97*98 a nice Violin
CLIFFORD C MELVIN, la e of Rock Main St., city.
p ice at 97 Bay View St.. Camden. TEL
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
PIANO Pupils wanted by MISS
SMALL Cook Stove, good for camp ^317.____________ _ _________________ 95*97
Probate thereof asking that the same JOYCE BUTLERof W;<rren Tel 10-22
ing $20. an electric Range, in good
may be proved and allowed and that Mi.ss Butler studied with Miss Margs condition. $50; and a white enamel
BOY’S Bike for sale, new tires, new
Letters Testamentary Issue to Edna B. ret Stahl.
96 97
wood Range, $50.
Contact ANTTO paint, completely overhauled. RAYE'S
Melvin of Rockland, she being the
CRAFT
SHOP, 14 Prescott St., city.
RIUITA.
North
Warren
Tel.
Warren
INSULATION and Siding Salesman
executrix
named therein,
without , wanted, opportunity for ambitious man 8 42
97*98 ____ _____________________________ 97*100
bofid.
with car. Good territory available, lib
RAILS, several hundred feet, A 1
GOOD eating Turnips. $1 per bushel
GEORGE A WADE, late of Thom
Ideal for marine railway
eral commission
For appointments i.
A. LINSCOTT. Burkettvllle Tel condition
aston, deceased Will and Petition for write R.F . care of The Courier Gazette
JOHN MEEHAN & SON, phone ROCK
93'
i
■
Probate thereof asking that the same
95*97
LAND 21 W2 or ALFRED C HOCKING.
TWO school-/oom Stoves in excel
may be proved and allowed and that
WOOD-SAWING wanted Power rtg. lent condl tori May be seen nt Clark Supt . Te, 50 13 Tenant’s Harbor
letters Testamentary Issue to Cora E
_________ 97 105
go
anywhere
EVERETT
MASON
Island
schoolhouse. Hlghe t cash offer
Robinson of Thomaston, she being the
INGfciltSOL RAND Air Compressor,
Mail offers to JOSEPH E
executrix
named
therein.
without I Tel 578 R, 12 Prescott St . city 94*97 51 • pted
suitable
for
garage,
for
sale, one-half
”SBfXJND HAND Furnace
in
any BLAISDELL Thomaston
,
97 98
bend.
horsepowe
Tfifi, CAMDEN 2530 days
condition. Contact C E GROTTON,
CHRISTIANE HANSEN, late of Cam
PETRO high pressure Bui ner and or 495 evenings.
94 96
den deceased. Will and Petition for 138 Camden street. ’TEL. 1091 W
control for sale Three to six gal. an
CHICKENS fiX>R ~SALE: Pullorum
96 97 hour.
Probate thereof asking that the same
Used five months, excellent
may be proved and allowed, and that
Price $175.00.
Low water Clean. Marne U. S. Approved Sex-fink
LOCAL Light
Trucking wanted condition
cockerels, or straight-run
Letters Testamentary issue to Alice THOMAS J IOTT, JR Tel 557 M
cut off $10 TEL 311 W3
97-90 Pullets.
chickens from some of the finest com
8. Hansen of Camden, she being the
94tf
Nice 6 room House at the North end bined gg producing and fast feath
Dxecu rix
named therein,
without
LIGHT Trucking and Waste Removal. for sale. Oil burning fu nace; modern er.ng meat stock available ln the East.
bond.
HYMAN LUNT. 295 Park St
Tel. bathroom Priced a* $6000.
Lowest prices
Satisfaction guaran
ESTATE FREEMAN C. LEADBETTER, 1552 M.________
At 37 Camden street a two family teed
May we book your order soon?
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
House having 5 rooms and bafeti in DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Melville W
SECOND
HAND
and
Antique
Furni

for Administration asking that Ver
each apartment
Immediate posses
non L. Beverage, of North Haven or; ture. glass and china. WEAVER. 15 sic n possible as one rent is vacant, Davis Tel 122-23. Waldoboro, Me
___________________ ________________ 91*98
«ome other suitable person, be appoint Hylej St., Thomaston. Tel.149-3 Open Very reasonable price.
12 to 9pm
96 97
ed administrator, without bond
NOW Is the time to buy your Winter
An extra nice home which may be
ESTATE EVA E. SAYWARD. late of
PIANOS and House Organs tuned. used as single or for two famine : Apples—Northern Spy. Cortland McIntoahes
While they last- Northern
Union, deceased. Peti ion for Admin
MOO Pipe Organs tuned. #50 JOHN pretty water vie w; nicely locia ed; all
istration asking that Earl C. Savwaid HUBBS, 69 Park 6t. Tel 199MK 95*98 modern commences $10,000
F II Spy. Hand Picked, Sprayed Fruit, Or
chard
Run.
$2 00 per bushel -In your
of Rockland, or some other suitable,
97 98
ANTIQUES. Glass. China, Furnitu.e. WOOD, Court House.
; own container. Cider fresh from the
person
be appointed administrator, old Paintings, etc . wanted CARL E.
Modern 7 room House at 12 Park street press at all times. THURSTON ORwithout bond.
FREEMAN. Glen Cove
Tel. Rockland Automatic oil hot water heat, garage , CHARDS. Telephone 4-2, Union Maine.
ESTATE BURNEY JONES, late of
103.
69 100 corner lot Pn ed for quick sale.
____ ___ _______________ 92 96-97-99
Rockland, deceased. Petition for AdSECURITY REAL ESTATE CO
FOR your Christmas Gifts see our
rainls.ration asking that Stuart C
Tel. Camden 2117
assortment
of pattern glass and china
Burgess of Rockland, or some other
97 98
WEAVER. 15 Hyler St., Thomaston.
hultable person, be appointed admin
ANY
reasonable
offer
accepted
for
a
Open
l2
to
9 p. m.
96 97
lstrator. with bond.
BROWN and white Dog, Collie and rc^e volin with case; 97 Bay View St.
ESTATE HERMAN W. CROCKETT
CONCRETE Products for sale—Burl
TEL
2517
97*98
Tost in
late of North Haven, deceased
Peti Shepherd, named Lassie
al vaults, septic tanks, building posts,
Finder TEL. CAMDEN
I_ADYS Black Coat, size 38 excel outside concrete work, air compressor
tion for Administration asking that Thomaston.
lent condition. Price $7
ANNIE DOS. work
Richard H Crockett of North Haven, 8699
ROBERT C BURNS Tel. 1439
97*it
or seme other suitable person, be ap
97 105tf
LADY’S gold. Walthaxn, Wrist Watch Roh e 2. Warren.
pointed administrator, without bond lost Friday between Main and Park
L>UPER$- EX
Pot type
OircuBating
Reward.
HELVI Bo ner and 10 Inch Florence Oil Burn
EST ATE MICHAEL OOLDBERG. late streets. Rockland
96’97
r lor sale I EL 815
97*96
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for S LAJTLNEN Tel. Union 36 13
Administration asking ihat Yale Gold
HAY. 25-ton for sale, no small lots.
berg of Rockland, or some o.her suit
ROBERI FARRIS. Union
Tel. 36 14
able person, be appointed admin Istra
96*98
tor, without bond.
PLYMOUTH (1947)” 2 door Special
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
TO RENT: Furnished or unfurn- D- luxe, r li $1595 or best offer. A R
asking that the name of Jean-Louise
3 large rooms and bath, all SPICER. Friendship road. South WalKnew!ton cf Vinalhaven be changed lsshed,
new
$30 Adults only TEL. THOM- doboro
96*97
to Jean-Louise Peterson. Presented by
ASTON
111
97 9i
Grace Evelyn Peterson, of Vinalha
DRY, round, soft Stove Wood. No
ven, mother.
FL'rtNISHED Rooms to let
with splitting necessary. A wonderful fuel.
ESTATE MARGARET M COOMBS kitchen privileges, bath, $7 week. TEL Ore full cord. $12.50 delivered and well
worth it. HILLCREST, Warren. Tel
SCKVIAt
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition 767 J
96 97
for Conveyance according to contract
IN Thomaston,
furnished 7 room 35-41._____
of certain real estate situated In Vinal House to let. bath, coal-burning fur
WHEEL ALIGNER
haven. and fully described in said nace. constant level oil In kitchen;
INSIDE OR OUT
USED Wheel Aligner, fully drive on
petition, presented by Agnes R Orcu t adults only
Apply JOHN A CHIS
size Has been in dally use by promi
of Vinalhaven
uOLM. Tel. 417 R
1/7-98 nent car dealer Just traded in for new
PAINTERS' TRADE SOLICITED
ESTATE FRANCES C. RYDER of
Have you been looking for a rent John Bean Visuallner. Low price for
Rockland. Petition for License to sell with six rooms and bath, all modern, quick sale Write DYER-KNIGHT CO
96 100
certain teal estate situated Ln Rock hardwood floors, hot air heat, fireplace 42 Preble St.. Portland Me
land .and fully described ln said petl and garage? There are two available
ICE Box and Baby Stroller
TEL.
Lon. presented by Ralph L Wiggln ol for Immediate occupancy at 22 Peral ROCKLAND 157 11
96 97
Rockland. Guardian.
Street. Camden
SIX ROOM House ln Rockland for
We also have a vacant one-room
ESTATE MARY EVEI.YN HOLBROOK
ale
TEL CAMDEN 721
96 97
WHERE WILLOW and RANKIN
la e of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition Apartment in the Arau Blo k. 13 Main
STREETS MEET
FOR SALE
for License to sell certain real estate street, also suitable for an office
In Ifiomaston, centrally located near
SECURITY REAL ESTA TE CO .
situated ln Vinalhaven, and fully de
579
MAIN
ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
churches, schools and stores, but off
Tel. Camden 2117
scribed ln said petition, presented bj
97 105
Grade E. Lawry of Vinalhaven, Ad
__________________________________ 97 28 Main street, a fine home of 12 rooms.
new hot water
heating system
miniatratrlx.
THREE ROOM
Apartment
unfur Has
and
new
Delco
oil
burner.
Al
rooms
ESTATE JOHN K MONAGHAN laU nished. Heat, llgh's and water Includ
SAWED Dry Slabs, delivered, lagre
of St George, deceased. First and ed in rent TEI. 157-12 between 8 12 on first floor have hardwood floors ex
cept one.
Exterior recently covered truck load, approx. 2 cords. $17; small
Final Account presented for allowan e a. m. and after 6 o'clock at night
with asbestos siding eliminating fur load, approx 1 cord, $9.
LELAND
by Lincoln S. Monaghan, Admlnls ra
________ _____
96 97 tiler painting expense
Interior newly TURNER Tel. 406-J after 5 p. m
tor.
FURNISHED Rooms and Apartments deco ated
This home must be seen _____________________________ OT-10S
ESTATE THERESA C. WILLIAMS to let at 77 Park street. TEL. 8060
to be appreclatd Price $10,000.
DRY Hardwood, mostly Beech, for
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. First and
ALBfi2tT B fifiXIOT.
96-96
sale, 4 foot or sawed stove length. ED.
Final Account presented for allowance
39 Wadsworth St.
Thomaston WOTTON. Ingrahams HUI. City. Tel.
FOR
Rent:
4
room
newly
furnished
by George Williams executor.
lelephone 5 or 27
Apartment. Partially heated
New
1388 M______
97 105
ESTATE J FRANK RICH, late of plumbing. Contact WEBBER'S INN I______________ __________
96 99
DRY. Slabwood, sawed stove length,
Rockport, deceased. First and Final Tel. Thomaston 340 3.
96*97
LIGHTING
Plants
for
sale,
used
and
$10 for over a cord load. Fast, free
Account
presented for
allowance
LARGE -Furnished ^Room to let, new. 110 and 32-Volt Lighting plants d^ivery.
HILLCREST. Warren
Tel.
by Perry F. Rich, Administrator, c.ta
kitchen privileges Lf desired at 24 with and without batteries. Parts and 35 41___________________________ 97105
ESTATE EMMA SELLERS, late ol School
service; appliances and
pumps for
St
TEL
1448
J
96-97
Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final
APPLE and Cider Time—Apples are
same
tel Damariscotta 105 4 ROY
THREE ROOM Furnished Apartment H. GENTHNER. Waldoboro
Account presented for allowance by96 99 ready; nice red apples for Johnnie and
Edwin a. Sellers. Executor.
to let, heated, lights and cooking fuel
Mary to take to school. Cider—fresh
KEROSENE BURN TNG Refrigerator. from the press Macs, Weolthles, Wolf
Call at 100 UNTON ST
ESTATE ELIZABETH S NASH, late furnished
Large size. Rebuilt mechanism, cabl- Rivers.
THURSTON ORCHARDS. R
of Rockland, deceased First and Final ____________________________ 96*98
•n-t in excellent condition
Tel Dam
Account presented for allowance byTWO-Room apartment, partly fur ariscotta 105 4 ROY H GENTHNER. E Thurston. Just off Route 17, Union,
M*\
97 105
Walter P. Conley, Administrator..
nished, to let at 2 Willow Street. TEL. ! Waldoboro.
96-97
95 98
ESTATE PATRICK ARTHUR GOULD 939_____________________
of Camden. First account presented
SMALL
apartment,
heated, fur
for allowance by Marie-Louise Gould nished. private bath
ARTHUR JOR
Guardian.
DAN. 99 Camden St Tel. 1245
95 J>8
ESTATE HOWARD J GOTTI .n of
MODERN
three-room
apartment
Camden. First account presented for heated electric stove, private bath.
allowance by Marte Louise Gould ARTHUR JORDAN, 99 Camden street.
Guardian.
Tel 1245
_
95 «>8
ESTATE CHARLES H MOREY, late
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
I have two buyers waiting,
TWO-ROOM Apartment, partly fur
of Rockland, deceased. First and Final nished,
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
to let, at 2 Willow street. TEL
Account presented for allowance by
eager
to
buy
dairy
farms.
These
939
95-98
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
Susie S. Morey, executrix.
are spot sales. Phone me at
REPAIRS
FURNISHED Apartment. 3 rooms.
ESTATE F. HELEN PALADLNO. late
suitable
for
couple;
references
required.
once. I have a buyer who wants
of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
No
transients.
C.
A
EMfiatY
Tel
Account presented for allowance by
to get into the lobster business.
1429-M.
92tf
J. E. Stevens. Executor.
WEBBER s LF5N— Boara a no Room by
ESTATE MAMIE FOSSETT, late of
or tvopu
TTnrier new managemen*
Vinalhaven. deceased First and Final
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
97 105
Account presented for allowance by- Call THOMABTON 340 R
TEL. 202-W
Avis J. Haskell, Executrix.
(Exclusive)
97-105
Witness, Harry E Wilbur. Esquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Coun
Nice 5-room, niod-m house, 2ty, Rockland, Maine.
car garage, large woodshed, nice
Attest:
VENETIAN BLINDS
HAVE your Oil Burners cleaned for
97 h 101
WILLIS R VTNAL. Register.
Cuatom built for your window*.
lot of land located at 11 Freder
Winter by an expert. H. E COOMBS
aluminum
slate, colors white, eggshell,
Tel. 913 WK or 1584 R
97-89
ick St., Rockland. All contents,, or Ivory Tape colors: mingle, duck,
TIRfilS replaced on baby carriages, tri
ivory,
brown
mulberry, apple green,
complete, ready to start house
cycled and carts.
RAYE’S CRAFT
radio blue or black. Call UNITED BOMB
SUPPLY
CO
579-589
Wain Bt Rod
SHOP 14 Prescptt St.
91*F-97
keeping, electric washer, white
land Tel 939
91 105
A FASCINATING CAREER
range, dishes, everything—com
GRANITE LIVE8 FOREVER
PRACTICAL NURSING
pletely
furnished,
$5,200.
Granite
walks
(any
width),
fireplaces.
INSTRUCTION. Prepare now to help
posts (any else) boat moorings, step*,
fUl the need ln a well-paying occupa
flagging chips, and dust for driveway*
tion. Easy spare-time training High
(no more mud) rip rap for all kind*
school not needed. Many earn while
of
fills and dock work, pier stone, walla,
learning.
FREE information. Write
foundations, curbing, paving block*,
WAYNE SCHOOL
OF PRACTICAL
ashlar
and monumental stone poets for
NURSING, care The Courier Gazette.
property markers and building sup__
*________________________ 96*97
ports.
We will deliver anywhere. AMl
Charles E. King, Rep.
FOR Christmas.
strong, sturdy
us about granite fill loaded on yon*
Wheelbarrows. Carts and Toys RAYE’S
.ruck. Estimate* gladly submitted, a*
HOSMER POND ROAD
obiigation
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St.
94*102
JOHN MEEHAN A SON
KENNEBEC Roofing and Siding Co.
PHONE
8537.
CAMDEN
Clark Island. Me. Tel Rockland 21-WE
All work guaranteed, up to three years
A. C. HOCKING
10-tf
to pay. TEL ROCKLAND 1368 W or
94-tf
Tel. Tenant's Harbor, N-13
write P. O. BOX 542, Rockland. 97 105

WANTED

FOR SALE

Where To Buy It?

United Home Supply
Co.

GET ONE OF OUR

Granite Moorings
bsIF

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

ADS

TO LEI

BEST MATERIALS
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

USE OUR

LOST AND FOUND

GOLD BOND ROCKWOOL

What gift could possibly be more convenient ?—no wrapping, no mail
u.g, no tax—the one payment of $4 will cover complete servicing of your
gift, including an attractive greeting card.

Tuesday-Friday

and cease worrying
Let us quote prices on Granite
Moorings, complete with chain,
delivered.

John Meehan & Son
Alfred C. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13

81-tf

0'3ULLIVAN'S

TAXI SERVICE
TEL. 1482-W

All Passengers Insured
38-tf

BUYERS WAITING

FOR SALE
NAILS—8 I) COMMON
MOOKING CHAIN, % in.;
ANCHORS, USED PIPE,
STERILIZED WIPING
CLOTHS, QUALITY RUGS
Gold Seal, Bird’s, Armstrong’s

Rowling’s Garage

MORRIS GORDON & SON

SCRAP IKON AND METAL
ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 388-W
64-tI

BODY and FENDER
Work

i

MISCELLANEOUS

ALBERT E. MacPHAlL
• V |

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
313 HAIN STREET

TEL 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W

•

9M0S

*

Tuesday-Friday
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VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. A. A Peterson and
son. Herbert returned Monday from
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Petersqn at Wakefield, Mass.
Allen Wright, representative of
the Boosey and Hawkes Company,
music publishers of New York, was
week-end guest of Dante Pavcne.
IvUrs. Josephine Clayter was hos
tess Wednesday to the Night Hawks
for lunch and a social evening.
Fred Swansqn visited Monday in
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bums of
Gloucester, Mass., are guests bf Mr.
Bums' mother, Mrs. Carrie Bums.
Mr. and Mrs. James Caiderwocd
entertained the family of Mr. and
Mrs Raymond Webster at a dinner
party Thanksgiving Day. Present
were Mr and Mrs. Raymond Web
ster, Miss Lots Webster, Mr ana
Mrs. Curtis Webster, son Curtis, Jr.,
and daughter Deis, Mr and Mrs.
‘ Kenneth Webster, daughter- Anne,
Susan, Linda Inu and son Ken-

neth. Ur., Mr. ;uid Mrs. Calderwood, son James, Jr , daughter
Roxanna, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Webster daughter Donna, son Delwin, Mr. and Mrs Delwin Webster
and son Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster went
Monday to Meriden, Conn, where
they will be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harland Dearborn
George Gray was a Rockland
visitor Tuesday.
Jesse Greenlaw, Michael Wil
liams, and Owen Quinn left Tues
day for a business trip to Shag
Harbor, N IS.
Miss Alice Reeve and sister Miss
Ada Joyce left Thursday for a visit
of several weeks with friends in
Newton Highlands, Mass., enroute
to Las Cruces, N. M where they
will spend the Winter. ' I
Dr. Walter Conley. Rockland,
Harry Swanson, Newport, V. O
Harkness, Boston. T C. Suomela,
Rockland. E D Morton, Portland,
P. L Messier, Union, have been
guests at -The Millers’' this week.
The Antique Club met Wednes
day nt the home of Mrs Margaret
Roscoe. Dinner was serv ed at noon
and the afternoon pleasantly
passed with knitting and sewing.
Ws Mabel Dunlap was honor
guest.*
Miss Betsey O. Warner who has
been ip iChagford, England for the
past month, returned last week to
this country making both trips by
plane She was accompanied by
her son Mark and daughter Lucy,
who have been visiting relatives in

Page Ffv#'

Ucistcn.
net-day.

She arrived here Wcd- daughter Barbara wen holiday , Hcrb-n Rector. Mr and Mr;.. Berni
guests of Mrs. Sawyer's brother, ard Oakes and children Susan and
Tailored Nylon Satin Slips, $8.95. Harvey Ames of Watertown, Mass. Sonny;” and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Amy and Sussie Cook and Joyce Gieseman.
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle.
96-99 Stanley have had measles.
Sidney Maddocks
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Stanley of
News has been received here of
I
Whftinsville,
Mass.,
passed
ThanksPORT CLYDE
giving with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar i
death in Plainville, Mass., of
Dr. Harry Naumer and family of Stanley.
i Sidney Maddocks. son of Francis
Brooklyn, N Y., are spending a
Malcolm Pierson of New Haven, I and Elizabeth Cooney Maddocks, he
few days at their cottage at Mar Conn., wasat home the past week- | was DO!n Dec. 9. 1898 in South Dashall Point,
end.
' kota and came here at the age of
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper of ' 14 w!th his father, after the death
Kenneth Davis has returned to
his studies at Theological Seminary, New York and their sons John. of *1*s mother.
Mr. Maddocks resided here a
Boston, having visited his parents, Roger and Joel, have been at
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest L. Davis over Spruce Coves” for the holiday short time with relatives and will
be remembered as a young man of
the holiday week-end.
week-end.
Charles Dwyer of Hebron was in fine character, of a kindly and
Mrs. Josie Simmons and Sandra
jovial disposition.
Simmons made a trip to Portland town two days last week.
Funeral services were held MonMrs. Thankful Harris and Mr.
recently.
Dr. Walter D Hall of Rockland and Mrs. Harold Small ‘pent day at the Episcopal Church, North
was in town Monday to attend Thanksgiving Day with Misses Lena i Ataeb°ro. Mass., of which he was ?
member. He was also member of
Lionel Heal who has pneumonia. and Elizabeth Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hanneman of ' the Mas°n‘c Order and a Past PaMrs. R. B Ulmer was gue;.t
Tli nksgtving Day of Mrs Minnie Bangor were in town Tuesday call- ^ron of the Order of the Eastern
Wilson and daughter Harriet of ing on the Harold Huppers and Mar- Star
He is survived by his wife Lsabell.
Jorie Hupper.
Thomaston.
a son, Sidney, both of Plainville.
Charles Collins and friend of Bos
Mass , a daughter Mrs. Sherman
ton have been spending a few days
OWL’S HEAD
Grocut; a granddaughter, Ann. of
at his heme here
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Chase and Providence and a brother Perry of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts family have closed their cottage Waterville
spent the holiday in Bangor with "Tonawonda' at Crescent Beach ,
their daughter, Mrs. Gardiner
Winter.
to Rockland for the j
FRIENDSHIP
Wail.
Mrs. Marietta Tyler of Deer Lsle
A co-operative Thanksgiving din- J Paul Lash spent he week-end In
is visiting Mrs. Harold Hupper.
ner was held Saturday night at tile Boston
Harding Cold, Jr., of New Haven, home of Mr and Mrs Lorimer
Alice and Donald Carter were
Conn., spent the Thanksgiving Walker. Present were Mr. and Mrs. dinner guest (Sunday of Mr and
week-end with his grandparents, Adrlel Fales and children Janis am Mrs. Lester O. Simmcjns.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hocper.
Jeffrey; Mr. and Mrs. Erv.in Chase i Chade Simmons and Clara CarRev and Mrs John Sawyer and and children Helen and Erwin; ter motored to Round Pond Sunday

to visit Roy fcjinunoiM. uh<> >•. ill.
Mgs. Thomas Benner and Miss
Priscilla Carter were in Waldoboro
Friday on business.
Holiday visitors at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ph-iip Reed were
Mr. Reed's mother and daughters,
Geneva and Alice apd Mrs Pierce,
of Boothbay IHarbor
Leslie Cushman has arrived at
the home of Phoebe Bums after
spending Thanksgiving with his
-on Manville Burns in Portland.
Mrs. Stanley Simmons was a
business visitor Monday in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Carter at
tended the Rusgrove-Prior wedding
Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harcld Lash were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Verge
Kenneth Winchenbach recently
launched a boat which he built
for Dwight Ctanlev of Monheean
Mr and Mrs. Dwight Stanley and
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Stanley cf
Mon began have beep v isiting Mr
and Mrs. Charles Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hutchins

ami children Judy and Ernest, Jr.,
.isited Mrs. Hutchins' mother over
the holiday week-end.
Mr and Mrs. Ivan Simmons and
family ef Port Clyde apd Katheryn
Murphy of Wells have been visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Thompson
and children were guests Thanks
giving cf Daisy Simmons and Wil
liam Hisier
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin IBums were
dinpier guests at the home of their
son. Melvin Bums, Jr., on Thanks
giving Day.
Mrs. Euda Morton has employ
ment at Friendship Industries.
Mrs. John Shannon and Mrs.
Rosa Flanders of (Belfast called re
cently on Mr and Mrs. John
Thompson
Mrs. Wilbert Allen of Port Clyde
has been visiting her son William
Simmons.
Mr and Mrs. (Stanley Hyson and
family were holiday visitors in
Windsor.
Charles ajid Freeman Harriman
were recen’ Boston (tfsitors.
Mrs. Merle Harriman shot a deer.

Rend The Courlcr-Uuzettr
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
TWO Apt 10-room House for sale
Modern Call at 202 CAMDEN ST.
97 98
YALE Safe, size 22x33, for sale. TEL.
1003-J
9798
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
References
required. Write HOUSEKEEPER" care
The Courier-Gazette.
97*98
EASY
Washing Machine.
Large
nickel tub. whirl drier. Good repair.
PHONE 688
flT7-lt

» NATIONALLY DOnillSCt IIANI

Youn—Again and again
! —At No Extra Cost with
L / Certificates inside Sacks
of Famous

I

Superb Qualify — And

AUNT

More Tea per Bag
I

**

/

X
1

**>

FLAT IRONS
2.95 to 9.95

H. H. CRIE HARDWARE and
TOASTERS
PLUMBING SUPPLY CO.
2.19 to 3.59

Tel. 205

"THE LIVELY STORE

328 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Tel. 206

S ar

V$2£

TEA-BAGS

M

..

, Qua/tiy you tike
% at Prices you tike fo Pay
In Comparing Prices, It Is Important
to Compare Quality, You’ll Find
First National Stores’ Everyday Prices
Lower for Comparative Quality.

FIREPLACE
Equipment

I

-

JOHN BIRD CO.. Rockland

1

$

ft

Wholesale Distributors

M

M

'-s< A

JEMIMA

FAMILY FLOUR

$
At Money Saving

Prices
Beautify

GLOWING SANTA CLAUS
79c
Single Candles
59c
3 Light Candles
1.59
Wreaths
89 c

\

ycur

Fire

place with these

fixtures.

GIFTS

PRACTICAL

Qualify Meat Values

CHRISTMAS TREE SETS

TOBOGGANS

1.49 to 3.49

4.25 to 5.25

Fruits and Vegetables

hither End - Fresh Young Pork tor Roasting
Native Hand Picked (v cl mosh
Cellophane Wrapped

■ 49‘

PORK LOINS

APPLES

Regular Style - Lean, Meaty

SMOKED SHOULDERS
—

Fresher . . .

SCALES
5.95
SHOWER CURTAINS
An Inexpensive but
A Practical Gift

» 49c

PKC
Of II

Lean Meaty Pork

FRESH SHOULDERS

Oranges

HAMBURG

FOWL

Fancy Red Emperor

Grapes

6 Lbs Average

Fresh Native Broilers or Fryers

Fresh Cshfornis Iceberg
EXIRA LGE
Lettuce 2 HEADS
Andy Boy Pascal
LARGE
BUNCH
Celery
Fresh Young California

LAMB LEGS

V-

L./-X

Bone In - Oven or Pot Roast

CHUCK ROAST

* Rugged

COOKED HAMS

6.95 to 11.95

HADDOCK
COD STEAK
OYSTERS

4*4 Foot

• Sturdy
• Well Constructed

DELTA TOOLS

3.95
CHRISTMAS TREE HOLDERS
• Very Sturdy

• Table Saw
• Jig Saw
• Lathes

•Also Hundreds of Small Tools

1.59

3.68 t0 7.98

SWANSON’S

EVERFRESH
Chicken Products

CHICKEN
FRICASSEE

CAN

Pressure
Cookers

A LA KIHC

cIn*

39c

BONED

CHICKEN

WAFFLE IRONS

13.95

TUR°KEY
FOOD MIXERS

16.95

Electric Waffle Iron — made

of shiny chromium.

59c

CHICKEN

• PRESTO

6.95 to 9.95

A gift she will appreciate.

LB

Freeh Plump

DOZ

Ideal For Mom

37.59

77e • ■B 79 «

Savings in Every Food Department

L8

ixtures

Fre>h Sliced

Strictly F»esh Grade A - I ocal Native

Finast Plump Seedless

Finatit Pea or Red Kidney

• Jointers

3 BCHS 25c

Brookside Eggs
Sic
35c
PT69c
LB

Ocean Fresh

• Drill Presses
• Band Saws

25c

PRICES ARE LOWER I

SEA FOOD VALUES

SKIS

SLEDS

Carrots

Mild Sugar Cured - Cither End

* Famous Make

I9c

CELLO
PKG

Tomatoes

Light Tender Fancy Soft Meat

V"’

2 LBS 25c

Firm Red Ripe

CHICKENS

SKATES

2 002 53c

Grapefruit 5 FOR 29c

Heavy Steer Beef

4 to

gggyc

Juicy Healthful Florida - Large Sice

Porterhouse or N. Y. Sirloin

Plump lender Meaty

SHOWER CURTAIN RODS

39«»

Juicy Florida - Good Size

Fresh Ground Lean Meat

STEAKS

MED SIZE

LGE SIZE

6 oz

CAN

59c

28 oz.

Baked Beans 2

CANS

i-Kr

2

33c

Blue Rose - New Crop

Finast - Just Reduced

12
OI 19<
BOI
1

Chili Sauce

Raisins

pLkBc

Rite

Finast - Pure Tomato

Ketchup

Margarine

&>“

plkbg

29c

Whole Milk Cheddar

Finast - N. E. Style

« 55c

Brown Bread 2 ciSs 35c Mild Cheese

First National - All Puxpose

Green or Yellow

Split Peat

CI!V!

14c

LB
PKGS

Macaroni

35c Cut Beans

White Spray - Also Macaroni

Finast - Concentrated

2PK^ 85c

2

39c

Richmond, Sliced or Halves

Peaches

Spaghetti P«,st.

Tomato Paste

Cheese Food

Richmond - Green or Wax

Mueller’s - All Varieties

&{J 28c

finast - Sweetened York State

or Apple Sauce 2 && 27c

« oc
CAN TC

Finast - Luscious Whole Sections

Finast Maine Pack

Shell Beans

16c

Cloverdale - Enriched

2

2Sc Grapefruit

2^ 31c

Prices Effective m AH First National Sell Service Super Market* to (his Viieaaitv - Sabieel to Market Chesses

newenclands larcest retailed of fine foods
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Washington Murder

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Mayflower Temple Pythian Sis
ters will hold an election of officers
tonight at 730. Refreshments will
be served.:
The sum of $25 was netted from
the annual Christmas fair at the
Baptist Church.
Lincoln Academy boys and girls
basketball teams will play Thom
aston boys and girls tonight at 7.30
at Thomaston High School gym
This will be the first league game
of the season.
Mrs. James O’Neil and sons
James. Jr., and Michael have re
turned to Chelmsford, Mass., after'
being called here by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. Wendall Barlow.
The Friendly Circle will hold
their annual Christmas fair Tues
day. 230 p. m., at the Federated
Church vestry, followed >by a sup
per at 6.
Church News
Mass will toe celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 9 o'clock.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
Church will be Bunday momnig at
8 o’clock.

ALTERNATE FIRING TWIN

Sunday School meets at 9.45
a. m„ at the Federated Church.
Moqning service will be at 11
o’clock and the subject, ’Man's
Need and
Promise them: "God Is Our Refuge.’’ (Ed
monds). Sacrament of the Lord’s
supper
following this service.
Youth Fellcwsnip meets at 7 p m.
Sunday School will be at 9.45 a.
m., at the Baptist Church with
morning service at 11 o'clock, the
subject. "Christ and the World s
Need.” Solo “While I Suu With
Thee,"
arranged
by Shipper
Barnes; I soloist. Raymond
T.
Greene; Miss Nellie Tibbetts pian
ist; and Mrs. Grace M. Strout. orgSiUirt. This is the Sundav of Sa
crifice. I Communion services will
follow these services. Evening sub
ject, “Faith That Saves.” Chris
tian Endeavor meets at 6 p. m„
Tuesday, chair rehearsal. Thursday. meeting for prayer, praise and
Biible study.

ROCKPORT
The Try to Help Club will cele
brate its 21st anniversary with a
supper Monday at the church vestrly. Each member may take one
guest.
The Town Christmas Tree is be
ing placed in position on the library
lot on Russell avenue.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Christie
Whitney.
Senior Youth Fellowship of the
Methodist Church will bowl at the
Camden Y at 2.15 Saturday.. Sun
day at 9.45 Rev. C D. Wentworth,
district superintendent of Augusta, will preach. At 6 30 the Senior
Youth Fellowship will go to Camden
for its meeting—a union meeting
of all the churches. The First
Quarterly Conference will be held
Sunday at 3.30 p. m„ with the dis
trict superintendent in charge. Comden members will attend.
The
financial campaign supper will be
Monday at the church. Reports
will be made and pictures shown,
entitled, "More For Your Money."
Those attending may take their
cards, stating their support for the
church for the coming year.
Lovers of Fine Furs at moderate
prices will make a pleasing discov
ery if they turn to page 11, this issue.
—adv. 79“

Imagine a motor that de
velops 2.5 O.B.C. certified
brake h.p. at 4000 r.p.m.;
that has ALL, fine fealures
including Johnson's Per
fected Alternate Firing, CoPilot, Reverse; weighs only
31 lbs.- J’lOO 7C
costs only
J

(Continued from Page One)
about a quarter of a mile from the
Belyea heme when Charles Belyea
came to them with a single barrel
12 gauge shotgun in his hands and
fold them that tye had shot his
father.
For a time, they did not believe
the 17-year-old lad Mrs. Yeung,
became convinced of the truthful
ness of his story ajixl. thinking
quickly with an eye tc preventing
possible further slaughter, grabbed
the gun, which proved to be load
ed, from the boy's hands.
Young Belyea fled and the
couple made their wav to the Bel
yea farm (which is about cne-eiighth
of a mile from their cwn home.
Belyea Found In Shed
Searching the buildings, they
found the elder Belyea lying in
the garage, conscious but in great
pain from severe wcupds in the
legs caused by the shotgun Mast.
Saying that he was cold Belyea
asked that they take him inside
the house
Mrs. Youpg part
ly carried and partly dragged
home while Mr. Yeung hurried to
summon a (doctor
Dr Meldon Collihs of Liberty
answered the call for aid and ar
rived shortly He gave treatment
to the severely injured and pew
'emi-eonscicus farmer and pre
pared to take him fo the hospital
Realising that it would take con
siderable t'me, Dr Collins, who
was contacted at his home, said
that he placed the man into the
back seat of his car and started
for Rockland with Frank Blether
! of Washington to help care fcr
Belyea.
Died In Doctor’s Car
Making all possible speed the
doctor started over the highway to
Knox Hospital with the then dying
(victim of his son's wrath. About
two-fhirds of the way pcssibly in
West Rockport, the doctor states
that Belyea died. The doctor con
tinued along Route 17 at a slack
ened pace and drove through Rock
land to Thomaston where he turned
the body over to Trooper William
Upton on duty at the Troop D Bar
racks of the Maine State Police
Knox County Medical Examiner
Dr. Charles D. North ordered the
body removed to Kjnox Hospital
after it was transferred to an am
bulance. Examination at the hos
pital by Dr North prompted him to
order removal to Russell Funeral
Home where an autopsy was held
during the night.
Harry Belyea was born in Hodgden. Me., the son of Asa and An-

DRUG STORE FOR SALE

Also four other great models.

Established Over Fifty Years

JOHNSON Sea-Horses

Low Price For Quick Sale
311 MAIN STREET,

OPPORTUNITY FOR LOCAL GIRLS Anri Made the Annual Meth

Women Worked Hard
odist Fair a Decided
Success

Relatively few young women of , Staff the Local Hospital; 50.000
High School age are certain about; student nurses are needed in 1949
what they intend to do after gradu- j Three out of 5 active nurses are
ation. Nursing has many oppor working in Hospitals. One cut of
tunities.
diverse
specializations, 5 active is on private duty.
good preparation for marriage,, pro
Tuesdav. Dec. 7: will be "Career
fessional and social prestige., eco Day” at Kncx County General Hos
nomic security and a service to hu pital for the Seniors in Rockland
manity.
High, who want to become nurses.
The Health and Well-being of Between 1 and 3 p. m. these girls
the entire Community depend upon will be taken on a tour of the hos
an adequate supply of qualified pital, and "highlights ' on “Nursphysicians, nurses, dietitians, social1 ing as a Career” will be discussed
workers, and other technicians to by several department heads.
nie Niles Belyea. He is survived by
a brother Joseph of Rockland, two
sisters, Mrs Eunice King. Rock
land. and Mrs. Salome Brooks of
Bapgor.
Funeral services will be held from
Russell Funeral Home Saturday at
2 p. m.. with burial in Achorn
cemetery.
—®y Sid Cullen.
• • • •

ROCKLAND, ME.

GIFT

Living costs for the average
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. who Nebraska farm family rose $487
set the wheels of his office ma last year over the 1948 level to
chinery promptly in motion upen reach $3,780, a survey showed.
learning of the (Washi|ngton tra
gedy. feels under special obligations
to Willard Ware, manager of the
Washington Telephone Company,
who assisted in rallying the deputy
THURS. & FRI.
DEC. 2-3
sheriffs.
Quickly at work upon the case
Last Times Today, Dec. 3
were Deputies George Findley of
Washington, Philip Morine ajnd
R0BW ’OufoIttdRMt
Edgar Barker of Uniop. F“
MtICKUM
Libby of Thomaston, Ernest Gray
and Alvin Epps of Rockland Depu
ty (Morine set up a road block at
SATURDAY ONLY DEC. 4

CAMDEN THEATRE

i Choice Of Any One Of
Our Six Different
CALENDARS
OR
A YARDSTICK.
A Necessity Around
the House.
WITH

Studley Hardware
THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL. 20-4

• MY SIN .....................
• SCANDAL ................
• ARPEGE ...................
BY THE DRAM

$2.25

2.25
3.00

SUN. AND MON., DEC. 5-6

atomizers

$''60

Tlni.

.

land

$2.75 Sj
to 5

MEN’S SETS

$8.50 S

Si-25 to $6.00

Bv EV™N

I

J

’

V

SETS

a

J

APPLE BLOSSOM

GEstft,

HAYWORTH-FORD
■SSS

QoneoAMS

RON RANDAL • VICTOR JORY • LUTHER
Arnold Mot, • Joseph BoloH • M.orgor.l Wydwdy
D.r.ded ond Prodocd by CHARLES VIOOR

An EAGLE LION FILMS Production

STRAN

STARTS TUESDAY

“AMERICAN EMPIRE”
“SILVER QUEEN”

TELEPHONE 892
I -

GILBERT C. LAITE FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
DOROTHY S. LAITE
ROBERT E. LAITE
TELEPHONE 8225

8l-tf

iriottiw ~LOVf'

fa

HAYWORTH FORD

£$ LOUS/ //
{ARMEN
V

U. S. RUBBER
FIRST GRADE
And the fun she ll have
wearing them . . . because
our boots are as pretty as
they are warm and sturdy!

<»>

LAMB’S WOOL LINED
SNOW FLOWERS

$9.50

LAMB’S WOOL CUFFED
ZIP-UP BOOTS

$6.95

SEafor™
lentheric

*

SPRL’CE

_

I HI

.

STEP-IN SNOW BOOTS

$3.75

• APHRODISIA

ePJ.UU

COMMAND

PERFUMES BY THE DRAM
NO.

5.

BELLODGIA.

LIGHTERS
CIGARg
pouches
knives

BALL POINT PENS
ELECTRIC
RAZORS

DESERT FLOWER PERFUME, $1.00
COTY PERFUMES,
$1.85 up

COME TO MEL’S

Schick and ReminRton

: girswJXgwWMiH

AND SEE THE NEW SENSATIONAL

1949 PHILCO REFRIGERATOR

HAIR BRUSHES

ALL COSMETICS TAXED

$7.95

MEN’S
BOSTONIANS
vnCDvR™i«
BASS

DANIEL GREEN AND OTHER FAMOUS MAKES OF

SLIPPERS
FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY,

EASY TIME PAYMENTS

$1.00 to $6.95

$2.00 to $12.50
Initials Stamped in
G°ld eree

SHAVE BRUSHES
$1.00 UP

WOMEN’S
RED GOLD CROSS SHOES
NATURAL BRIDGE
A. SANDLER “SPORTSTERS”

FOR 1948 CHRISTMAS GIFTS

BILLFOLDS

PROPHYLACTIC nylon

$8.95

OTHER CHRISTMAS GIFTS

CIROS REFLEXIONS, JE REVIEN

TWEED—AND MANY OTHERS

FUR-TRIMMED
GALOSHES. HEELED

„■

Jack
CHANEL

WOOL-LINED RUBBER
ZIP-UP BOOTS

«

«

t|

C0UMU MOUBS

'TBitS,

[

old SPICE

*

HEAVEN SENT

performance

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

4

/K4XI.W.
COLES' _

I
FABERGE T°ILET WATERS
I
Colgate
| I tigress E
$L25 1 co^ ctuB
S ®! STRAWHAT
™
'
TO
§
$1-00 UP
»
(PC AA

HELENA
RUBINSTEIN

NEWSREEL—SHORTS
SERIAL
Shows at: 2.00—6.25—8.30

§ nwwwwwwwi

I Perfumes

SETS
from $4.50

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

MEL’S APPLIANCES
TEL. 257,

4

TODAY AND SATURDAY

COMING SUN., MON.. TUES.
DEC. 12, 13, 14

« $1.00 to $12.50

V

TABU

‘

Chamberlain, Mrs. Mary Holton,
Mrs Dorothe Hersome and Mrs.
Helen Babb.
The financial drive of the Metho
dist Church is be'|ng conducted
this week. Regular contributors
may leave their cards at any of
the meetings held this week
The distort superintendent of
Methodist Churches, Rev. C. D.
Wentworth, will occupy the pulpit
Sunday at the Methodist Church.
The ifir t quarterly ronference will
be held at tlie Methodist Church
jn Rockport at 3.30 Sunday after
noon. For transportation. call the
pastor of the Camden church. Rev.
B. F. Wentworth. Senior Youth
Fellowship meets at 5 30 Sunday,
et the Camden Church. This will
be a 'union meeting; no evening
meeting Sunday.
Rev H. I Helt will be the guest
speaker Sunday motping at the
Congregational Church.
The Monday Club will meet Dec.
5. with Mrs. Lois Lyman instead of
with Mrs. Doris Brewster, as sched
uled. Miss Helen Boyden will read
a paper on "The Nation Divided”

N,slS*

Gerald O. Richards of Rockport.
i native of Rockland, and member
of the Sophomore Class of 11951 at
Clark University, will participate
ui a Fine Arts field trip to Boston
Saturday to visit several of the na
tionally known art museums and
collections.
In charge of the field trip will
be Dr. Lcring H Dodd professor
of rhetoric chairman of the De
partment of (English and Pine Arts
lid curator of art at Clark Tak
ing part in the field trip will be ,
more than 109 undergraduates.
Mr. Richards, .son cf Mr and
Mrs. Frederick F Richards of Rock
port Is a graduate of the Rockport
High School. During World War
n lie served with the United
States Army Air Forces 'in the
American Theater and the Euro
pean Theater of Operations. At
Clark, he is cn the Dean's List.

PIPES

| Something New
i: White Shoulders
I Toilet Waters

with

■

JO( BtSSfH

CAMDEN
The meeting of the Student
Legislature will be held Saturday
in Augusta. High School students
who will participate are: Stanley
Payson, Louis Arau Jack Hender
son, Clair Crabtree, Beity Rolfe
and Henry Bickford Stanley Payson Is to be co-chairmagi of the
committee cn clam conservation
Observers who will attend the
meeting and who will next year
represent the High School are:
Lucile Talbot, Milton Christie,
Cliarles MassaLin and David Croc
kett. Lindon Christie, who was to
go with this group, unfortunately
has the measles, but lie will be eli
gible as a representative next year.
Supt Ljndon Christie Miss Helen
McCobb and Miss Bertha Clascn
will accompany these student rep
resentatives.
Mrs. Angie Chamberlain will be
hostess Tuesday to the (Friends-inCouncil. at her home cn Marine
avenue. Program will be under
the direction of the entertainment
committee, composed of Mrs.

Rockport Student At Clark
University To Have In
teresting Hike

MEL’S

$2.25

TWEED TOILET 5

EVENING
IN PARIS
SETS
$1.50 to $15.00

0p A Field Trip

LANVIN FLACONETTES

IN GILT FLACON

$2.25 up

The annual Methodist Fair was
held yesterday in the vestry and
was a great success both financially
and socially. The charming deco
rations of red and green were car
ried out with red berries, ever
greens and poinsettias under the
direction of Mrs. Inez Ames. Mrs.
F rile Horeyseck and Mrs. Frances
Stevens were co-chairmen of the
affair and every detail was care
fully worked cut.
The several booths were presided
over by these workers: White ele
phants. Mrs. Osca Knight and Mrs.
Mildred Blood grabs. Mrs. Madlene
Jrckson and Mrs. Lucy Stewart;
utility. Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mrs.
Madeline Coombs and Mrs. Esther
Dolliver; babies’ and children’s wear.
Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs. Vincie
Clark and Mrs. Evelyn Lagonegro
Candy and ice cream, Mrs. Shir
ley Rollins. Mrs. Marjorie MacFarland and Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe; |
handkerchiefs. Mrs. Fanye Trask;
dolls and dolls’ clothes, Mrs. Feme
Horeyseck, Mrs. Kate Greenleaf and
Mrs. Edna Havener Christmas and
anniversary cards and wrappings,
Mrs. Frances Stevens.
Groceries, canned goods and
plants. Mrs. Leona Flint, Mrs.
Eunice Winslow, Mrs. Fannie Dow
and Mrs. Gladys Studley; aiprons,
Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Marion
F.ckett, Mrs. Flavilla Kennedy, Mrs.
Dora Mank and Mrs. Margaret Philbrook; fancy work, Mrs. Mae Greg
ory, Mrs. Lena deRochemont. Mrs.
Inez Ames and Mrs Millie Coombs.
Variety, Mrs. Dorothy Rich and
Mrs. Edith Tweedie; cooked food.
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Blanche
Witham and Mrs. Esther Graves;
gelatin desserts and puddings, Mrs.
Mildred Achorn tea room, Mrs. Vir
ginia Chatto, Mrs. Alice Stilphen.
Mrs. Eleanor Newbert and Mrs. Lucy
Suomela; Kiddie’s Parking Lot.
Mrs. Ruth Fogarty, Mrs. Marie
Studley and Mrs. Julia Goodwin.

Assembled Sheriffs

Any 50c Or More
Purchase.

JUST arrived
TWEED
PERFUME

Union when it was learned that
Belyea had left the scene of the
shooting, but this precaution
proved unnecessary through tlie
young man's apprehension by Ben
Niche Is.
Sheriff Ludwick recalls that
young Belyea had already served a
three months’ sentence in the
County Jail this year after being
convicted of juvenile delinquency

FREE!

C. H. MOOR & CO.

Tuesday-Friday

THOMASTON, MAINE
MtMdifeMAMdddadddi

Qnotify Shot Shop
310 MAIN ST.----- ROCKLAND
X-RAY FITTING

Tuesday-Friday

r Page Seven"
A LOVELY BRIDE
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Honored At Syracuse

CHRISTMAS at

Social Matters

SENTER#CRANE'S
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

HOSIER Y SALE

Percy S. McPhee has returned
from Pratt Clinic in Boston He
was aooempanied by Mrs. McPhee

Mr and Mrs. Fred Small and
sen Freddie of Hanipun Beach,
N H., returned home Sunday after
pending Thanksgiving wth Mr.
Smalls mother Mrs. E. L. Witty,
ind brother Lewis Small 84 Wal
do avenue.

Waltham Precision Fit
54 gauge, 20 denier
r-4

Regular $1.95
Sale $1.69
All new fall colors!

Reb-kah members interested in
rc-organizing the Sewing Circle are
requested to meet at the I.O.OJF.
Hall Tuesday at 3 p. m.

Please phone 1044 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Richardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social events of all types
The earlier a«i item is phoned or
mailed In. the more readily it appears
<n print

All first quality.

State Bank Comm: .oner and
Mrs. Homer E. Robinson of Au
gusta were visitors in the city yes
terday.

There 'Will be a Circle supper
Wednesday pight at 6 o’clock in
the Universalist vestry with Mr
and Mrs. Ivy Brackett and Mrs E.
C. Boody, eo-chairmen. The com
mittee includes: Capt. and Mrs J
Cl.
Cunningham
Miss Maud
Staples. Mr,. Nellie B.rd. Mr- S.
F Cepe,and Mrs 1C. F Danir’
Mr. and Mrs Walter Dimick. Mr.
and Mrs George Stewart. Mr and
Mrs J. E Diamond. Miss There'e
Smith, Miss Maude Hupper. Mr.
1X3 Mr E O B Gonia. Miss Mar
garet Stahl Mr-. Clara Smith, Mis
Mbngaret Roblpson. Mr and Mrs.
Ralph Cr'drrw'od. M‘ss Ad»l.~ d
Holmes Miss Hattie Rankin, Mrs.
Harrv Brown. Mr. and Mrs J. S
Gardner. Mr and Mrs -A E Orff
Dr and Mrs F F Brown. Jr.. Mr
• no Mrs Miles Sawver, Mr and
Mlrs. Johnson McCavghy and Mr
and Mrs. Edwin Potter

Mr. and Mrs. Santos Puzzo apd
Tlie Woman's Association of the
con Sami of Oaklawn. R. I., have
re turned horn ? after being guesw Ocngregaticnal Church held a de
Mrs. Carl ChristofTersen was
lightful
Chr -tnias lunchccn in the
of Mr and Mrs Richard Harden,
bestess to the Tcnian Circle Wedvestry Wednesday with Mrs D ri
Old County road
ne.-dav
night at her home on
lSS®Rjt
Lindqui-t and Mrs Bcttv Pomeroy
Chestnut street.
Present wctc
Miss June Ocok has returned as cc-chairmen The tables were
Mis. Etirkne Perry, daughter of Mrs. Arnold Resers. Mrs Benjamin
very pretty with small plants upd
home frt.n la visit in Baltimore.
red candles.
At the head table Mr .and Mrs. Earle C. Perry, has , Dowling. IMrs. Cllver Hol—e Mt
Mias Ann Pt.vich is a surgical pa were Mrs Carrie Smith of Warren, !>■ ii pledged io Sigma Kappa Sor r'dwtn Post Mn Robert Hudson
Katherine Veorie. Mrs Harry
tient at the Parkway Hospital, chairman cf Woman Fel'ow hip o! oritv at Syracuse University ant
A,frPd
B'‘nn'r’
Brookline, Mass.
the Lincoln
Association
Mrs. has li.il tlr unusual distinction for Hvensl^r;
Charlo- Monteith. Mrs Charles a Fr .liman of being elected rush Mrs. Clintcn P-wSey Mrs. Carl
’’’reeman. Mrs. I'ohn P. Lcwe Mr'
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Haynes ef Ellsworth, guest speak ing chairman.
Wr-lev Paul. Mrs Donald Farrand
wiuiiuny
iii. Members are re er Mrs. Harriet Frost, Mr. McnMonday xiif,
night.
M- Gladvs Bletheyi and Mrs Earl
V I minded to take articles to pack a teith, Mrs Corice Leach Mrs Mar
The DA.R. will meet at ti
MacWilliams.
There will be a
yfc Christmas box for Veterans at jorie Cummings, Mrs. Betty Pome home cf Mrs. Walter I add. Walker
Togus. Supper will be served pre roy. After luncheon there was place, Monday aft: morn. A* i-tlr.? special meeting of the circle next
ceding the meeting with Evelyn group singing. The nieeing wa hostes'C- will lye Mrs. Lew Wallace. Wednesday.
Robbins as hostess.
called to order by- the president Mr-. George Avery Mrs. Ail-c
Dr. and Mrs Robert L. Allen
Mrs. Frost, with devoteps by "•Ir- f'frb Mrs. Fred Veazie. Mrs. ClinMrs. A L. Babbidge is visiting Vina Graves
and Mr Monteith. ton Bowley. M s- FUen Cochran '•-> in Baltimore. Md where Mrs.
is a surgical patient of Dr
her atp in Portland.
The speaker was Mrs. Haynes. In- and Mrs L C. 8turtevant
Th: Allen
'ohn F'ntiy at the Union Memorial
Mrs. Pcmeroy She theme will be Christmas During HC'pital
Frank L. Carslev has returned to troduced by
Dr. Allen Ls the house
gave a Very
Interesting talk on the Revolution.
Mrs E. Carl
his dutre« as general agent at the Woman
Fellowship in her very Moran will presen: a paper on ue't of Dr and Mrs Finny. They
Maine Central Railroad following pleasing and
expect
to
return
in about 10 days.
witty manner, ci how ‘Christmas in Revolutionary Days ’
a Id-days’ vacation. Tcgethei with
it
should
be
carried
on
in
the
and
Mrs
George
Avery
cne
on
Mrs. Carsley he spent part of it ’p church hnd our every day life A
Phciv Oj Cuilei.
Thanksgiving Dav guests cf Mr
Newfccn, Mass., as guest of Mrs. very delightful afterno:p was en “Chri tmas at Mt. Vernon.’’
ind Mrs Isaac McCaslin were: Mr Above appears Mr. anti Mrs. Harold L. Colbeth (Miss Dorothy Sherman I
at their wedding Nov. 28 at the Congregational Church
Carsley’s sister. Mrs. Daniel Dus joyed by the ladies and guest
Mrs. Pau, Trahan and son
Mrs Stirling F Mtrse wa, gi\m and
tin A few davs' hunting was also
Pau! of Hartford. Ccnn. Sylvester
a
surprise
miscellaneous
stork
enjoyed at Atkinson where they
Harrison E. Dow has returned to
Mrs. Ava Rich of Isle au Havt shewer Wednesday night at her Melntcsh and sen Alfred of Stan
ROCKPORT
were guests of Mrs. Carsley’s was
in this city yesterday, enroute home at 50 Bread street with Mrs. ford. Conn : Mr. and Mr Richard Philadelphia after being the guest
Miss Hazel Wall has been spend
/S' | fat^er
Hartwell
3peed.
over to Massachusetts for the Winter. Charlotte I ike and Mrs. Daisy Monroe and children. Joan Freddy. of his parents. Mr and Mrs. Har
ing a few days with her mother.
I Thanksgiving.
and Charles of -South Thom- rison L. Dew. Oliver street.
NlchoH as ho tesses. M’’s. Mr—c Dieki"
Mrs Belle Wall.
rten; and Mr. and Mrs. Cairn
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isirior
Gordon
received
many
lovely
gifts
wh
‘
ch
/,<
Knox Hospital Auxiliary meets
Austin C. Whitney of Scranton,
Sherman, Jr., and son James cf
Mr. and Mrs. L. George Loeber.
Limerock
stree
entertained
at
a
were
presented
in
a
basket
decoxD Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 at me
Glen Cove
Jr. were recent guests o! Mr.Lot-b- Pa., is visit.ng his parents, Mr. and
family
dinner
party
at
the
Themrated
in
pink
and
blue
Refreshfjs j Bok Heme with Mrs Helen Leach
er’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Mrs. William E Whitney for a few
and Mts Frances McLccn as co- dike Hotel Thursday evening In men: were served by the hostesses.
There will be a circle supper at
Loeber Sr in White Plains days.
I chairm. |ti.
The commute" in- honor of the engagement of their The i "te't- vre M— Jeajn Annis. the Congregational Church next George
The fire department was called
Abraham Mrs. Mhry Glover. Miss Helen I a- Wednesday, with Mrs. Helen French N. Y.
‘mh I eludes: Mrs Kathleen Newman, daughter Jeanette to
Tuesday afternoon on account ol
Zfc | Mrs. Agnes Brewster. Mrs. Maude Smail. The table was attractively Crcs.'e. Mrs Dorothy Barker Mrs and Miss Mabel Snow, co-chairmen.
than 336.0C3.0 X) board feet a small fire at Rockville.
Mildred The committee includes: Mrs. Har cf More
j Blodgett. Mrs. Doris Jordan. Mrs decorated by Mr. Morse cf Silsby’s Velzora Plourde. Mrs
lumber was produced in Japan
T1! Helen Bean. Mrs. Harriet Frost Flower Shop. During the dinner tadd. Mrs. Evelyn PJourd. Mrs. old Karl. Mrs. Charles Merritt. Mrs. in a recent month.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Dorothy Wood,bury Snow, Mrs. Emily Stevl Mrs. F!~ren-e Snow. Mi- Gladvs Miss Sutherland and Mr. Field sang Pauline Miller.
Miss Charlene Allen is ill with
Mi's I*18’ Mrs,'Char‘fs,,EmeiT;Mre- S3™11
j Burns. Mrs. Alma Stinson. Mrs. accompanied by Mr Harris Fol- tones. Mr . Helen Waterman.
Luncheon meat may be used with
Marguerite
pneumonia at her home.
' Maude Eaton. Mrs
Katherine lowing the dinner the guests ad- Priscilla Pewers.
Snow. Mrs. William Graves. Mrs. cubed cooked potatoes and a cream
Miss Eta LeGayt of Fitzwilliam
Berry, Miss Pauline Stevens. Mrs. journed tc the Gordon home where Knowlton and Mrs Fiances Motse. Katherine Derry. Miss Mabel Spear, sauce to make a supper dish.
Depot. N. H. has returned to her
Mary Farnsworth. Mrs Jerry Dan- a pleasant evening was spent. The
Mrs.
Howard
Proctor.
Mrs.
Robert
Bill-, and Bobov ISwonr-n cele
The average automobile engine is home after several d.ys’ visit with
iris. Mrs. Mildred Richardson apd guests included Mr. and Mrs IsiLindquist. Mr'. Hattie,, Ayer. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Murch.
Mrs. Pearl Levinthal.
dor Gordon. Mrs William Small. brated their respective birthdays at lease Bradstreet. and Mrs. William fitted with as many as 11 gears
_ „
, ----------—----, .
Miss Jccnrt e Gcrdon. Abrahim the'r mother. Decorations, favors, Jillson.
Tailored Slips, white and tearose. small Murri- Gordon. Mr and. Mrs a jo nt birthday party given by
$3 95. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, EdWarc| Gordon, Mr. and Mrs Sam- (wo cakes and tether refreshments
Mr. and
,, Mrs. Eli Kiskila are
Copper Kettle.
96-99 u j Smaip Mr and Mrs Nathan added to the festivities. Pictures ...
verc ■ -ten cf the children Guests
slster' M
Tailored, lace-trimmed Slips, in Berllowskv. Miss Dorothy Gordon, fl.ttendina; were. Brian Kelley. Floyd Helma Korbft of Qincy, Mass. Mr
FOUR DAYS—WED.. THURS., FRI., and SAT.
Miss
Anita
Berliawsky
and
Aikn
and
Mrs.
Kiskila
were
called
there
Oliver Lampa and Richard Prestea rose, blue and white, $595. Gordon.
by
the
death
of
Mrs.
Kiskila's
ton. Mr M, trill Kellv, Mrs. Julian
Sarah Linnell, Copper Kettle. 96-99
Ollive and Mr and Mrs "Alton brother, John Ruhela. formerly of
A novel idea fcr a Christmas gift Preston
Thomaston.
SOME BELOW COST
Name of your friend or relative on
Mr and Mrs. Donald I Karl were
a handy rubber stamp, with address
Just
in Time for Christmas
Lovers of Fin'- Furs at moderate
Individually Designed
if you wish, and an ink pad to ac prices will make a pleasing discov week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. C.
company it. On order at Thr C ' - ery if they turn to page 11. this issue A. Metcalf in Bangor.
MRS. ETHEL G CUSHING
rier-Gazette.
97 It
—adv. 79
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hodgkins cf
I ELLIOT ST.. THOMASTON, ME.
200 MAIN ST .
ROCKLAND.
TEL. 1198-M
Lamoine have been recent guest
TELEPHONE 7
We
Make
Covered
Buttons
of
their
son
and
daughter-in-law.
97*li
24 IIOVK SERVICE
96-97
Mr. and Mrs. Newall Hodgkins and
Mr. and Mrs. .11. Pearl Studies',
Ocean street
VOCAL INSTRUCTION

“OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE”

. . from our wide and thorough
collection. From rayons, satins,
wools and knits, we have “the"
necktie that favors his person
ality.

$1.09. $1.93

AH Fabrics Greatly Reduced

SPENCER SUPPORTS

THE REMNANT SHOPPE

NATIONAL CONTEST

Auditions on Saturday ByAppointment

lotte McLaughlin
TEL. 296-M
96-100

NOTICE!
MAY JONES GALLANT
7Y.I

Who formerly operated the
Central Beauty Salon
Will be at

v Mail This Coupon or Phone
Send me ................... pairs of WALTHAM NYLONS
Size ................... Length
Name

CLOSES NEXT SUNDAY
AT

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ibftvi
GREAT GAINS MADE
Make Next Sunday the Best By Your Attendance.

Katharine’s
Beauty Shop

.........................................................................................

Address .......................................................................................
City ....................................................................... sute .........
Charge ............... Check .............. M. O.................

CHRISTMAS
at SENTERdCRANE'S

Complete stock of Co its reduced.
Izes ranging from 4 tc 14 Also
Chubbies." Children's Speetalty
Shop, 375 Main Street. Rockland
97-<’0

NOON IS THE HOUR

WE’LL BE SEEING YOU!

EVERY AFTERNOON,
STARTING TODAY
She will be glad to welcome her
former patrons.
TEL. 1120 FOR APPOINTMENT.

• ri

Mrs. Harcld W Lock who has
been a surgical patient at Fram
ingham Union Hospital. Framing
ham. Mass., followed by several
weeks’ ; onvalescence at the home of
her daughter and son-in-law. Dr
and Mrs. Chtries M Benzev, Jr.
at Sherwood-at-Natick. Mass., re
turned home last Sunday, acccmpaniid by Mr. Lock, who joined
her on Thank-giving Day. Harold
Look, Jr. of Tilton School, Tilton,
N. IL. also joined the lamily group w
for Thanksgiving.

■

Closing cut our Slacks at reduced
prices—wool flannel, gabardine and
corduroy, sizes 10 to 16. Alfreda
Perry, 7 Limerock street.
96-97

ADVANCED
DESIGN
■ ■ . i .- •
,
.

Tailored, lace-trimmed Slips, in
tea rose, blue and white. $5.95
Sarah Linnell, Copper Kettle. 96-99

•

Open All Day Wednesday

For
FINEST
quality
refrigerator

ever BUILT!
just look at all these
great conveniences.

HAMMERED OR POLISHED

Quick Lunch
AND

Business Men’s

Dinners
IT S THE

•built-in
FREEZER IOCKER
• CONSERVADOR

|\1 .MOIST COLD
COMPARTMENT

• FULL-WIDTH
VEGETABLE CRISPER
•MEAT STORAGE
drawer

• fold-away SHELF
• EASY-OUT ICE TRAYS

FRIENDLY
CAFE
OPEN 5.00 A. M. to 1.00 A. M.

8 Park St.. Rockland, Me.
97-98

.•VEGETABLE BIN

• PHILCO SUPER
POWER SYSTEM

OTHER MODELS FROM $

212.50

UP .. . COME IN!

$42.50 DOWN

COMPTON’S
g 17 PARK ST.,

TEL. 1135-W

SAVINGS 1-3,1-2 AND MORE
FOUR WAYS TO BUY

$

ROCKLAND, ME.

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST„
ROCKLAND
98-F-tf

CASH — CHARGE — WEEKLY PAYMENT
OR LAY-AWAY.

8
393 MAIN biKtLf
Kish

REFRIGERATOR

Li

SULKA’S FORCED CHRISTMAS
SALE

Tailored Nylon Satin Slips, $8.95. s
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle.
96-99

SEE THE NEW PHILCO

ALUMINUM SALE
$1.00 and $1.50

Just in Time For Your Christmas
Shopping

<s"« di

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Tuesday-Friday

He’ll land at Ash Pt. Airport at 10 A.M
He’ll parade uptown in his shiny red

JEEPSTER to BITLER’S

BE ON HAND TO WELCOME HIM!
HE’LL BE AT BITLER'S ALL DAY SATURDAY AND EVERY WEEKDAY
AFTERNOON UNTIL CHRISTMAS

FREE GIFTS FOR KIDDIES AT THE STORE SATURDAY

bring the youngsters to

lx)hi% - (Vital a (Bike!
GOODYEAR Equipped

jAain-<£oad Of Jun!

HIGHWAY

PATROL

AMERICAN FLYER

Royal Blue

As sleek and streamlined as the real
thing! The locomotive is a 12 wheeler
with eccentric double action piston rods
and lucite electric headlight . . . bunker

type tender is loaded with imitation coal.
Cars are plastic and include a box car
with sliding doors, gondola and illumi

control. Track includes 12 sections of
straight, 2 sections of curved, uncoupling
device with control box, and track ter
minal. 75 watt transformer is included.
A thriller for boys from 6 to 60!

"Special"

TINKERTOY

$4.95 down
$2.00 a week

A Gift For Year 'Round Pleasurel
This Will Make Her lyes
Sparkle!

Boys’ and girls’ 26-inch models — and real beauties. They’re
streamlined with built-in tank, sparkle with chrome trim, and
are loaded with extras. Equipped with stronger, longer wearing
Goodyear DeLuxe rayon cord tires, and have these additional
quality features:

Fun for Little Folks!

nated caboose. The train couples auto
matically — has push-button uncoupling

A

super gift

tor years
126 smooth wood
l>urtA build 36 dif
ferent models. Has
windless drive for
action toys.

Torpedo Style Headlight
Oversize Rear Reflector
Deep Crescent Fenders
Heavy Duty Saddle

of pleasure!

Luggage Carrier
Chain Guard
Kickstand
Durable, Colorful Finish

Action Toy for An
Active Boy!

Imbossed ABC

,

Right Size for 2 and 3 Year Olds!

BLOCKS

XYLOPHONE

Little

Red

WAGON
Has an 8-note
•calc pitched to
true piano tone.
Plays simple
tunesl

FOLDING
DOLL CARRIAGE
495
Au _ ideal gift for a little
"Mother '. It’s 20" long, 10"
wide and 8” deep. Mad.- with
a sturdy metal frame and vear
resistant fabric. Has 5" wheels.
Hood and body are grey —
frame and wheels a'c
finished

20 blocks with letters, animal
illustrations and other pictures.
Non - injurious lacquer finish.

MINIATURE MECHANICAL TRAIN
Scale Model

BUCKET LOADER

STURDY HARDWOOD

470

Main Street

finely

constructed

as

"grown-up” furniture and

■VQC)
A

made of hardwood with
*
maple stain and varnish finish. The table is 21" high with
a 24" x 18" x 54" top — steel braced at the corners for
extra strength. Seat height of the two sturdy chain is 12Vi*.
An ideal gift for lasting entertainment.

A wonderful set for little "cooks'

HOUSEKEEPING APPLIANCE SET

TABLE and CHAIR SET
Ai

All steel with caterpillar
tread and chain driven
buckets. An J8" miniature
of the real thing — weighs
almost 10 lbs.

A sturdy all steel wagon made
specially for little folks. Body is
1414" x 7" x 2". Has 354" double
disc wheels and tubular steel liandle.
Makes a sure-to-please gift.

$4-95
A five-piece spring powered metal train
speeds around the track through the tunnel
and past the station. Track base is 2114" x
1254 • Train is 1554" long. Ao interest hold
ing action toy for little hoys.

BITLER
CAR AND HOME SUPPLY

_

She’ll love thia — a
crank operated mixer
that really mixes, toast
er, waffle iron, plastie
tray and dishes.

Telephone 677

Rockland, Maine

ep.

Tuesday-Friday
A
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Bond Statement

Contradicting An Article
Which Appeared In
Maine Daily
City Manager Fiedi rick D Farns
worth explains below the erro; in
*an article appearing in a State
daily newspaper recently in wliich
one could have been led to believe
that the bonded ci:y debt twas re
duced considerably more than has
been the case.
The article appearing in the
above paper of Nov 24th stating
that Rockland had reduced its
bonded debi more I ban $124,212
witliijn tlie past tine,, year., ts in
error. This article was t aken from
the letter of Tran rittnl which
serves as an introduction to the
annual report for tlie last <• mplitj^-d fiscal year.
' Tills letter shows very plainly
that the long term debt which in
cluded both bonds i lid |no;c has
been reduced $70,100 in the three
years and is in accordance with
the amortization plan which was
set up at the bept’inin : of tlie
present administration, whereby,
sinking funds are included i,n the
budget each year and wliirh sink
ing fund was set up in 1043 by the
previous city administration and
had accumulated at the end of the
1944-45 fiscal year a fund of $24facs.46
This fund plus the subsequent
annual budget amounts provided
the funds for tlie payment of tlie
bonds and notes as above
Regarding tlie reduction of $124 212, this slwuld have been stated
in the newspaper article as being
a reduction in tlie net debt cpd
not in the bonded debt which is an
entirely different matter Tlie net
debt is simply tlie difference be
tween assets and liabilities and
does not reflect in anyway Hie out
standing bonded debt
For instance, while our net debt.
. again ,We repeat which i the dif
ference between assets and liabilitls, has been reduced to $8,869 40

the city still owed in tlie amount
of $260,700 ot tlie end of the fiscal
year-, which amount, however, was
reduced by $27,603 July I t and
$5COO long term note which was
paid Ncv. 1st, so at the present
time the city still has a bonded
debt of $223,103. although assets
have beqn built up over the lyears
by the previous administration and
the present one so that the net
dabt has been dropped down td
the above figure cf $8 869 40
The ether items in the news
paper are in accordance with our
’etter of transmittal.
The table of bonds still payable is
shewn below as taken from the
c ty report Issued last week Two
series remain unpaid even though
tlie funds arc now available for
their payment.
One bond cf $500 value due oil
July 1, 1936, lias never been pre
sented for payment The .une
situation exists with api' tivr fc the
vine of $1000 due on Jan 1. 1347
Farnsworth explains that there is
•he po-sib'ity (hat they mav have
been lest or mislaid bv tlie owners.
Financial firms buy thp bonds
originally and then sell to their
customers who may in turn sell
with (he result that they may
change hand' several times ever
the years before the due date ar
rives Holders of ttice bond lhave
but to present them to receive
their money as it it allocated and
hns been. in the ease of the $500
bond, for 12 years anti nearly two
years on the $1000 bend Interest
ceases on tlie due date on tlie
bonds. Both were 15 year bonds
issued in 1921 and 1932 respectively
iflti ol Date of Due Outstanding
6-3.3-48
Interest
Issue Dale
5
7-1-21' 7-1-36
•500.00
4’/i ri
1-1-32
1-1-47 • i non no
I 7-1-33
7-1-48 27 6*19 00
41 •»
7-2-34
7-1-49
18.030.00
7-1-X5
7-1-50 15,000.00
4n 000'0
7-1-36
7-1-51
31 •»
7-1-37
7-1-52 13.000 00
3 ’ i •;
7-1-38
7-1-53 25.030 00
*T 1 7-1-39
5,000 00
7-1-54
4 %
10-1-39 10-1-55 27 00000
4
10-1-39 10-1-56 25.00000
4
10-1-33 19-1-57 25,000.00

emy. winner of first prize in tlie
biology divlsiqu of the State science
lair, received 30 votes. Joseph Bar
of Bangor High School, actor
Cony High School Boy Re nard
and member of football and track,
ceives the Student Nom -earns, got 23 'votes, along with
James Thome of Madlscn, ancther
ination
footbaii player and athlete, presi
Gordon Milliken cf Cony High dent of the Senate at the Ameri
can Legion Boys' State. He at
School received 75 vetes out t f 277 tended the National Forum at
agid will be the governor of the Washington.
third annual Student 7 egislafui ? at
the State Hone. Saturday. He is
WEST Vi/ALDOBORO
a four-letter man at Cony, co-cap
Mr and Mrs Dewey Winehentain of the football team, president
entertained Thank.-giving
of his class and has had experience bach
Day, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase
as an radio announcer.
Each ol 'till- 68 schools enrolled and sons, Dewey and Teddy of
in tin I i gislatiue is !irii."d to six Chamberlain, and Mr. mid Mis
voting
ripri. entativi...
though Sherman Smith cl Augusta Teddy
seme *-liui.; an pkinpiinc to bring Chase spejit tlie week-end witli ills
alone observers and 453 young grandparent1.. the Winehenbach’s
pn' pie and i.licir teachers are ex
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wall/ Were
pected to be pit -n. to discuss tax visitors Wednesday in Portland
ation, ccnsenntlon, .a four-year Frank Sheffield and Cwcn W.n ti-rin fcr the gore-iiar ai|d evnlua- low were week-end guests tf rela
t'bn of high schools.
tives and friends in Worcester,
Tin- nn rniti' will be given over Mas,.
to committee hearings and in tlie
Mrs. Emma W inclii nbaugh re
aftcr|noor the student Senate and ly tvl'ited Mr and Mrs Bernard
House of Representative- will de- Newbert of North Waldob i.
bati the recommendations of the
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Genthner
various committees l aws have al. and two children passed the holi
re&cy been proposed and studied. day with Mr. and (Mrs Arthur Po
After the hearings they may be land in Gross Neck.
amended by tlie committees in exMr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson of
eeultve sessions but in tlie after Methuen. Mass., were visiior, here
noon no amendments wijl be per Saturday an I Sunday.
mit cd. All meeting... except ilie
Mr and Mrs Arnold Standish
executive cssions of tlie commit spent Thanksgiving witli Mrs.
tees, kvill be i |ien to tlie public.
Emily Etheridge cf Round Pond.
GoidC|n Tliompson of Pliillips,
Willard Fcwlcr, Jr. cf New Yfcrk
member of tile debating team passed tlie week-end witli Mrs
which won second place in Hie Fowler and Mr and Mrs Fowler
Bates league last year was runner- Sr.
I
up in tlie election witli 44 votes.
Mr. and Mrs Leon Winslow were
Bruce M.-OurrUl of Deering Higli holiday guests of Mrs Alzada Sim
School, yearbook editor, head mons in Winthrop
cheerleader. .-.oio trombonist and
Mr and Mis. Frank Waltz spent
president of tile 1948 Older Boys' tlie holiday witli Mr and Mrs Har
conference, was third with 43 votes. old Hinder 'in Damariscotta.
Warren Carroll of Berwick Acad.

A New “Governor”

7-1-40
7-1-42

3','!
23,'f

7-1-55
7-1-58

25.003.00
13.030.00

Total

$260,700.00
'Matured but no! preafited for
payment

Pane Nine
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REED SOUNDS A WARNING

Record Deer Kill

Provincial Fisheries

A Maine deer hunting season in
which 19 nimrods died closed with
the setting sun Tuesday.
All but one of the 18 succumbed
to gunshot wounds. The other
perished in a boat,pi? accident. An
other 24 persons were wounded
Fifteen hunters died last year in
a season shorteaied iiecaure of
forest fire danger
Nine others
were wounded.
Chief Game Warden Lester E.
Brown experts tills year's deer
ba • will lx* ,i new peak of about
36,000. Tin- record is 31.728
Tlie season began Oct. 21 (in Hie
six piorthern counties and Ncv. 1

Is In Detroit

But Alas! the Season Was Senator-Elect Sleeper Mem
Marked By Slaying Of
ber Of Legislative Party
He Tells Of Growing Competition From the
Nineteen Humans
At Council Meetings

Gov. Horace A. Hildreth and three
State Legislators left Augusta by
plane Tuesday for Detroit, Mich.,
A warning of increasing foreign dollars and make no bones of the
for meetings cf the Council of State
coir petition for the Maipe filling fact that they are out to enlarge
Governments.
industry is sounded by Sea their U. S market." he said
Hildreth, president of the council,
and Shore Fisheries Commissioner
Reed told of rapidly expanding
presided Wednesay at tlie annual
Richard E. Reed wl, recently re processing plants modernization
meeting ot tlie Council’s beard of
turned from a fact-finding trip to f tlie fishing 'fleets and -develop
manager'., and w ill preside toay and
Nova Scotia. Newfoundland and ment oi virgin fishing grounds He
Saturday at tlie ninth biennial
tlie Fregich islands ol St Pierre predicted tiiat exports ol' cheaply
General As.,cmbly of the States.
and Miquelon.
produced seaload products to tills
Witli tlie Governor in a Maine
Expressing urgent need for some ; eeugitry,
which have increased
national guard transport plane
farm of Federal protection tor teadlly since the war, would soon
were Senators Burton Cross of Au
Amej .can 'fishermen, Reed said reach ovei-w helming proportion,
gusta and Clarence Crosby cf Farm
'■hat Canada and the oflher places unless something is done to curb
ington
and Senator-elect Cleveland
he visited were just beginning t > them,
SJeeiier of Ro.kland.
develop their fishery resources in
"We must either hare protection
Representatiie Chauncey Robbins
earile t He further suggested tiiat or greatly increase thLs country’s standard of living " Reed stated.
Describing governmfpit 'ibsidies ol Houlton also will attend the
efforts to reacli c -operative agree I per capita consumption of fish
ments with the c "nipeting countries products if our fishermen are going to tlie industry Reed said that meetings but was delayed in leaving.
might be the answer.
j to be able to maintain then- ex- Canada made It posible for a man
'They all want the American ipensive equipment and a decent. to get into tlie fish business on a
large scale on a .“mall investment.
"Ottawa will virtually finance the
plant or boat and giive blip opera Ralph Hunt Of Lincolnville
tor mam .merest-free years to pay
off tlie debt "
Will Head Campaign
Hi- stated thin practically every
In Knox
.mall jxrrf had modem dockijng
and harbor facilities provided b.v
Ralph Hunt ci I.incohn ilie, has
Hie government and that every been appointed Knox County chair
thing possible was being done to man of tlie 194f- New England
encourage greater utilization of tlie Poultry Chest campaign, it was anocean rtsourcefi
noujired today by Waldo Chick of
i 'Newfoundland 'is a great fishing Wells.
giant tiiat. is just awakening and
Tlie campaign in this county will
will really begijn to develop when seek to raise $38820 xs its share
il joins Canada as Hip iltli Pro- of tlie $25,000 Chest drive to fi
viiK-p." hi. said. Rped observed nance l‘)49 activities of tlie New
tiiat Hip Flench Islands were also Ei.gland Poultry and Egg insfiiute
'..piling ready to jump on tlie and tlie Northeastern Poultiy Pro
band wagon and wei> offering at ducers Council, i NEPPCOt Hunt
tractive nducements for capital to said.
SPRUCE HEAD
come in and develop their abun
Inaugurated a year ago to pro
Mrs Norman Drinkwatcr who
dant fishing grounds. Tills pro vide a painless, efficient method
was ,a patient nt the Deaconess
ON
blem
affects
practically
every
lor
financing tlie two great produ
Hopital. lias returned home.
specie tiiat we produce 'and espe cer organizations, the Chest made
cially our lobster and groundfish- a successful star; despite heavy
Condensed soups were first
,ing activities "
canned in 1869.
snow and ether -difficult weather
' On a flight around Newfound- conditions during tlie January
land Reed observed vast areas of campaign. In up effort to miss tlie
lobster bottom that had never worst of Winter the campaign tills
I seen a trap and I predicts that year is starting isix weeks earlier.
I once tlie collecticjn. holding and- Hunt said the purpose of the
transperration
difficulties
are county-by-county drive is to en
overcome tlie production wifi be courage a greater number of indi
tremendously increased "In some vidual growers to participate In
spots they jiwt lower a codfish head their organ'zation financing.
en a string, gaff the lobsters when
The Institute. New England
, ttiey come out to get a bite, and Brunch of tlie Poultry and Egg Na| half fill a ctory 'in a few hows,'* (ianal Board, Is respon tbie for pro
lie said.
motion and merchand ing of New
I Reed said that no solution to England's home-produced poultry
I the threatening competition was in and eggs. NFPPOO, the 18-yeari sight but tjiat lie expected to dis- old growers
trade association,
'cuss the matter in great detail with serves as watchdog of producers’
j leading officials in 'Washington in interests wherever threatened and
Ithe near future.
in addition works cn general pro
! Quoting recent, figures from the duction and marketing problems.
Canadian jovemment Reed said
Assignment of the quota to this
that exports of 'groundfish fillets to county is based upon its poultry
.this country for the first nine population in proportion to the
SWANSON’S
months of 1<>48 were 20.000000 whole of New England Contribu
INSTALLED
ONE
TANK
OF
GAS
pounds as against 11.000,000 for the tions will be sought cn the basis
CHICKEN
same -period last year Lobster ex- of individual shares’ of $15 with
perts are up over 2 003 000 pounds, a typical production unit being
FRICASSEE
and canned horning have increased isked to contribute a ‘share.’
from 552.000 to 1,623 000 pounds.
Every branen of the poultry -in
"T;ie forTgn governments are dustry and it, allied concerns are
with the industry 100 percent which taking part in the drive and the
is exactly opposite of thp situa entire campaign is headed by How
TEL.
51.
ROCKLAND.
ME..
TEL.
52
tion
m this country, and unless ard Whelan of Avon Mass., chair
SWANSONS
Washington sees the light we are men for the second successive
goin? to have a very difficult job year.
to stay in business ” he said.Tile campaign in this county
6 or
will be based co personal calls and
Can
interviews witli producers, supple
mented by a mailing of reminders
in tile form of vouchers and other
explanatory material.
|
SWANSONS
SURPRISE fo/? fARLY SH0PPt^
Edwin Potter, manager Of Unltpd
Farmer's COOP, will act as assist
ant to Mr Hunt in this work.
fc OI
Ca
elsewhere. Last year it opened
Nov. 10

Poultry Chest Drive

PRE-INVENTORY

DUO-THERM OIL HEATERS
$94.95 and $84.95
MARKED DOWN TO

$74.95

and $64i95

THREE
OIL AND GAS COMBINATION
RANGES
$299.50

59c

A

A. C. MCLOON & CO.

BONED CHICKEN

DOG HOUSE

BONtO TUKKEY

aa DOG FOOD
HWISt —
as*

3

A

hr*

READY

25

«Ns

ONE PIE

product that'i grow-

m popularity by
bounds

Uk>$

IGA - Family

.

57c

Golden Red

Tea Table

23c

Flour 25B.,8 *2.15 Vanilia

Make a PRUNE CHIFFON PARTY PIE
Sunsweet
Largo Size

5—‘

PRUNES

GELATINE

S(X

Ask for Recipe

SLICED APPLES
NcV 19c

Royal Guest

*2.09 Tea
Flour 2518
b.,
IGA

Sunshine

Gro Pack - Red

Rolled Oats' ”Pkg; I33c Arrowroot pt-j 18c

° 8 41c
2^
Coffee 'bl.8
$, 21c Sunny Mom
p

Coffee

Bag

RASPBERRIES

3 Little Kittens

Royal Guest

49c

TOMORROW!

Cat Food 3?;;. 23c

In Syrup
No 2

Diamond

40c Matches 6 8“ 39c

Can

iiji,....

iH////f7//////////M

^WWWUUllllIhllllllllll
FLORIDA JUICE

STEAK

I t

V

A

SALE

I FROM GOOD EATING WESTERN BEEF
FINE FLAVOR
JUICY

ORANGES TOP ROUND,
RUMP,
lb. 79c
J SIZE 2 doz 59c ! BOTTOM ROUND, lb. 69c
.
pri' Golden Delicious
AP F Lhb| or Northern Spy 3 lbs. 29c
peck
rr
MAINE
POTATOES, 254” to 4” BAG
native
2 lbs. 23c
PARSNIPS,
CALIFORNIA
CARROTS,
BUNCH

Swift’s Premium Smoked
lb. ave.

Shankless, 4-5

PICNICS.
i

lb. 55c

Lean All Beef

75c

Swifts Sweet Rasher

BACON.

lb. 69c

Swift's Selected Pork

HAMBURG, lb. 59c LIVER, lb. 39c
EGGS.
doz. 79c Swift’s Brookfield, I lb.
BUTTER.
73c

Swift’s Brookfield, lg. gr. A

3 pairs, or more, in free gift box

Weymouth’s Mkt.

Bishop’s Market

Stevens’ Market

38 MAIN STREET

96 WASHINGTON ST.

216 MAIN STREET

Camden, Me.

Camden, Me.

Rockland, Me.

Woodcock’s Market
Thomaston, Me.

51 GAUGE exquisitely sheer, fine first
quality nylons, made by a famous

mill, carefully detailed seaming,
gracefully*designed heels . . . extra

ordinary at this price I Don't miss

Cunningham Bros.
Market
Union, Me.
*

Hall’s Market

Simmons’ Market

Payson’s Inc.

Tenant’s Harbor,

Port Clyde, Me.

East Union, Me.

these savings, timed for Christmas

shopping . . . save on one pair, save
even more on three pairs! Nylons,

everybody will welcome I

SERMON ETTE
Onward, Not Backward
V.'
Sixty years ago in .Rockland,
tlie community had two primary
enterprises to which the citizens
lent first attention, and they
were as far apart as two distinct
phases of America could be; the
schools and the church. The
people trulv believed in the sepa
ration of Church and State but
they also believed ill Gcd in both
the schools and in the churches.
In the public schools, the Bible
was read at the opening of
school; and in the High School,
tlie principal opened it by read
ing a portion from it- to the gen
eral assembly. Somehow life
was on a simpler plane. Edu
cation was a serious thing.
I lived a mile and a quarter
away and walked in storm or
sunshine to the High School.
Tiiat was. of course, before the
advent of automobiles, electric
ranges,
washing
machines,
movies, radios, cigarets. tele
phones. hair-dcs and lipst eks. To acquire an educa
tion, it meant something more
than a stepping stone to ambi
tion or riches.
On Park street, the Catholic
Church taught her sons and
daughters to love God and keep
His commandments. Ln every
Protestant Church, ministers,
teachers and people taught their
children cf their Redeemer and
brought them up in the worship
>f God and to respect the rights
af others. People were not per.
feet, very far from it, but from
these two sources, civil and
spiritual, flowed a constant
stream cf right living substan
tial citizens
If there is today, a Catholic
or Protestant, of my age. who
lived then, and finds himself
without the restraints, decency,
or religious impulse tiiat make a
good citizen, it is no fault of the
priests or ministers or teachers,
religious or secular of those early
days. Life is geared higher to
day, people, in place of depend
ence on God, dejicnd on these
modern, scientific gadgets of
materialism. Life, aye! and
death, is held more cheaply.
In three score years and more,
there is not a church less in
Knox County than then, and in
all these years no priest, min
ister or church has ever brought
any scandal or reproach on the
God they loved and served.
William A. Holman.
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Cinema Highlights

4-H’ers

Win

Chicago

SOUTH HOPE

Trips

Ml’, and Mrs. Warren Reynolds
(By Bill Coffleld)
entertained Mrs. Myrtle Gould and
i
son
Richard of Camden, and Albee
With a smile and a song Bing
Mink Thajnksgiving (Day.
Crosby left his well worn second
place berth this year to become the
Mrs Edith Willis was guest of
top popularity star of 1948, accord
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor for
ing to the recent annual poll taken
J Thanksgiving diinner.
by the magazine. Box Office. Re
Guests of Mrs. Hattie Fanner
linquishing the top spot after hav
and Marcellus Taylcr to Thanks
ing held the crown since 1946, In
giving were Miss Florence Taylor.
grid Bergman still holds her own
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Lym burner
as a top ranking box office person
and children of North Brooksville,
ality, ranking second in this year’s
and Mrs Margaret Truman apd
Nancy Andraws
poll. (Incidentally, the genial Doc William H. Annis
William Bickford tof Chelsea. J
tor Gallup was not the poll taker in
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Gath were
UPERIOR
records
of
achievement
in
National
4-H
Clothing,
Field
this one.) Gary Cooper rising
holiday guests of Mr. and Mas.
Crops,
Food
Preparation
and
Garden
programs
have
won
1948
from sixth place in 1947, is once
state championship honors for four Maine club members. Each re James Cousins at Ash Point.
again among the top three for the ceived an all-expense trip to the 27th National 4-H Club Congress in
Mr. and Mrs. James Doman of
first time since 1944. Here is the Chicago, Nov. 28 to Dec. 2. The winners, who were selected by the East Union spent Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mrs D. C. Hemenway the top twelve finished. Why state club office, and brief outlines of their records follow:
way.
not compare them with your own
An outstanding youthful farmer,
Providing his family with plenty
Mrs Lucretia Pushaw has re
selections?
of healthful home-grown vege Cleon Adams, Jr., 17. of Dixfield, turned from Camden.
1. Bing Crosby
has
won
State
honors
in
the
Na

tables
was
a
major
achievement
Mrs Apnie Esancy is in Rock
2. Ingrid Bergman
for William H. Annis, 19, of West tional 4-H Field Crops awards land where she will pass the Win3. Gary Cooper
• Rockport, but he has now also program. Cleon planted and tended I ter With Mrs. Edna Leach.
4. Claudette Colbert.
'been recognized with Stale honors 2% acres of beans and 1*4 acres
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins and
5. Clark Gable
in the 1948 National 4-H Garden of mixed vegetables. This year he their guest, Mrs. Gladys Cunning
6. Loretta Young
learned
much
about
seed
bed
program.
ham cf South Liberty, attended
7. Cary Grant
In his 9 years of club work, preparation, use of fertilizers and funeral services Sunday for Ray
8. Gregory Peck
approved
cultivating
and
harvest

William planted and tended 8%
mond Maddox in Burkettville.
9. Betty Grable
acres of garden, and made annual ing methods.
Mr and Mrs Carroll Frost and
In his seven years of club work, children
10. Spencer Tracy
exhibits of his produce at local
of Li ncolpville and Mr
11. Humphrey Bogart
and county fairs. He entered sev he also found time to take part in and Mrs Roscoe McFarland and
12. Rita Hayworth
eral garden judging contests, win many 4-H activities, serving as son of Camden, visited Sunday
leader, helping with demon
For Future Use, Columbia Pic ning trips to Boston and to the junior
strations at the Eastern States with Mr and Mrs. R. E. Robbins.
tures is making upwards of 30 dif University of Massachusetts. He Exposition, and giving talks at
Harvey Willis. Frank Willis,
ferent sound-tracks of Al Jolson’s served his 4-H Club as leader and community, club and school meet Richard Meservey and Everett
singing. Obviously all of these can reporter.
Crabtree
returned Saturday from
As a recognition of his achieve ings.
not go into the new picture "Jolson
In recognition of his achieve Eustis.
Sings Again" (now in the making). ments, Allis-Chalmers provided ments, international Harvester
Twenty-seven deer have been
The surplus will be insurance for William with an educational trip Co. provided Cleon with a Na tagged at the inspecticp station;
to
the
National
4-H
Club
Congress,
future subjects by or about the
tional 4-H Club Congress trip only four of them shot by local
great showman. Looks like he’ll be Chicago.
hunters.
award.
Preparing tasty, nutritious home
around for awhile.
Getting that well-known “newDanny Kaye is rumored as tne
PLEASANT POINT
the » look’ was little trouble for Nancy meals is an art. well mastered by
star in the forthcoming biography 'Andrews, 17, of Rockport, who Natalie Swain, 17, of Cumberland
Alonzo Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. Le
. .
» __
,
—
,.
,,
cplocton
con-on
mono
nvpr
nr
Center,
who
has
been
named
State
selected,
sewed,
made
over
or
picture of Mack Sennett ,the ongi- j mended 102 garments and articles winner in the 1948 National 4-H roy Seavey. Mr and Mrs Leslie
nal producer cf ’ slapstick" comedy ! for herself and other members of Food Preparation program.
Seavey. Mjss Lizzie E Young apd
—a perfect choice. * Comedies and the family during eight years of
Natalie has prepared and served Miss Mina A. Woodcock spent
whodunits dominate the production 4-H club work. In addition to com 2,105 meals and 622 separate Thanksgiving -in Portland with Mr
schedule at the Universal studios pleting 22 4-H projects, of which dishes during her seven years as and Mrs Walter Irish. Other din
for the coming year.
eight were in clothing, Nancy a 4-H member. She has also ner guests were Mr and Mrs.
Lovely Valli, hid out in her na- ; served as sewing leader and as learned to paint and refinish wood Ralph Irish cf Deering.
tlve Italy during the war to avoid i secretary for her club; gave nine work and made many home im
The American nickel is usually
Nazis who tried to get her to ap- I 4-H talks at club, community and provements. She served her club
pear in propaganda films. She was school meetings and over the as leader, secretary, and treas 75 percent copper and 25 percent
active in the resistance groups—• radio; wrote two stories about 4-H urer and as reporter, which meant nickel.
Jennifer Jones has been selected for ' tours, camps or special events. giving many talks and writing
the title role of MGM'S "Madome Named state winner in the 1948 Stories.
As a recognition of her 4-H
Bovary." She is to portray the cel National 4-H Clothing Achieve
MISERIES
program, she was awarded achievements. Natialie was
ebrated lady of adventurous ro ment
OF
awarded
an
all-expense
trip
to
the
an
educational
trip
to
the
Chicago
mance—“Little Boy Blue,’ Maurice Club Congress provided by Spool National 4-H Club Congress, pro
Zolotow’s amusing and heart-warm Cotton Educational Bureau.
vided by Servel, Inc.
ing magazine story of a 6-year-old ,
who grows up among cabaret per-!
All of these activities are conducted under the direction of the Exten
formers, has been purchased by sion Serv1' of the State Agriculture College and USDA cooperating.
Paramount as a starring vehicle for
g^work to
op ^“bhyehMo^: $*rhtVlS
G°rham Slate TCaChers' College.
ing,’’ his new starring picture. Did Wnght each shot a deerDavid Hardy passed Thanksgiving
ft
WMt
7he C1?iCtgH
and
week-end with his father, Herbert
STIMULATES
White Sox baseball team selected Mass., and Capt. and Mrs. James E. Uorriv
PENETRATES
Hardy.
chest, throat and
Jimmy Stewart as their number one Laycock, Jr., were week-end guests
into upper bronback surfaces like
Mr. and Mrs. James Wentworth
ctiiel tubes with
choice to play the part of Monty of H. B. Coose. Capt. and Mrs. and
a warming, com
special soothing
sons.
John
and
Peter,
of
Orono,
forting poultice:
Stratton, former ball player whose Laycock are enroute to Dow Field. and Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Weston and
medicinal vapors.
career was ended by a hunting ac- in Bangor, from Ohio where he has T‘“‘hter““nAnna were week-end
At
bedtime
rub
throat, chest
cldent.
been taking a three months’ course ° ugnter Donna, were
and back with Vicks VapoRub.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Went
in mechanical engineering.
Relief-bringing action starts
worth.
instantly ... 2 ways at once!
HOPE
I Lawrence Wright has completed a
H. B Coose and Virgil Mank
And it keeps up this special
Mr. and Mrs. William Wright en- new greenhouse.
visited the 70-acre orchard of the
Penetrating - Stimulating acac
tertained Charles Smith, Stephen ! Miss Nancy Hall was guest of her Berry Hill Orchard Co. in Livertion for hours
Ferranti and son, Martin, of South parents, Mr and Mrs. Burton T. more Falls last Friday.
in the night to
Braintree. Mass., last week. During Hall, over the holidays. Miss Hall
The Girls’ 4-H Club met with the
bring renei.. W VapoRub
leader, Mrs. Bernice Robbins, Sat
urday for a lesson in hemming
Refreshments were served. The
ANNOUNCING
next meeting will be Dec. 6.

S

Relieve
Chest Colds
K

Tuesday-Friday

ener, Mrs. Lucille Curtis; home church, with Mrs. Gertrude Hupper
management. Mrs. Helen Buckmin conducting the meeting.
ster.
Dec. 10—Washington Farm Bu
Burkettville: Chairman. Marjorie reau. Planning meeting at the home
Hutchins; secretary, Gwendolyn of Mrs Harriet Jones, with Mrs.
Sukeforth; home management. Ella Veda Ludwig conducting.
AND THE
Grinnell; foods, Nettie Grinnell . Dec. 14—Eurkettvllle Farm Bureau
clothing. Henrietta Collins.
Planning Meeting at the home of
Bunker Hill :Chairman, Mrs. Ha Mrs. Nettie Grinnell, Mrs. Gladys
zel Tenney; secretary, Mrs. Carrie Linscott conducting.
Hall; clcthing, Mrs. Hazel McDon
Dec. 14—Edgecomb Farm Bureau.
ald; foods, Miss Paulina Chicker Planning Meeting and Christmas
William Annis of Simonton’s are as follows:
ing
home
management,
Mrs.
Nancy
Corner who is in his tenth year as
Party at the home of Mrs. Sher
Appleton: Chairman, Mrs. Mary
a 4-H member and Nancy Andrews Gurney; secretary. Mrs. Evelyn Pit Rawlings.
man, Mrs. Mary Cochran conduct
of West Rockport who is in her man; clothing, Bessio Jackson;
Damariscotta: Chairman, Mrs. ing the meeting.
ninth year as of 4-H Club work are foods, Esther Keating; house man Eugenie Woodward; assistant chair
Dec. 14—Dresden Farm Bureau.
attending National 4-H Club Con agement. Angie Fish; 4-H Club rep man, Mrs. Margaret Baker; secre Planning Meeting at the home of
gress in Chicago this week. Billy resentative, Sheila Hart.
tary-treasurer, Mrs. Dora Brown; Mrs. Roy Perry, with Mrs. Perry
won his trip on his work in garden
Boothbay: Chairman. Mrs. Helen clothing. Mrs. Priscilla Alexander; conducting the meeting
ing during his club years and Gaw; secretary. Mrs. Ruby Wort- assistant clothing, Mrs. Roxy GamDec. 14—Huntoon Hill Farm Bu
Nancy's trip was earned on her ex man; treasurer. Helen Hull; cloth age. home management, Mrs. Eliza reau. Planning Meeting and Christ
cellent werk in clothing.
ing. Mrs. Gwendolyn Brown; as beth B. Hulen, Asst, home manage mas Party at the Grange Hall, with
Judging contests for the New Year sistant clothing, Mrs. Hazel Blake; ment, Mrs. Nel Martin; foods. Mrs. Mrs. Olive Dow conducting the
have been reported by three clubs foods, Ida Leeman; assistant foods, Evelyn Mills; assistant foods, Mrs. meeting..
with winners as follows:
Dec. 14—Nobleboro Farm Bu
Beulah Dunton; Home Manage Irene Puffer.
Friendship: Chairman. Mrs. Gert reau, Planning Meeting at the
Thomaston Tip Top girls judged ment. Mrs. Nellie Goodale; assist
rude
Oliver;
secretary,
Mrs.
Hattie
"Table Setting" with Edith Hunt ant home management, Helen Mer
Grange hall with Mrs. Creamer
Lawry clothing Mrs. Ruth Prior; conducting the meeting.
winning the judging ribbon.
rill.
foods,
Mrs.
Sue
Simmons;
home
Appleton Boosters 4-H girls
Dec. 14—•Sheeps-ott Farm Bu
Camden: Chairman. E Maude
judged 'Holders’' with Faustina Greenlaw; secretary-treasurer, Mrs. management, Nellie Wallace; 4-H reau, Planning meeting at the
Club
representative,
Agnes
WinGushee as winner and "Dress Hems" Ernestine Buzzell; clothing, Mrs.
Grange Hall with Mrs. Geraldine
with Esther and Jean Fish winning Sadie Lobley; foods. Mrs. Edith chenpaw; treasurer, Helen. Sim Rose conducting the meeting.
mons.
ribbons.
Dec. 14—Vinalhaven Farm Bu
Wooster; home management. Mrs.
Hope: Chairman, Mrs. Grace reau, Planning meeting and Christ
White Oak 4-H Club of North Isabel Thorndike 4-H Club repre
Hunt; assistant chairman, Mrs. mas Party at the home of Mrs.
Warren judged "Po-ture’’ with sentative. Mrs. Mary Nash,
Phyllis Payson as winner; "Dress j Dresden: Chairman. Mrs. Elea* Robbins (Bernice), secretary, Mrs. Vera Johnson, with Mrs. Johnson
Hems” with Eini Riutta winning ! nor Perry; secretary-treasurer.Cor- Marjorie Beverage; clothing. Mrs conducting the meeting.
the ribbon and the boys judged ' rene McCobb; clothing. Mrs. Sarah Lura Norwood; foods, Mrs. Georgia J
Dairy Cows with no winners in this I Allen; foods, Mrs. Harriet Houd- Brownell; home management. Mrs. j
SWAN'S ISLAND
Alice True; 4-H Club Represent.!- i
contest.
lette; home management, Mrs.
Mrs Nettie Milan and Mr. and
Appleton Boosters' 4-H Cluib girls Adelaide McCoy; 4-H Club repre tive, Mrs. Bernice Robbins.
Huntoon Hill; Chairman, Mrs. Mrs. Isaac Stinson were holiday
are making felt pocketbooks, coin sentative, Mrs. Winifred Houdlette.
Olive Dow;
secretary-treasurer, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
purses and lapel pins for their 4-H
North
Nobleboro:
Chairman.
Christmas Sale. Friday night, Dec. Mrs. Evelyn Nichols; secretary. Mrs. Margaret MacLaren; foods, Harriet Trask.
Miss Leora Weimor and Miss
Jackson; clothing, Jeannette Keefe,
10.
-Mildred Eugley; clothing. Elsie
White Gak 4-H Club of North Reed; foods. Harriet Sprowl; home Josephine Foye; home management, Marietta MacMillan of Champlain
Cora Baines and Grace McFadden; College. Plattsburg. N. Y.. spent the
Warren reports a club tour held management, Thelma Brown.
Saturday. Nov. 20. The first step Orff's Corner : Chairman. Mrs 4-H Club representative, Josephine holiday recess at the former’s Sum
mer home here.
was to see Eini Riutta's sewing and Hazel Hall; secretary. Mrs. Virginia Johnson.
s • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jones and
cooking. A slip, blouse, skirt, and Light; clothing. Jennie Lawrence;
Planning meetings to be held
two halters were on display as well foods. Julia Burgess; home manage-, during the first two weeks of De child of Orono passed the week-end
as a custard, white cake and a large ment, Lulu Light; treasurer. Fan cember in the communities are as at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi
Moulden.
pan of coffee bread which was nie Weaver.
follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Hartford Bridges
special to samples.
North
Edgecomb:
Chairman.
Dec. 9—Whitefield Farm Bureau.
At Flora Wiley s some excellent Mary Cochran; assistant chairman, Planning Meeting to be held at of Los Angeles were on the island
muffins were sampled too, and at Beulah Lamson: secretary, Anna Union Hall, with Mrs. Elizaibeth the past week for a visit with rela
tives. They registered at The Trask
Leatrice Dolham's a new blouse was Winslow; assistant secretary. Ar- Dunton conducting the meeting.
House.
exhibited. Sadie Gammon made zetta Pcole; treasurer. Laura Green
Dec. 9—West Rockport, Planning
Mr and Mrs. Russell Burns had
muffins and displayed beets, car leaf: foods. Beulah Reed. Dorothy- Meeting at the home of Mrs Eve
cause to be thankful on
rots and beans she has recently- Brown; home management. Pearl lyn Merrifield with Mrs. Merrifield extra
Thanksgiving
Day—the birth of a
canned.
Morgan Barbour’s two McKay; clothing, Columbia Rob conducting the meeting.
daughter.
Guernsey heifers made a nice ex erts.
Dec. 10—Bristol Farm Bureau,
Misses Catherine White and Mari
hibit. too.
Montsweag:
Chairman.
Mrs. Planning Meeting and Christmas
After all the articles had been Gladys Eaton; vice-chairman. Mrs. Suggestions at the vestry with Mrs. lyn White, students at Higgins In
looked over Mrs. Evelyn Payson Alice Baker; secretary. Mrs. Helen Florence Prentice and Addie Po stitute. were home for the holiday
recess.
served the group hot yeast rolls Crcoker; clothing, Mrs. Muriel land conducting the meeting
Miss Esther Harvey, who attends
with peaches and gingerbread
Dec. 10—Camden Farm Bureau,
Preble; foods. Mrs Harriet Hay
Gail Ralph, secretary of Orff’s home management. Mrs. Alice Planning Meeting at ;he Grange High School in Orland, was home
for Thanksgiving.
Corner Girls reports that the cluib Baker.
Hall wiith Mrs. Maud Greenlaw
Mrs. Nettie Milan was dinner
is plannang to make a banner in
Vinalhaven:
Chairman, Edith conducting the meeting
guest Sunday of Mrs. Hester Freethe future. Also plans are being Poole; secretary-tri astirer.. Nora
Dec. 10—Friendship Farm Bu thy and Miss Phoebe Kent.
made for a candy sale.
foods, Rebecca White: reau. Planning Meeting, at Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holmes and
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunbar, former Thomas;
clothing, Irma Holbrook
home Hall’s with Mrs. Gertrude Oliver son Michael, Mrs. Ruby Holmes,
leader of the Jolly Sea Bees in management, Margaret Hood.
conducting the meeting.
Mrs. Chase Savage, Donna Savage,
North Haven attended the fourth
Owl’s Head: Chairman. Mrs.
Dec. 10—-Simonton Farm Bureau. and Mr. and Mrs. John Kittilia
meeting of the club and put the Katherine
Hallett; vice-chairman. Planning Meeting at Community and sen were holiday guests of Mr.
fourth gold seal on the charter.
Mrs. Edna Wotton; secretary. Mrs. Hall with Mrs. Alyce Alexander con and Mrs. Nelson Morse.
With the Homes
Mary Dyer; treasuier. Mrs. Bernyce ducting the meeting.
A union Thanksgiving praise serv
Communities which have elected Gieseman; clcthing. Mrs. Edna
Dec. 10—Tenant's Harbor Farm ice was held at the heme of Mr. and
officers and project leaders for 1949 Wotton foods, Mrs. Bernice Hav Bureau, Planning Meeting at the Mrs. Roscoe Joyce in Atlantic.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

A/ICKS

Our Annual Display and Sale Of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
All New 1948 and 1949 Models

PHILCO
P

New Sleeves, New Collars, New Fullness
New Length

H

You are cordially invited to make an early inspection
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices!

I

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS
Your Dependable Home Town Furrier for 40 Years

16 SCHOOL ST.,
'

ROCKLAND, ME.,

L

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

H

it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic

1

L

C The Radio Shop C

0

TEL. 541

61-tf

517 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 814

99-F-tf

PHILCO

Complete Facilities for
Handling Your Vessel
ALL REPAIRS DONE RIGHT HERE

Here at the General Seafoods yards in Rockland, you’ll
find the kind of complete service you need to save you

time and money.
All repairs are made right here in our yards. Your
problems are familiar to us—and we have the knowledge

and equipment to solve them.
Come in and see us now—whether you want your
present vessel repaired or a new one built.

Complete machine and steel-plate shops; mill,
carpenter, and joiner shops; switchboards fabri
cated and installed; motors rewound; radio tele
phones, direction finders, and depth-recording
machines installed.

General Seafoods Division • General Foods Corporation
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

_

U

When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood,

pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
x ills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

Notice Of Foreclosure
WHEREAS Melvin L Duplisea and
Dorothy R Duplisea. husband and wife
and as joint tenants, both of Rock
land ’ County of Knox and State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
April 29. 1948. and recorded in the
Knox County Registry of Deeds, book
300. page 334. conveyed to me .the
undersigned, a certain parcel of real
estate situate in Owl’s Head, in the
County of Knox and S‘ate of Maine,
and bounded as follows: BEGINNING
on the easterly side of a reserved road
and in the line of a stone wall mark
ing the southerly line of land, now
or formerly, owned by Caroline and
Alice Erskine; thence north 83 deg.
20 feet east by said Erskine line 110
feet to the westerly side of a reserved
road near the shore of Owls Head
Bay; thence southerly by said re
served road about 45 feet to the Mad
docks lot; thence .south 83 deg. 20 feet
west by said Maddocks lot 128 feet to
the first named reserved road; thence
North 8 deg. west by said road about
. 40 feet to the place of beginning. ToI gether with a right of way over the
' aforementioned reserved roads and
also conveying all shore rights oppo
site the above described lot; and
whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken:
Now, therefore by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
November 23. 1948.
BENJAMIN A GLOVSKY,
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
November 23, 1948
Signed and sworn to by the said .
| Benjamin A. Glovsky.
Before me.
A ALAN GROSSMAN, Notary Publis.
' ________________________________ 95-F-99

Notice Of Foreclosure
Whereas, Andrew A. Carter of Rock: land. County of Knox and State of
1 Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
i March 10, 1948, and recorded in the
Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
300. Page 264, conveyed to me. the unI dersigned. a certain parcel of real es: tate situate in Rockland in said CounI ty of Knox, and bounded as follows:
BEGINNING at an iron bolt on the
I south side of Thomaston Street at the
I Northwest corner of land of Evelyn
Richards; thence running southerly
; along said Richards’ line twenty rods,
! more or less, to land formerly of
j Henry Ingraham; thence westerly and
j parallel with said Thomaston Street
about seventy-five feet to land of
Benj. Boynton; thence northerly and
I by .said Boynton s land, twenty rods.
J more or less, to said Thomaston
Street: thence easterly along Said
, Thomaston Street, seventy-five feet to
place of beginning; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been
, broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
i of the condition thereof I claim a fore
closure of said mortgage.
BENJAMIN A. GLOVSKY,
November 23. 1948
STATE OP MAINE

Knox. ss.
November 23, 1948.
Signed and sworn to by the said
' Benjamin A. Glovsky.
Before me.
A. ALAN GROSSMAN, Notary Public

Bob Belyea, Motor Tank Salesman, beside his gasoline truck at the Burlington plant.

What should a man work For?...
Put that question to Bob Belyea, here,

such jobs because of a company policy

sickness benefits, cash savings in a Thrift

and he’ll answer about like this:

that was set up over 30 years ago —

Plan, and the opportunity to retire with

and developed side-by-side with our
workers ever since. It is a policy based

income for life.

“Well, you could sat/ a man works for

a living, but there’s more to it than

just that. A man has his self-respect
to keep.-He wants to work at a job he

likes. He wants to do something useful.

on the belief that the heart of a busi

But this policy hasn’t grown from “gen

ness is its people —that the best pos
sible jobs attract the best possible

erosity” alone. It’s a practical, common-

Our 28,000 u-orkers, for instance,

He wants fair pay and steady hours—

' with some time to himself and his fam
ily. He wants a chance to get ahead

and he wants to save some money.

sense business policy, and a good one.

workers.

Workers in this company today have
everything outlined in the statement

have now been with us on the aver

above — including vacations with pay,

them over 20 years.

age for almost 14 years—8,400 of

And he wants some security in case of

Right now—with the demand for oil

accident or sickness. Then, when his

products far higher than ever before, it

working years are done, he wants to

means a lot —io us and to you—to have a

know he can retire on an annuity."

staff of experienced, steady, loyal workers

Today, in Esso Standard Oil Company,

like these pushing our facilities to the

28.000 men and women have jobs which

limit to get von the oil products you

offer exactly these things. They have

want—good products at fair pricesl

ESSO

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

Tuesday-Friday
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PRESENTS

SAVITT’S, INC.

DOINGS IN THE GRADE SCHOOLS
I

Word Of Pupils’ and Teachers’ Progress and
Plans From Every Building In the City
TYLER SCHOOL

Top fur manufacturers played Santa to Scott, New Eng
land's largest furriers, and offered them outstanding fur
coat values . . Now they pass the savings on to you. Just
in time for Christmas they offer the greatest mouton
scoop of the season!

ONE DAY ONLY -SAT.,'DEC.’4

SCOTT SUPER-BUILT
(REGISTERED)

SHEARED BEAVER DYED

MOUTON
LAMBS

Visitation Day was Nov. 9 Six
mcthers visited our room to see us
at work and play.
Several children brought books
tor the reading table during Edu
cation Week
The children are making scrap
books They are putting in their
best work in printing, reading acnvities, apd art work.
Pupils not absent since school
started are: Group I: Alice Cole.
David Graves, Pamela Johnson
Antoinette Ray, and Dana Winchenbach. Group II: Dcnald Bon
ney, John Dailey, Barbara Flan
ders, Stephen Lewis. Donpa Mit
chell. Ruth Rowling, Iris Small,
Milton Vanorse and Gary Winchenbaugh.
Posters of good health were made
showing a bar of soap, a towel, a
tooth brush, end a brush and comb
The children were given a small
bar of soap and a chart to take
home.
On our wall is a picture which
reads “Friendly Village For Good
Girls and Boys. Do you live here?"
It consists of four large colored
houses with pictures of each pu
pil ip the windows. I The windows
are always open if the children are
good but if net their windows must
be closed for the day. Pupils try
hard to keep their windows open.

Luxuriously styled . . . You'll have to
see them yourself . . . feel their rich,
soft fur, gloat over their exquisite shad
ings . . . Try one of these Scott SuperBilt (Reg.) Fur Coats on yourself and
see how truly glamorous it makes you
look! ....

A TIP TO THE MEN FOLKS...
The perfect Christmas gift is a Scott
Super-Bilt (Reg.) Fur coat. Come in and
see the wide selection of beautiful fur
coats in all the wanted styles.

OTHER SCOTT FUR SCOOPS!
Our

Reg. trice

Mink Dyed Assembled Muskrats

Grey Dyed Caracul Paws .

.

Natural Grey Chinese Kidskins

Mink Dyed Marmots .

.

.

Slack Dyed Persian Lamb Paws

.

$219

*109

,

179

*109

,

335

*179

.

359

*179

.

335

579

*179
$299

Let out Mink Dyed Marmots .

Your Choice of ...
•FULL LENGTHS’SHAWL COLLARS
•’/.LENGTHS

•PURITAN

•EXTRA LONG

COLLARS

LEH6THS

•FABULOUS

•BARRYMORE

SLEEVES

COLLARS

•RIPPLE RACKS

Sale
Price

Mink Dyed Russian Squirrels .

.

589

*335

Let out Silver Blend Racoons .

.

335

*179

TAX INCLUDED
Pay Only A Small Deposit
and enjoy small weekly or monthly
payments while wearing your Scott
Super-Bilt Fur Coat.

Ssvitt’s, Inc.
369 Main St.

Rockland

Judith Savoy and Marion Smith.
Centerville is being illustrated cn
our sand table.
We also have some very pretty
pretty Thanksgiving posters, which
we made with Mrs. Podkowa, our
art instructor.
Our arithmetic contest was won
by Judith Savoy

Fern B. Spring, Grade V

Bonnie Cummings was elected
captain of the girls basketball
team and John Alden is the cap
tain ol the boys' team
During Book Week we visited
Rockland Public Library
Miss
Ruth Rogers told us about the his
tory of the buildipg and the purpcse of the various rooms.
We
especially enjoyed the reviews of
some of the new Ibooks. It made
us want to read them all. As a
souvenir she gave us all a book
mark
We have just completed our
original Thanksgiving stories and
poems
The best stories were
written by Joyce Black, Patricia
York. Janette Cummings. Janice
Regers. John Alden, and James
Favreau. We especially liked this
poem written by Ronald Woodbury.
Pilgrims
Did you ever think of Pilgrim boys?
All they had were woodep toys.
Did you ever think cf Pilgrim girls?
They didn't have nice long curls.
You should be thankful right to
day
That you aren't living far away
They sailed across the dark blue
sea.
Do you think they were as happy
as me j>
Do you think they had good guns
To make all bad Injuns run?
They had to stop on Plymouth
Rock
Because they didn't have a deck.
Who would you like to be
But an American just like me?
The name of our Christmas play
is "Christmas Eve ip a Toyshop."
This will be presented at the next
PTA. meeting. Dec 13.
Annette Bisbee Janette Cum
mings. Patricia Ycrke. Richard
Davis, and Frederic Varricchio re
ceived perfect scores in the 100word spelling test.
TYLER SCHOOL
Miss Coltart, Grade 4

TAX INCLUDED

........... .

.

Margaret Carr, Sub-Primary

SCOTT FURRIERS SCOOPED
THE NEW YORK FUR MARKET
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Addie R. Rogers, Grade Two

At an assembly of the Tyler School
on Nov. 19, the second grade enter
tained with a miscellaneous selec
tion of songs and poems with spe
cial emphasis on Bock Week and
Thanksgiving.
Much interest is being shown in
the Fall Arithmetic Contest.
At present Russell Spear is
ahead, and David Blake is second.
In Science, a study of leaves is
being carried on by making relief
pictures of those in our vicinity, and
thus enabling the children to iden
tify them.
The pupils are enjoying the
method of further study of their
spelling words by building them on
the Flannelgraph board One child
may build an entire word or the
letters making up the words of the
entire lesson may be distributed,
one to a child, thus giving each one
an opportunity to participate.
Anna L. Webrlter, Grade One

We were glad to welcome David
Boyd and Judith Dean to our class.
Near the end of each month we
make a birthday chart. At the top
is a pretty cake. This month it was
colored and taken home by June
Willis as she was the last cue hav
ing a birthday. A single candle
was made and colored by the oth
ers. Carol Cross. Bonnie Racklifl
Brian Smallwood, and Daniel Davey
as well as June celebrated their
birthdays by having lighted candles
on an artificial cake while the other
children recited a poem and sung
the “Happy Birthday" song to them
Daniel Davey recently suffered a
broken leg.
Aptitude tests are being given in
the First Grades.
Our grade observed Book Week
by each bringing his favorite book
These were placed in the “Come
and Read" corner where all could
enjoy them. During the Art period,
they drew pictures of children read
ing by a book shelf at a library
table.
We had fifteen visitors Visita
tion Week

SEARSMONT
The P.T.A. will greatly appreciate
the favor if all those who received
questionnaires regarding the school
lunch program will return them at
once.
Schools closed last Wednesday
for the Thanksgiving recess.
Miss Belle Lowell was guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ness in Belfast
for Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Osborne
went to Wcburn, Mass., for a visit
over the holiday. They were ac
companied to Portland by Harold
Cobb, who spent the week with
relatives there.
Mrs Vida Mehuren and brothers
Gardner and Drummond Hemenway entertained their uncle and
aunt. Mr. and Mrs Everett Hook
for Thanksgiving dinner. Incident
ally Mrs Mehuren picked a bouquet
of dandelion blossoms and calendu
las from her garden to adorn the
table that day.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus had as
Thanksgiving dinner guests, Mrs.
Mertie Heath, Joseph Gagne, and
Mr. and Mrs. James Kelley, all of
Belfast.
Carl Howard came home from
Skowhegan to spend the holiday re
cess at the home of his father ColbyHoward.
Mrs. Walter Aldus went to Massa
chusetts last Friday for a visit of
several days with relatives.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Jr.
and son Billy came from Old Town
to spend the Thonksgiving recess
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Bardsley, Sr. Mrs. Bardsley
and Billy remained for a longer
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shute of
Belfast were Thanksgiving dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Plaisted and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Plalsted.
Donald Allgrove, teacher of the
Grammar grades, went home to
Old Orchard for the holiday recess.
and Miss Margaret Fletcher, teacher
of intermediate grades to Newport
with relatives.
Mrs. Ethel Butler was a holiday
guest cf her daughter, Miss Alice
Higgins in Belfast. They spent the
week-end in Biddeford with Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert Higgins and
daughter Patty.

GRACE STREET
Rachel Hill. Grade Four

The pupils in this room went to
the Farnsworth Museum recently,
where Mrs. Podkowa showed the
many interesting exhibits.
Good Book Week was observed byhaving a trip to the public library..
Miss Rogers informed ihe girls and
boys about the history cf the library
and read excerpts from a few cf
the fine collection of new books for
children.
Winifred Barbour, Grade Six

The fourth grade was visited
Wednesday while a play entitled
“A Thanksgiving Dream' was pre
sented by the following class mem
bers: Joan Duncan Mary Nichols,
Carclyn Bray, Helen Sncwman.
Jan Adelman. David Brown, Frank
Taft. Maricn Young. Barbara Blood.
Sylvia Dority. Richard Cornell.
Dale Hughes, Evelyn Naum. Eugene
Kenniston. Gertrude Curtis, Mar
garet Sawyer, Edwin Shields Joan
De Castro and Marjorie Bettis.
Murals of “The Orient" have been
made as a summary cf the study of
Japan, China and India. Marjorie
Bettis. Jean De Castro. Sylvia Do
herty. an Adelman, Dale Hughes
were group leaders.

SHOPPING

3 W££KS LIFT
BUY
cttRiswy
1TAL5

Bay State Plans
One Of Them Concerns Lob
ster Rearing Plant On
Martha’s Vineyard
A $20,000 appropriation for soft
shell clam propagation was rec
ommended to the Massachusetts
legislature Tuesday.
A pecial shell fish commission
reported the $9,000,000 handled
annually in the industry Justified
a substantial appropriation ‘‘for
the salvage of thts valuable food."
At the same time the commis
sion proposed that the shell fish
industry in Massachusetts be co
ordinated with that of the other
New England States. New York,
New Jersey and Canada.
The commission said plans were
already being obtained for a lob
ster rearing plant in Oak Bluffs,
on the island of Martha's Vineyard.
Upon getting funds, the commisicp said this plan could be put in
operation at an early date.
Considerable success In the puri
fication cf soft shell clams was re
torted in experiments In treating
shellfish at a Newburyport plant.
The commission said that plans
were under way for construction of
a siimilar plant at Quincy

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Bertha Young spent the
holiday in Wiscasset, as guest of
Mi and Mrs Frank Metcalf. .
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Carlson and
Gilbert Carlson have returned to
Milton. Mass., after spending the
Summer at their farm on Garrison
Island.
Tony Heath of Summit. N J.,
spent the holiday week-end at the
Lobster Pot and called on friends.
Mr and Mrs K. E. Thompson
and Mrs. Nellie Thompson returned
Tuesday from Massachusetts where
they spent a few days visiting rela
tives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt and
George Jr of Boston spent the
holiday week-end at their home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Day of Monhegan
are guests of Mrs. Bertha Young.
Henry Carey cf Ridgewood. N. J...
and sisters and friends of Portland
were recent callers cn Mr. and Mrs.
E. j. Beckett.
Guests Sunday of Mrs. O. A.
Rodamer were Mrs. Shirlev Bagley
and Miss Pamela De Napoli.
Mr and Mrs. K. E. Thompson
and Nellie Thompson spent Thanks
giving with Mr and Mrs. Leland
Philbrook in Warren. Other guests
were Mrs. Viola Durgin. Mrs. Anna
Starrett, Miss Eini Riutta of War
ren and Percy French of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons en
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Greenlaw of North Haven during
the holiday week-end.

Rizario is buried in Lima, the
city he planned.

See IT!

THE

NEW

JOHNSON

GEAR

QD

SHIFT

OUTBOARD

MOTOR

Neutral

We observed National Book
Week by visiting the Public Li
brary Tuesday afternoon. Miss
R'igers. librarian, had chairs ar
ranged for us in the childrens
room. She told us the history of
the library ajnd about several of
“’"“'•ttSTOt Fuel ra„k
the new books which were on dis
play We were given book marks
and application cards. We are
MEDOMAK
trying to be a 100 percent class in
becoming Library bard-holders We
Thecdoie McLain and Pauline
Johnson Sea-Horse QD ... 10.0
were taken on a tour through the McLain spent Thanksgiving with
OBC certified brake h.p. al WOO
library and were surprised at the Edith Gillmore in Kezar Falls.
r.p.m... .Terrific acceleration ...
Mrs. L. W. Osier and fcons John
many things we saw. Miss Coltar t
explained the War Memorial and David, passed Saturday ipi
Slow trolling speed .. .Gear Shift
Marker on the library lawn. We Bangor with Mrs. William Weath
Control...New cruising range...
each wrote a story about our visit erby.
Only 56 lbs. . . . Separate 5 gal.
Mrs. Addie Whitman and Mrs.
the next day. also “thank-you”
capacity fuel tank. 16 lbs.... Fuel
notes.
Paul Perrys note was Annie Genthner were visitors last
chosen to be sent to Miss Rogers. Friday in Bath.
gauge ... 10 great features... It’s
Mrs Katie Euglcy of Waldoboro
We also had a "Parade of Fa
a new kind of outboard motor...
spent
Saturday
with
her
sister
vorite Books" one afternoon. We
See us now about
each brought our favorite book Amy Willey
Mr and Mrs. James Murphy of
from home.
After we told the
delivery . . . Price.
name, the author and why we liked Friendship were callers Sunday at
the bock we joined the parade We Hartwell Carters.
QD MOTOR HERE SOON
Mrs. Dennis McLain and daugh
later made pasters of our favorite
book. These were very attractive ter Evelyn passed the holiday at
In
Stock
Now For Immediate Delivery
Orrip McLain’s.
hanging about the room
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter
We studied about the Pilgrims in
2
1
/
2
and
5 H. P. Johnson Motors
groups this year. Each group met passed Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J Winslow have
and studied a topic fcr several
days then reported to the class. returned to Nobleboro after a visit
at
L. W Osier's.
We drew a picture showing some
Mr. and Mrs. Cushman and chil
thing special about our topic. The
PAINT -STOVES •• HOUSEWARES
dren of Port Clyde have been visit
groups were as follows:
Group I—The Pilgrims Leaving ing his sister. Mrs Burton Teele.
m
■
441 MAIN ST.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Keene, Jr.,
England, Betty Withee, chairman
.
ROCKLAND
DeLtven
Group II — The Mayflower's were in Bath recently.
Mr. and Mi's. Ralph Keepe were
•Journey. Margaret Fish, chairman.
Group III—Hardships of the at L. W. Osier's for Thanksgiving.
First Winter, David Hill, chairman.
A typical American house has
Group IV—The First Thanksgiv
about 1500 feet of electric wiring.
ing. Douglas Teel, chairman
TYLER SCHOOL
Mrs. Perry. Grade Three
Audrey Marchant of Lynn. Majs.
has entered our grade.
Mary Kirk. Richard Edwards.
Frank Baudanzg and Patricia Kirk
are back to school, after being ill
with measles.
WEIL ’WE NEVT TiME
Joan Porter is in-pection nurse
vou DREAM that.this week, wearing the cap and
DPEAbA VOU CALLED
apron, so far this year we have
had very few pupils' names listed
in our “Health Book' who have
GARAGE
forgotten their health chores.
Last week in observance of Book
BECAUSE THEIR FAST
REPAIR SERVICE WILL
Week, we selected our favorite
FIX AMY__ _ __ ___
school book We then made its pic
ture on 9"xl2" drawing paper.
JIFFY.
Arithmetics seem to lead.
In connection with our study of
the Lake Children, one group has
r /
made some clay bowls and have
decorated them witty lines pressed
4
1
in with the thumb nail, as the Lake
Mothers did.
We have made some attractive
TEL. 2498
TEL. 33-3
spelling booklets with original cover
• designs.
ROCKPORT, MAINE
WARREN, MAINE
During our devotional exercises
Kvser
Wednesday morning, Thanksgiving
97-F-tf
stories were brought and read by

Reverse

*305-50

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO I

SPEEDY*^ STAPLES GARAGE

STAPLE S

STAPLES GARAGE

DREWETT GARAGE

A
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ROCKLAND’S YOUTH CENTER IS DOING A MAGNIFICENT JOB-COMMUNITY BLDG. THRONGED DAILY

*

Typical scenes at the Community Building most any afternoon or evening thoughout the week. Youngsters of all ages are everywhere, participating in a dozen different games and activities under the direction of Mike DiRenzo, Left,
a group almost hides the institution's old piano as a song fest gets underway. David Splain pounds out a tune while the others swing into the song with power if not musical accuracy. Such occasions are a daily occurrence and are
usually spontaneous. Center, Patricia Valenta and David Splain, left, and Joan Gardner and William Malloy have a session of checkers in the Ping Pong room in the basement. The battered old checker board needs replacing but,
nevertheless, is in constant use after school hours and nights. Right, Judy Campbell shoots her first pool shot under Mike’s direction with the rest of the gang kibitzing all around the table. Record has it that Judy didn’t miss the shot or
rip the table covering but was one mighty nervous lass with the audience giving her conflicting direction from all sides.

a pool table, checker boards and
many games donated by the people
of tlie city.
j Tlie East room downstairs will
shortly be put to use as a reading
room and will have a supply of
Community Building Once More Thronged crossword
puzzles and a variety of
quiet games lor the students in
With Youngsters—Facilities Better Than
addition to selected reading mat
ter
The handicraft program gets
»
>
In Center’s Heyday
underway this week with a class
in model airplane making in the
offing as soon as an instructor can
The recreational program, under continues to 10.30 in view of the be located as well as a camera
way at the Community Building fact that the following day is a class. Miss Morrell of the High
Scliool facidty will start a boys’
since September and held through school holiday. Saturday, activities and girls' choir group this Satur
• tlie Summer at Community Park start early, at 9.30 a. m. afid run day.
and Ciiickawukie Lake has filled a continuously to 10.30 at night. SunTlie Fall ping lXMig tournament
long felt, need in the city. Director day. the director recovers from the will start Dec. 7 which will run
Mike DiRenzo reports an average week and strengthens himself lor at the same time as the pool
tournament and will be bpen to
attendance oS ’-MOO yoi^igsters each the coming six nays
week since the activities moved un.
Two periods weekly for both boys all youngsters attending the build
dcr cover with the start of the and girls have been set up for the ing program.
Friday and Saturday night so
school year
basketball court
Leagues of the
Sponsored originally
in the teams being formed are now in the cials have proven to be more than
Summer cf 1947 bv Kiwanis and making. Tuesday and Thursday popular with music being fur
financed by them the program has nights, from next week on will nished by the building juke box.
grown to include Elks, Lions Ro- see the gym open for adult gym ' Attendance is increasing weekly on
*1
tary and the Parent Teacher As- classes, startin’ at 8 30 and run- I both nights.
! The students are disciplined by
sociations of the City in the role ning through to closing time,
of financial backers and active supA girl's bowling league is now j their own with a Youth Council
porters.
in operation Wednesday afternoons being made up of boys and girls
The program opens each day, with the possibility tiiat another i who are members of the four
To
Monday 'through Thursday, at 3.30 aftemcon will be assigned for a Classes in the High School
date, the system of control has
in the afternoon, after school ses- boy’s league, too.
worked
remarkably
well
with
the
sions arc over, and continues The oval room downstairs has
through to 9 30 in the evening, beepi turned into a general recrea- result that there have been very
Priday. the opening ts at 3.30 but tion room with ping pong tables. very few departures from good

HAS AGAIN COME INTO ITS OWN

GRAND

conduct on tlie part ot the boys
and girls using the facilities of tlie
building.
A canteen is operated by tlie
building committee on the ground
floor and is staffed by students
hired by the govergiing board and
building manager Ashton McLain.
Tlie whole building has a new,
alive appearance with iis lighter
colored walls and atmosphere of
well regulated student activity and
is at last serving fully the purpose
for which it was constructed—a
community center for the enjoy
ment of the people of the city and
their children.
While there is the pormal con
fusion and noise attendant upon
the presence of several hundred
youngsters intent on a good time
in the ■ building, destruction of
property is nil Intenticpal noisemaking and disturbance is missing
entirely; tlie Youth Council has
seen to that with the offenders
finding that their own are more
severe in disciplining them than
adults would be.
Mike DiRefnzo has a full week
every week to run the ever expand
ing program apd give each group
the attention it warrants. Many
of the Youth Council members
serve as junior directors and help
handle group activities.
Games and athletic equipment
are still needed to round out the
program. Those persons havipg.
such items which are no longer

used at home could greatly help
the program along by donating
them to the building lor all the
youngsters to use.
Next July first, tlie city is expect
ed to appropriate funds to assist
in tlie program from then on. mak
ing the recreational services a part
of fihe annual municipal program.
The service clubs and PTA have
carried the financial load to date;
raising funds by various activities
and deseive considerable- credit for
doing so

Be Sure To Mail Early
Postmaster Connellan Offers
Timely Advice To Post
Office Patrons

Last year, the local post office
played reluctant host to a large
quantity cf other people's holiday
mail, left homeless because of
faulty addressing. Nationally, the
toll of undeliverable Christinas
cards, letters, and packages ran
MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young were into the millions.
Postmaster
James Connellan
recent Rockland visitors.
Bradbury Young has measles.
Barbara Thompson has been Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Raynes.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
home from Rockland High School
and daughter Emily were guests
for a few days.
Day of his parents,
Mrs. Ruth Tliompsqn was a re Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pliilbroc-k.
cent business caller in Rockland.
Mr. and 'Mrs Wilmer Ames and
Albert Bunker, USH, has been ■’Sonny
were holiday
dinper
spending several days with his guests of his parents, Mr. tend Mi-s.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold W L. Ames.
Bunker.
Mrs. L. J. Miller passed the holi
Miss Henrietta Ames is occupy day with Mr. and Mhs. Lyford
ing Marian Young’s house, while Ames
Mi’s. Young is in Braifntree with
Mr and Mrs. Frank Ames were
her daughter.
! guests of 1 Mrs. Carrie Ames on
Mrs Clayton Young has been a i Thanksgiving Day.
patient in Knox Hospital.
Jchn Mitchell has had infection
Marshall Ames, U.S.N.. has been in his linger and last Friday made
pas-ring several days with his par 1 a trip 'to Vijnalhaven to see Dr.
ents, Mr. 'and Mrs. Lyford Ames Earle.
Bernard Raynes of Owl’s Head Sherwin Philbrook has been on
has been visiting his grandparents, 'the mainland on business.

points out tiiat careless addressing
spells trouble for the sender, as
well as extra headaches for postal
clerks at a season when they’re al
ready working arouna the clock to
keep the holiday mails moving.
Each year, thousands of long
friendships suddenly turn chilly
when an eagerly-awaited Christinas
card or gift fails to arrive,” he ob
serves. So, if you want to keep
your colorful and warm-hearted
Christmas greetings from coming
to rest in the Dead Letter Office
this year, you'd better heed the
Postmaster’s detailed advice for
Yuletide mailings.
•'Mail promptly,” he urges. All
packages and all Christmas cards
for out-of-State delivery should be
in the post office by Dec. 10, and
all cards for local delivery should
be mailed at least a week before
Christmas. Affix stamps firmly.
Don’t just give stamps a lick and a
pat—they may fall off enroute.
“Address plainly and completely,"
he emphasizes. ’ That means the
full name, house number, street,
name of city, zone number and the
State. Don’t ever put ’City.' Write
out Rockland, Maine. If a Christ
mas card marked ‘City’ happens to
slip into the wrong mail pouch, it
may end up in the Dead Letter
Office in Los Angeles or Jersey
City.”
The Postmaster recommends
sending all Christmas cards by

first-class mall which means with
regular 3-ccnt stamps. First-class
mail is entitled to ‘ directory serv
ice” by skilled post office clerks who
will try to trace down addressees
who have moved since you mailed
your Christmas cards last year.
Only first-class mail will be for
warded from one address to the
o"her or returned to the sender
without collection of additional
postage if the addressee is not lo
cated. It will come back, that is,
provided you make sure to place
your return address on each Christ
mas card you mail.
However, if you decide anyhow
to mail your Christmas cards with
l'i-cent stamps—keep your tongue
in your check and off that flap!
Third-class mail must not be sealed
and must not contain personal
message' although a handwritten
signature ts permissible. Only one
effort is made to deliver it—and if
the address is incorrect or incom
plete. your cheerful but misdirected
Christmas card will spend a lonely
Yuletide in the Dead Letter Office.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hotton of
Bcothbay Harbor were visitors at
Mr and Mrs. Walter Simmons’
Sunday.

Mexico City is to have helicopter
mail service from postoffice to air
port.

RE-OPENING

MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS, INC.

NOW

WEST ROCKPORT

SAT., DEC. 4th, 1948

NEW MANAGEMENT
ROBERT H. BLAKE, Manager
YOUR FOODS ARE INSURED IN THE NEW MONEY-SAVING COOLERATOR.

FREE GRAND DOOR PRIZES

FREE
/
/

* PHILCO PORTABLE RADIO
* ELECTRIC HEATER
* SLEEPING BAGS
* ELECTRIC CLOCKS
* FLASHLIGHT BATTERY SETS
* ONE SET SNOW-TREAD CAR TIRES
* PLASTIC KNIFE HOLDER SETS

TO THE

FIRST FIFTY WOMEN
TO VISIT OUR NEW STORE ON

|
A

/

OPENING DAY

A BEAUTIFUL FREE GIFT
NO OBLIGATION

/ /J

'
! J

ON NEWEST AND
MOST MODERN APPLIANCES

AND YOU ARE ELIGIBLE

Z I j BE THERE EARLY
>

FREE DEMONSTRATION

t JUST ATTEND OUR OPENING

/

TO BE SURE OF YOUR
BEAUTIFUL DOOR PRIZE

FREE

FOOD PROTECTION PLAN . . . WITHOUT ADDED COST. fjg?*
When you buy a Coolerator Freezer, you get a compre ffih.
hensive food insurance poljcy ... without added cost. . . that
insures the buyer against loss up to $200 for any mechanical
or power failure over a five year period.
w

LOW-COST OPERATION. The compact "Econ-O-Mizer” her
metically-sealed freezing unit is especially designed for sub
t’:1. '
zero cabinets, holds temperature at 5° below to 5° above zero. 1ft
FULL SET OF FOUR WIRE BASKETS at no added cost, for
quick convenience in storing, sorting.

L. & H. ELECTRIC RANGES
COOLERATOR HEAVY-DUTY FREEZERS AND
REFRIGERATORS
STEWART-WARNER RADIOS AND RADIO
PHONOGRAPHS
APEX DISH-A-MATICS AND WASHERS
L. & H. WATER HEATERS
APEX FOLD-A-MATIC IRONERS
LONERGAN FIRESIDE CONSOLE HEATERS

BIG . . . OVER 15 CU. FT. CAPACITY. Ample bulk storage
gif'
space beneath the baskets for meat cuts.

FREE- $40 WORTH OF FROZEN FOODS WITH EACH COOLERATOR FREEZER
MORE DEMONSTRATIONS— Edwards and Walker Co., Universal Vacuum Cleaners; King and
Dexter, Sportsman Display and Demonstration; Hardware Display by Beaur Hardware & Com
pany; Electrical Display by Appliances Distributors Incorporated; Demonstration by Masury,
Interior Decorators; The Journal Office Supply Co., Incorporated, Demonstrating Victor Add
ing Machines; Peerless Pump Demonstration; Dyer-Knight Co., Inc., Tire Demonstration,
Coolerator Freezer Demonstration, Coffin & Wimple.

Plenty of Nails

NOW IS THE TIME TO DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING WHERE EVERYDAY PRICES
PREVAIL. DON’T FORGET THE DATE, DECEMBER 4. OPEN HOUSE AT MAINE BLUE
BERRY GROWERS, INC. ALL ROADS LEAD TO WEST ROCKPORT.

8,10, and 20 Penny

OPEN UNTIL 9.00 O’CLOCK SATURDAY EVENINGS

P. s.

4

A

A
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CAPITOL STUFF
By Governor Horace Hildreth

Augusta, Nov. 29—The plans for
a permanent peacetime system of
civilian defense are being mailed
this week to most of the oon.munitdes in Maine. They are em
bodied in a report titled “Civil
Defense for Natdcpal Security,"
which is the work of the Office of
Civil Defense Planning, set up by
the Secretary of Defense. Every
Maine community will be given a
chance to examine the plan and to
make recommendations for its
change and improvement.
The civilian organization which
is proposed would be of great value
in the support of existing agencies
in meet.ng peacetime disasters
such as fires, floods, earthquakes,
and similar catastrophes. In the
event of a future war, all of the
tornadoes, hurricanes, explosions
people, all of the facilities and all
of the skills and energies of the
nation and the State would be
utilized to the fullest extent.
If this program is to be success
fully carried out, the co-operation
of every individual in the country
will be needed
Tlie planning
committee, in issuing this report,

has expressed the hope that the
civil defense organization will
never need to operate for war, but
that we dare not gamble On that
hope. There is great peed for
I rompt action in establishing a de
fense organization. To be without
it leaves the nation in a most
vulnerable position.
The program which Maine citi
zens will have an opportunity to
study and ocmment upon was de
veloped after thorough examipation of civil defense operations in
this country and in other countries
during World War II and after
consultation with the various agen
cies of the federal, State and local
governments, the national military
establishmept and a large number
of private and public agencies and
organizations of all types.
Tlie chairman of the Civil De
fense Planning group has expressed
the hope that the program will be
quickly adopted.
Dealing with the need, the es
sential functions and basic prin
ciples of civil defense, the plap
proposes an organization of the
State and of local areas, details
operations and services, including
medical and health, technical serv
ices. plans and operations, train
ing, public information, research
apd development and personnel
and advisory panels.
This matter is vitally important

the way you want it-and fasff
AT
you get cash
quickly because the YES
MAN a lone makes the deci
sion—says “yes” to 4 out of 5.

At Pyt^cnol, you select the
loan plan most convenient.
Phone or visit the Personal’s
YES MAN today.

Loans $25 to $900 or more on sianati
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•

John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANager
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HAD HIS POCKET PICKED

Cousin Of G. H. R. Was Careful About His
Money, But Not Too Careful
(By GH R.)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have always been careless about
money. Perhaps thiis is because I
never had very much and—like
many people who never save—I
have defended an often embarras
sing poverty by claiming to have
spent what I earned to obtain
tilings cf greater value (education,
experience, etc.), while yet young
(plough to enjoy those things. It
ls a face-saving pose to adopt, al
though its wisdom may be ques
tioned. Anyway, to me. it has al
ways seemed the height of folly
to save money all your life in or
der to have it when ycu die, and
I take what comfort I can from
such philosophy.
This attitude I have toward
money, as such, enables me to get
a feeling of perverse pleasure when
a careful nickel nurser loses his
shirt in frantic efforts to safeguard
his treasure, particularly if what
he still retains is far more than
I ever hope to possess.
Which brings me to the Boston
boat and a trip I made in the days
whqn such a journey was an event
ful occasion.
Remember those days? Remem
ber the busy confusion on the
wharf before the boat shoved off
from Rockland? The crowds mill
ing around in the echoing freight
shed piled high with boxes and
bales for shipment away: the iron
wheeled little hajnd trucks so ex
pertly handled by the negro deck
hands. bumping over the loose
planks in the floor, and just miss
ing your legs as you tugged your
suitcase way aft to the passenger
gangway with its red carpet. Re
member how those suitcases and
to Maine as it is to all of the
States. I hqpe that it will receive
the study and consideration that
it deserves, so that we may finally
agree upon a plan for the fullest
possible protectiqn of the people in
the event of any emergency.

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.

356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

ot lower rate.

what might happen. If we should
find ourselves in a wreck I wouldn t
want to be rupning around with no
pants on. with all these women
aboard.”
Very haturally I told him that
it wouldn't matter to me whether
I had pants on or not but the only
answer I got was a frown. I kept
still and continued to watch
From his vest pocket Art took a
small roll of bills Prom another
grips Ipiled up around the base of pccket he produced a leng piece
twine strip?
Carefully he
the mast in the lobby cf the boat, ' of
wrapped the string around the
while you lined up at the purser's ' bills and then tied the whole busi
window trying to get a stateroom ness around his neck. “These
window blinds are easy to un
before they were all gone?
Maybe ycu don't remember those fasten,” he told me, “and you
bustlipg departures. Maybe you i can’t tell about these nigger deckare too young to have made any al I hands. I never leave my money
those memorable journeys.
Any where apybody can get it. It’s too
way, they are worth recalling, if easy to lose.”
Now. I den t want to beast, but
only because they can never hap
I had $1000 Sn large bills in the
pen again.
Well, I had taken the boat at | inside pocket of my vest hanging
Rockland on my way back tc school from a hook on the wall. I had
in Philadelphia. Because the ship obtained this from the bank to
was crowded with retuijning vaca pav mi tuition board bill, etc., at
tionists I had not been able to get school.’ Also 1 had $10 or $15,
a stateroom, and faced the prospect which I intended to use for cur
of sitting up all night. Coming out rent traveling expenses, in an
from the dining saloon I met a other pccket of that same vest.
cousin of mine just going into din Mty cousr'pi knew nothing about
this and I didn’t tell him. Instead
ner.
I didn’t know this cousi|n very I asked him how much he had in
well because he lived in Boston the roll around his neck.
Seventeen dollars," he said.
and only came to Maine Summers.
Well, I wanted to be co-operative
I had always regarded him with
considerable awe because he wap so I got up, borrowed a piece of
older than I, and often were la tall Art's string and wound it around
silk hat and beribboned eyeglasses the $15 I had. This I tied around
His name was Arthur and I didn’t my own peck and we both went
sleep, rocked in the cradle of
care much for him. When he of to
fered me the upper berth in his the deep.
I left Art in Boston, and went
stateroom I was surprised ajnr’
to Philadelphia in the morn
grateful and, taking the key, I on
ing. Two weeks later I received a
went up topside and turned in.
my mother and she
It was rough that night and letter from
among other things, “Did
windy (remember how these loose wrote,
hear about Art? He had his
blinds at the windows rattled in you
picked of $17 going home
the breezes when the boat cleared pocket
on
the
Bostop Elevated.”
Muscle Ridge channel and stood
If there is any moral to this
away for Boston)? I got out of
(which I doubt) it probably proves
my clothes apd into my pajamas if
are looking for trouble ycu
and was reading a magazine when canyou
generally find It.
Art came In. I watched him
casually as he prepared for bed.
He shed some of his dignity
NORTH HAVEN
when he shed his plug hat but—.1,
Mr and Mrs. Erpest E. Brown
was interested to note—that, and returned Friday from several days'
his coat and shoes, was evidently trip to Bangor, Camden and
all he was going to shed. Apparent Rockland
ly he intended sleeping In his papits
and I was curious.
Toast slices of leftover pound
“Yes, I always do when it’s cake and serve with sliced bananas
rough.” he said in reply to my and caramel sauce for a scrump
question.
“You never can tell tious dessert.

but what’s
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for me ?
JN i. “

So

America’s the richest country

in the world. So what?

’

BI T TIIE BEST IS VET—You’re right things can be even better . . . and must be
better. Right now, everyone admits prices are

”So Americans produce more than

any people on earth. Okay—but
what’s in it for me?”

any other system ever devised.

At all times, in all ages, nations
have had to answer that question—

average

We can heat the boom and bust cycle. We
can have even better food, better clothing, belter

wages, better homes, more leisure, more educa
tional and medical facilities.

or go out of business.
The

too high. We still have the threat of boom
and bust. Our system has faults, yet it has
brought more benefits to more people than

man—the

worker,

the farmer, the small businessman
—is human enough to ask: "What
will it do for me—for me and my wife

and my kids?”

We can have all this IF we all continue to
uorA- together and share together ... IF we
continue to realize that each American's per
sonal standard of living will rise in proportion
to how much all Americans produce through
better machines, better methods, better team

work.

Let’s look at the record—

And that’s about it. What’s in it for you
depends on what’s in it for America.

Here in America we have the best answer

in the world to that question.

Machine Power: Since 1910 we have increased
our supply of machine power 4'z2 rimes.

Approved for the

Production: Since 1910 we have more than
doubled the output each of us produces for every
hour we work.

PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE

Income: Since 1910 we have increased our annual
income from less than $2400 per household to
about $4000 (in dollars of the same purchasing
power), yet

by:

Work Hours: Since 1910 we have cut 18 hours
from our average work week—equivalent to two
present average workdays.

of The Advertising Council
EVANS CLARK, Executive Director, Twentieth Century Fund

Booster Club Plan

Volunteers Of America Con
ducting a Drive In Knox
County

A mass meetipg will be held next
Wednesday at 7.30 in the High
School gymnasium for the purpose
of organizing and electing officers
for a Rockland Booster Club. All
persons interested are invited.
It is the hope of the club,
through paid membership, to boost
the attendance for the various
sports donate prizes for the play
ers showing outstanding ability,
have interestipg speakers, experts
in their field of sports, and other
entertainment to create more in
centive for the players in keeping
up their good work.
Rocitland schools, through their
•able coaching staff, have produced
excellent teams that are now
traveling many miles to meet high
class competition. This means
more expense, and only by keeping
a good attendance at our local
games can this expense be met.
The enjoyment gained in watching
first class competition will be sure
ly worth good attendance.
Much can be done to build good
morale in sports by a good Booster
Club so it Is the hope that a big
turn-out will be present Wednes
day pight.
Boosters with paid memberships
already total 24: J. Wendell Rus
sell, Robert Clunie, Jr., Ken Mc
Dougall, John Todd, Lawrence
Plummer. Robert Jones. Ernest
Jones Walter Smith, Charles Mc
Intosh, A J. McFarland, James
Connelian, John H McLoon. Blake
B. Annis. Henry Marsh William
Karl. Austin Kinney, Clinton A.
Robinson, Raymond Hoch, Robert
Stevens. Austin Billings. Grant
Young. Audrey Orff. Guy Douglass
and Earl J. Alden.

Rockland, Nov. 8,
To Whom It May Concern:
The Volunteers of America, Inc.,
will soon be conducting a drive
for funds in the (Rocklapd aera.
They operate, as perhaps you
know, the Pine Point Camp at Pine
Point, Me. This camp is conduct
ed in the interests of underprivi
leged apd undernourished mothers
and children
Just one instance in which their
work in this section was outstand
ing might Well be brought to the
attention of our citizens. During
the recent fire at “The Bog” Capt.
Lovejoy and members of her or
ganization sept their truck and
station wagon, manned with seven
workers here. They also donated
food to the workers. Capt. Hammend of the Local Red Cross re
ports that their work was invalu
able during that first week.
We therefore wish to call their
efforts to your attention as an or
ganization worthy of your support
ILenore B. Savage,
Secretary.
Acccmpanyipg the Chamber of
Commerce endorsement Is the fol
lowing letter from Major Arthur
Noble, State Commander of the
Volunteers of America and signed
nlro by the members of the local
campaign committee—I. L. Ham
mond, A E. Orff, Frederic H. Bird.
E. T. Dorpan. hnd H. P. Blodgett.
“The Volunteers of America have
units in almost all the large cities
of the United' States. There are
gospel mlssiops homes for homeless A two-ton Roman sarcophagus
and outcast men, emergency and has been found In the sea off Tamaternity homes for women and ragona, Spain.
erring girls, nurseries and homes,
health and free fresh air camps
for children hospitals and general
family relief work everywhere.
“We are now making our anpual
appeal to Rockland and Knox
County, asking that you not only
remember the general work for the
State cf Maine, but that you will
keep in mind that We are nearing
the Holiday Season when he shall
be distributipg hundreds of baskets.
Christmas and Thanksgiving, for
55-tf
which we will need your help.
“We cannot look unfeeling on the
worn weary women bent of back
and saddened In spirit, nor upon
the swollen eyes of chlldrep, dis
appointed and not understanding
the unequalities of life, nor can
we turn away anvonp battling with
the pangs of hunger."

Coach Bob Grieve’s Syracuse Un
iversity cross-country team Was un
defeated last season.
1T.4AT TO HELP?

MAIL THIS!

Public Policy Committee
The Advertising Council, Inc.

11 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
/ want to help

Upholds Inspector
Board Of Zoning Appeals
Allows Sadie Marcus
6-Foot Extension
The Board of Zoning Appeals
has upheld the building inspector
in an adverse decision, on a, pe
tition
Sadie Marcus to add 20
feet cn a two-car garage at her
home at the junction of Union
and Summer streets. The board
did, however, grant a projection of
six feet on the existing garage to
permit the proper storage of ve
hicles.
The decision of the board, which
was filed Tuesday with the City
Clerk, states that the building
which the petitioner wished to ex
tend was of insufficient size to
permit the storage of motor ve
hicles of conventional design.
Opposition was voiced by abut
ting owners and other residents of
the vicinity at the hearing held
in the City Council rooms Nov. 23,
but the majority withdrew their
opposition to an extension which
allows the proper storage of two
automobiles.
The existing garage will be pro
jected a distance of six feet on
Its Upion street frontage. Work
must be started within six months
and completed within one year, ac
cording to the letter which quotes
a city ordinance on the ruling.
Members of the Board of Zon
ing Appeals are Alan F. McAlary.
Hervey C. Allen and Charles T.
Smalley.
William Cardinal O'Connell died
on April 22 1944. at the age of 84.
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GIFTS
For 'The

Whole Family
FOR MOM
Pop-up Toasters
Electric Grills
Washing Machines
Electric Ranges
Sewing Cabinets
Vacuum Cleaners

FOR DAD
Easy Chairs
Reading Lamps
Card Tables
Cocktail Sets
Ship’s Clock
Hassocks

FOR DAUGHTER
FOR SON
All Type Radios
Boudoir Lamps
Chrome Smoking Stands
Lane Cedar Chests
3ianos, Betsy Ross Spinet
Record Cabinets

FOR THE CHILDREN
Sleds
Kiddie Cars
Rocking Chairs
Tricycles
Doll Carriages
Scooters
'

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, ME.

283 MAIN STREET,

Britain exported 1,035.105 tons of
coal in June—a British postwar
record.

TEL. 1154

Princess Mary introduced jazz
music at a London dinner party.

I know that higher wages, lower prices, shorter
hours and larger earnings can all result from
producing more goods for every hour all of us w ork.
Therefore, I will ask mvself how I can work more
effectively every hour I am on the job, whether
I am an employee, an employer, a professional
man or a farmer.
I will encourage those things which help us produce
more and add to everyone’s prosperity—things
like greater use of mechanical power, better ma
chines, better distribution and better collective
bargaining.

Announcing

I will boost the good things in our set-up, and
help to get rid of the had.

DREWETT’S GARAGE

I will try to learn all I can about why it is that
Americans have more of the good things of life.

ROUTE ONE, WARREN

Please send me your free booklet, "The Miracle of
America” which explains clearly and simply, how
a still better living can be had for all, if we all
work together.
Name—
Address.

BORIS SHISHKIN, Economist, American Federation of Labor

PAUL G. HOFFMAN, Formerly President, Studebaker Corp,

Occupation-

Published in the Public Interest by:

(general Seafoods

Seek Local Funds

MRS. EUGENE M. O’NEIL
Mrs. Jennie L. (Smith) O’Neil,
cne of Rockland's best known and
most highly esteemed (Women, died
Monday after a long illness. Fu
neral services were held yesterday
at 10 a. m , at the Burpee Funeral
Home, Rev. E. O. Kenyop of St.
Peter’s Church officiating. Inter
ment was in Thomaston cemetery
The bearers were J eph Soffayer.
Rcdney Murphy, Russell Bartlett
and Gecrge Phillips. The floral
tributes were of unusual beauty
and profusion.
Deceased was born in Thomaston
Aug. 1, 1882. daughter of William
ajnd Rose (Watts) Smith
She
graduated from Thomaston High
School in 1902 and attended How
ard & Brown Commercial College
Following graduation she was a
secretary in Boston and also was
employed In the law offices of the
late Frank H. Ingraham in this
city. She was married to Eugene
M. O’Neil, Feb. 5, 1910. and of this
union was bom a daughter. Rase
Mary, who. together with the hus
*
band, survives.
The O'Neils took over the op
eration of the Thorndike Hotel in
1917 and continued until 1938 and
it was in her capacity as hostess
that Mrs. O’Neil made literally Hi
thousands of friends. Naval offi
cers especially here on trial of
government vessels never forgot
her kindly ajnd understanding
courtesies.
During the late war. Mrs O'Neil
performed important duties in the
Rockland O.P.A. office and more
recently, up to August of the pres
ent year, she served as clerk for
Knox County Chapter. American
Red Cross. In 1946 deceased under
went a serious operation in a Bos
top Hospital but this failed to stay
the progress of the disease which
brought her full, rich life to its
end last Monday.
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schools. Nor did they assume that

EidUCatlTl]? tQUCalOrS the educators were without expert
°

knowledge and excellent ability to

E. George Payne Of Pleasant »£
»’
Therefcre, the relatlonshhip of
Point Writes Notable
the faculty to the educator on the
Article
job was one of mutual trust and

help. The whole attitude of the
(Second Installment)
faculty was to strengthen tfie ed
What
are
the
factors
that
exrviLttL aic
ucator, to give nun
him connaence
confidence in n,.
pfess the spirit or "soul" of the his own ability and understanding. S?
School of Education and that are and to help him think through the
... ,,
of education cf
in his ccmresponsible
fcr its achievements? problems
P uni(y Thp
I shall try to answer this question jem Qf education was regarded as
as I see it.
a mutual task and required co-op1 The first and most important erative efforts and mutual help, in
of these factors is democracy. We which the faculty brought their
need here to define what we mean theoretical knowledge and expertby democracy, for it has no mean- ness and the schoolman his pracIng as It is used in the literature tical knowledge of the community
of the world today. Or we might to the particular situation Involved
more accurately say that it meaps
There developed mutual trust
everything and different things to and appreciation each side benedifferent groups using the term, fitang from the association in the
We mean by democracy a social solution of ccmmon problems. The
organizatiion or community of hu- association was a complete demoman beings in which every indi- cracy of relationship and mutual
vidual—both faculty and students— understanding. This friendly apd
is stimulated and given free oppor- understanding attitude on the part
tupity to realize his potentialities of the faculty soon created confland to express his personality with- dence among the educational pubout artificial restrictions.
lie and a wide call from educators
This implies complete freedom for help in the solution of their
from dominance of one personality problems Large numbers of these
by another. It Implies an atmos- school people—teachers, superviphere and an organization in which sors, apd administrators—flecked to
ohe lives joyously, develops freely, the institution and brought with
and experiences unrestrictedly his them their problems for solution,
highest ideals of service apd ac- On the other hand, the faculty
tions. I have in mind also to con- went out in the field and met
trast this concept of demccray these men on their own home
with the common notion and prac- ground and, without seeking credit
tice that conceives democracy as for themselves, gave encouragement
voting, holding conferences for apd advice.
purposes of more or less fruitless
5. The fifth factor that needs
discussion, or what is worse for consideration is closely related to
purposes of imposipg one’s ideas the one just discussed; namely,
upon others of the group, and a the development of the Institute
variety of other such functions, of Education which rendered aid
perhaps essential in a democracy, to thousands of schools throughout
but which may be meaningless; the eastern half of the united
that Is. they may be mere forms
states. We quote from the first
In other words a sort of red tape bulletin of the Institute; "The Inthat involves democratic forms but stitute of Education of New Ycrk
provides no real opportunity for University has been established to
the essence of democratic living, provide professicpal training fcr
The School of Education has teachers and others engaged in edrealized the concept cf democracy ucational service throughout the
as I have outlined it to an extept United States. In carrying these
not realized in any other institu- plans, the Institute of Education
tion in the country. I am confi- does not intend to duplicate or
dent that the thousands of stu- compete with the work of other
dents in this 25-year period will educational institutions. It is proconfirm this judgment.
posed, rather, to co-operate with
2. The second factor through and supplemept the work of other
which the School has realized its agencies throughout the country
purposes is the organizatiep it de- having similar objects. In no case
veloped and through which it car- will a center be established in any
ried an its work. The concept of community without the approval cf
organization Is well developed in the responsible educational auDean Withers’ statement quoted thorities in that community.’’ We
above. In the beginning the Dean are not here concerned with the
contemplated the development of a orgapization of the off-campus
large school that would reoulre the work carried on by the Institute of
best abilities of a large number of Education, but rather with the opmen apd women The organization, portunity that this organization
therefore, involved
departments provided for the demonstration of
with chairmen who. with the Dean, the spirit of helpful sympathy and
provided a cabinet for the discus- co-operation.
sion and development of policies.
Here was something new in effHe conceived an organization that campus work. Off-campus work
would stimulate thinking at its was regarded as an essential part
best. The thinking of the faculty of the program cf every iaculty
as a whole, because of Its variety member. He was expected to unapd complexity frequentlv dezen- de.’take this work so that he would
erates into fruitless discussion retain the sympathy and upderwith little cerebration.
standing with the difficulties of the
Of course the policies formulated man on the job and learn to help
In the smaller coherent group were solve those problems Each man
fully discussed in the faculty as ber cf the faculty had’ to become
a whole and modified accordingly, something more than a theorist. He
These departmeptal
chairmen, was valuable only in so far as he
moreover, were given a free hand could offer practical help. The
to carry out these policies when value of this field contact was inonce formulated with and through estimable. It had perhaps more to
the members of the department do with the growth of the School
selected by them fcr the task. For of Education than any other item,
the most part, these chairmen, The Institute was established ip
under the leadership of thp Dean, off-campus students almost equaled
functioned in a democratic fash- 1924 and by 1928 the number of
ion and every person was not only the mere than 4930 resident stuip a position to realize his best dents. It was not. however, the
potentialities, but also to contri- contacts that this large number of
bute his energies and capacities to students brought about but the
the realization of the program and spirit operative in the solution of
policies of the institution In spite mutual problems that was signifiof seme weaknesses that are in- cant.
evitable in any organization, cn the
6. Finally, cne other item peeds
whole this plan provides for the special emphasis although it has
freest expressiop and the utmost been suggested by this whole discontribution of every’ member of cussicn: namely, the spirit of
the faculty,
friendship that prevailed among
3. The third factor in the de- the faculty cn the one hand, and
velopmer.t of the School was the the faculty and students and eduattitude of the faculty toward the cational public on the other. The
students. This might be expressed fundamental Ideal prevailed that
In many ways. One characteristic the Deap and members of the faattitude was “the student is al- culty were easily available to stuways right until he is proved to be dents and educators. The latchwrong.’’ Conflicts are always like- string was always outside the door
ly to arise and it makes a differ- and every one could come with his
ence how the instructor feels and problems and go away feeling that
acts toward him. If the instruc- he had a friend in a faculty moni
tor assumes that he might be ber He was. moreover, spiritually
wrcfrig and sits down with the stu- uplifted by the contact. The fadent in that attitude to discuss culty member was never allowed to
the problems that arise, the result forget that mental growth hinges
Is bound to be favorable.
upon the attitudes and feelings of
This attitude of regarding the the individual and that these must
student as equal and his points of be taken into account in all re
view as Important was of par- lationships This ideal was pracamount importance It increased ticed by every official and clerk
the students’ self-respect and the | of the institution, as mgll as by the
feeling of Importance Of his own faculty. The School of Education
personality, a feeling necessary of New York University was known
for creative effort. In other words as a friendly institution.
it was not merely the function of
Space does not permit the fur
the instructor to teach. It was ther elaboration of the items men
primarily the function of the in tioned or the discussion of many
structor to participate with the others that give the institutiop its
student in the learning of wisdom. personality, but those mentioned
This camaraderie, this democracy will Indicate some of the most vi
of attitude is perhaps the most tal reasons for the amazing growth
fundamental element ip the great- and accomplishments of the tasti
ness and the contribution of the tuticn. It is not our problem or
Institution It contrasts complete- purpese to suggest the future trend
ly with the accepted university of the School or the nature of its
practice.
further development and progress.
This does not mean that the In Furthermore, we are fully aware
structor is not a scholar who is that the postwar world will provide
unfamiliar with his field of leam- many pew problems and will re
ipg. It does not even mean that quire many new approaches to the
he does not know Infinitely more new situations, but we also believe
of the subject he teaches than the that the fundamental elements of
students. But the attitude of cophilosophy and spirit as outoperative leamipg, or learning as Hned in the preceding pages Which
a joint enteiprise stimulated the have been responsible for the
student to his highest endeavors growth and influence of the School
His personality grew and flourished of Education will be just as neces
under sympathy apd understand sary and fundamental in its future
ing. In other words the student progress for they are basic to all
was always regarded as a human growth hand progress.
being who had ideas and a per
sonality of his own and whose in
tellectual growth could only take
place by the expression of those
ideas tn a flee discussion where
Public hearing on the following
errors might be detected and cor
application for license to sell
rected.
spirituous and vinous liquors will
4. The fourth factor basic to the
institution was the attitude of the he held in the City Council Room,
faculty toward the educator on the City Building, December 13, 1948,
job and his problems The phil at 7.30 P. M.:
osophy underlying this attitude Is
WINDSOR HOUSE
well stated in the material quoted
from Dean Withers. If was never
12 MYRTLE STREET,
assumed that the School of Edu
ROCKLAND, MAINE
cation or the individual members
G. U. Margeson, City Clerk,
of the faculty had all the solu
tions for the problems facing the Rockland, Maine.
95&97
educator in the American public
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We Are Not Misrepresenting- These Are Genuine Savings
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MEN’S AND LADIES’

Men’s Watches

Diamond
Onyx
Rings

Complete With Expansion Band

$1495

Silver
50-Piece Set
By the World’s Largest Manufacturer

$JQ95

$25.00 to $35.00 VALUES

FEDERAL TAX INCLUDED

as low
LADIES’ and GENTS’

as

■

$J295

Compare

Birthstone Rings
as low

$/l 95

Zircon Rings

*

as

ALL SOLID GOLD

our Diamonds

LADIES’

with any Others

10 KARAT GOLD

■■

in the State

$/?95

6

MEN’S

Masonic Rings

I

$30.00 to $50.00 VALUES

$1

A 95

1 *

FAMOUS BRANDS OF

g

Values As High As $9.95

as low
as

$^95

Pen and Pencil
Sets

FAMOUS LADY BETTY

ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

ONLY

MARKED DOWN

$595

■
$

Silverware

1-3 to 1-2
& _______

. We are

Children’s

Watches

30-PiECE SET

m

And Other Fraternal
Orders

as low
as

,

Dresser Set
*

f

Giving You

FIVE-PIECE
ONLY

$095

all National Brands
Merchandise

All Prices at this Sale Include Federal Tax— No other Money to Pay
k
Compare all these Values with Others— See for Yourself— We are Freely Giv

ing these Values as We are Definitely Going out of Business

SAVINGS SAVINGS SAVINGS SAVINGS

